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PREFACE.

T
HIS book \vas originally projected in order

that the experitnental work of Mr. JOSEPH

GOOLD, of Nottingham, on Pendulum and Plate

Vibrations, might be placed on record, and the
results of his life's \vork be made available for this
and future generations. It must be admitted that

t pre ent these r Sui 5 are n t direcdy utilitarian

in character, although a use may be found for
them SOUle day, but the investigations have added
SOluething to the sum total of the \vorld's know
cdg and he effec S efha no nun w foresee.

The manuscript was offered in turn to two of

the most· fatnous scientific publishing firnls in
London, and \vas declined by then1, in both cases,

on the ground that such a \vork could not be
produced ro£ ab]y buthould be unde by
such a Society as exists in America (though,
hsatere for the p b li hon of works

which, in the interests of Science, ought to be

published, but \vhich cannot be made to pay

COtlltnerclally. I, therefore, make no apology for

its eventual publication by my own firm, and can
o ly hope that the nevi ble 10 s w my

uhlishin friend for e]l may he re to
reasonable dimensions by a more extensive sale

than they anticipate.
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lbarll101tic IDibratiOltS.
INTRODUCTORY.

BY HERBERT C. NE\VTON.

SIl\1PLE HARl\10NOGRAPHS.

A
s the earlier portion of this book is concerned

,vith vibration figures produced by s\vinging

pendulurl1s, it \vill, perhaps, be best to describe first

one of the silnpler fOrlTIS of Harnlonographs, so

that the action and principles COlnn1on to all may

be fully understood before proceeding to the Inore

elaborate and eff~ctive ll1achines. ]'he expert and

the scientist are fully catered for in the chapter in

\vhich Mr. Goold describes in detail the methods

and results of his experinlents for the benefit of

those \vha 111ay follo\v in h-is steps, and in the

chapters by Mr. Benhanl on the admirable £ornls of

pendulum instrU111ents which he has designed; but

this first chapter \vill be devoted to the alllatellr,

to help hiln more easily to grasp the principles

in vol ved and to understand and Blaster the instru·

Inents enlployed. '1'0 ~hose \vho kno\v anything of

the subject, doubtless the laboured explanations of

what are to thenl very sinlple facts \vill appear

uunecessarily prolix, but if they Inake the 111atter

clear to the novice, they \vill ans\ver the purpose for

,vb ich they are \vritten.

-Many different fornls of peYldulums have been

arranged for the tracing of penclululn curves, the
B



object of thell1 all being tbe saIne, natnel y, to 111ake

a pern1anent record in the shape of ct, dra\ving of

the path taken by a freely sllspended pendulll111

under the influence of t \VO or 1110re ill1p111ses.

l'he scientific investigator studies these for the

purpose of understanding Inore thoroughly the ]a\vs

of vibration, \vhich can be lllore easily investi

gated \vi th 1110Vel11en ts of such long period and

1a rg e a 111p1i t u de t han \v i t h S 111 alleran d 1110 rera pid

\iibratiol1s, for the slo\v s\ving of a pendulu111 is

[eally a vibration as 111uch as are the rapid 1110ve

ments of the particles of a heated body. But the

amateur, apart frol11 any scientific interest they 111ay

have for bin1, \vi11 find the tracing of pendulunl

curves the 1110st entrancing and fascinating of

bobbie~; there is ahvays the pleasure of \vatching

to sec \tJhat forn1 the figure \vill take,Jlle interest of

seeing it gro\v and develop itself in a series of most

perfect and exquisite curves, and, alnl0st before it is

finished, the \vonder\vhat the next \vill be like.

j-\s one becomes Inore fall1iliar \vith the \vol'king

of the instrurnent, there is the pleasure of being

able to repeat a figure at \vill, or to vary it by

altering the phase, for tbis is an endless bobby; 110

one bas yet exhausted all the possible c0111binations,

the con1pl~xity and beauty of which increase as one

proceeds. Sorne of the sin1 pIer [orlns are shewn in

this chapter, and S0l11e of the n10re c0111plicated on

Plates XVI. to XXIV., but these reproductions

do not in any \vay do justice to the delicacy and

2 HAl\ilIO~ Ie VIBEATIO:':S.
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beanty of the originals, 111n.ny of the 1110re exquisite

,of "\vhich can not be reproduced at all. Apart froill

the pleasure he obtains llirnself from \vatching

the gro\vth and cJevelopnlent of the dra\vings,

there is one thing \vhich 1110re, perhaps, than any

.. -other induces the all1ateur al\vays to be trying

fresh COll1 binations and devising ne\v fignres, and

this is the attraction "\vhich his \vork possesses

for others; his friends never seen1 to tire of seeing
the \vonderflll pattern s fonu ing the:nselyes before

their eyes, and at a ConverSClzione there is nothing

that creates so tl1uch interest, even arl10ng those

people \vho usnally consider ita bore to have to

:gi ve any attention to scien tifie matters.

l'vIany people \vhose interest In harnlonic

vibration \vas first aroused by seeing the vibration

figures produ~ed by a Hanl1onograph, or by a

T\vin-Elliptic Pendulutn, have sought eagerly for

:SOIlle "\vork on this subject \vbich should be at once

sin1ple and c0111prehen sive, to help thenl to go

further into the nlatter than they have tinle or

,capacity to do unaided, and it is largely to assist

sl1ch that tbis book has been "\vritten ; partly to he.lp

tbelTI in the actt181 111aniplliation of the instrurnents ;

partly to she\v \v hat varied and beautiful figures

are obtainable, and \vhat apparatus it is best to use

to produce them; and partly to Il1ake clear as far as

possiflle the reasons 'why these harnlonic vibrations

prodllce syn1nletrical figllres at all, and to explain

the 11lathenlatical reasons \vby certain c0111binations

SIMPLE HARl\IO~OGRAPHS. 3



4 HAR~\lONIC VIBRATIONS.

of vibrations produce certain forIns, and ho\v by

previous Inathenlatical calculation ,ve can tell

beforeba!1d ,vbat fornl the figure \vill take. Of
course, in a book \vritten indepel~dently by t\VQ or

three different authors on the s~~ne subject, there·

must necessarily be some overlapping, but on such

a subject as the present this is probably an
advantage, as any point \vhich appears obscure as

put by one \vriter I11ay not inlprobably beconle

perfectly clear \vhen one reads the explanation

given by anotber.

'Ve have said that the object in vie\v is to
trace the path that a freely suspended pendull1111

vvould take if acted on by t,\VO or Inore iIl1pulses,.

but as a Blatter of fact \ve shall find that
all the instrulnents in use consist of t\VO or 1110re·

pendulu111s instead of one, and that they are not

necessarily freely suspended, that is to say, that the

pendulums employed are not invariably free to

s\ving in any dir€ction. Indeed the siIl1ple form of

Harmonograph \vhich \ve shall exan1ine first

consists of t\VO pendulu111s, and in our earlier

experinlents these \vill be so arranged that they can

only s\ving at right angles to each other.

An ordinary clock pendulum is so hung that it

s\vings in one plane or direction only, passing to

and fro over the same path, back\vards and

for\vards, and it is obvious that if \ve could attach

a pencil to the bottonl of the pendulunl, and

hold under it a piece of Ipaper, the pencil \vauld
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trace a straight line on the paper, and it is

of t\VO such penJulUI11S as this that the instru

ment under p.xall1ination is cOtnposed. (\\"e ll1ay
ignore for the 1110111ent the fact tbat, as tho

pencil also travels in a vertical curve, or arc, of

,vhich the point of sllspension is the centre, '\ve

ll1USt slightly bend the paper to the sanle curve or

·else the pencil \vill not tOllch it, except for a very

short distance in the centre; because in all the

instrU111ents auto111atic adjusttnents are introduced to

'elin1inate the effects of this 1110velnent altogether.)

i\S \vill be seen froll1 the illustration (f""'ig. r), the

pendlllurl1s are hung frolll a SI11ull \vooden table
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supported on three legs, the pendull1t11 rods passing

through large boles in tbe table-top, so that they can

s\ving ,vithout toucbing it, and being continued up

\vards for a fe\v inches above their points of suspen-·

sian. To the top of one of the penduIn111s a s111all

brass ta ble is fixed, so tha t it Jnoves to and fro as the

pendulllll1 s\vings. 'The top of the other pendulutu

carries a long rod, at the end of \vhich a glass pen

is fitted, the length of the rod being such that \vhen

the pendulunls are at rest the tip of the pen rests

on the centre of the brass table. No\v, as each of

these penduluI11 scan s\ving in one direction only,.

like a clock pendlI1unl, it is ohvioLls that, if \ve

s\ving only the one carrying the pen, it \vill il1ake

the pen travel back\vards and for\vards over the

paper in a straight line, passing to and fro at each

s\ving of the penc1111l1111, and all the result \ve shall

get \vill be a straight line of ink on the paper, and

not a very neat or delicate line either, o\ving to· the

pen passing so freqilently along it. But it \vill be

noticed that at each s\ving the pen travels a less.

distance than at the previolls s\ving, that is to say,

it does not go to the full length of the line l never

quite reaching tbe ends after the first s\ving, bllt

making shorter and shorter journeys along the line
until,it C0111eS to rest altogether in the exact centre

of the line. This is, of course, due to friction

gradually stopping the pendulu!n. If, no\v, the

other pendululn carrying a piece of paper on the

brass table be set s\vinging, \vhile that \vhich holds
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the pen renlains at rest, the paper \viII be 1110\Teet

back\vards and for\vards underneath the pen, and

again a straight line \vill result, bLlt this pendulutll

s \v ingsan1y at rig 11 tang Ies tot he p J. t 11 0 f the

other~ and so the Ene on the paper \viII also be at

right angles to the previolls line, and as both start

from, and corne to rest at, the centre, the t\VO

straigh t lines \vi 11 cross each other at righ tangles

'in the centre, and the resulting figure \'lill be a
cross, thus +. It is obviolls that it COlnes to the

same thing \vhether \ve lnove the pen or the pencil,.

\ve get our straight lille just t be saIne from either.

But it may be objected that \ve \vant to record

the moveluent of a penduluI11 \vhich can move K

fr:eely if acted on by t\VO impulses. Ho\v is the double

pendulut11 the equivalent of this? In this \'lay:

the pen pendululll is able to 1110Ve freely in one
direction under an inlpulse in that direction, and

the table pendulu1l1 is equally capable of recording

'an inlpl1lse given it in another direction at right

angles to the first; one n10ves the pen and the

other the paper, and \ve have just seen that it
does not lTIatter ,vhich is tTIoved. So if both are

moved, \ve get the nlovements of both pendulums

recorded. But obviously one pen on one piece of

paper can only lnake one line at a tiIHe. So if
both pendulu1l1S are s\vung together at the saIne

luoment, the resulting line must be the path taken

under the influence of both 1110veluents, not of

either one alone. Each records all the lTIOVement



produced by one inlpulse, and as both unite III

producing the figure, all the nlovenlents caused to

the pendulums by the t\VO inlpulses are represented

by the figure, and this is \vhat \ve \vished to obtain.

The object of using t\VO separate penclul urns, each

to be acted on by one inlpulse, and then cOfnbining

the t\VO, is that it is then easier to C0t11111Unicate

such inlpulses as \ve \vish, and to vary the relatiye

times and phases, than it \vOtI1d be ,vith one

pendululn alone.

Should the above description seeln lacking in

clearness, as the \vriter feels may ,veIl be the case,

perhaps it may help the reader to refer to the

remarks by l\1r. Goold on this point.

I t will be seen that in setting t\VO such pendulums
s\vinging, there are three ,vays in ,vhich \ve can
vary their respective nlotions :

(a) \'Ve can inlpart a lnore violent 111otion to one

than to the other, causing it to s\ving further

and so trace ~ longer line. This is called

the" an1plitucle" of the vibration.

(b) vVe can start both exactly at the same time;

or can set one s\vinging and then start the

other Iat-ae.r later, ,vhen the first has gone

'1, t, or ~ of its ,yay along its path, or \vhen
it is at SaIne certain point on its return

Journey. This is called the " phase."

(c) YVe can fix the ,veights Qr bobs at different

heights on tbe pendulunl rods, so that one

pendulul1l s\vings faster than the other, or

8 HAR~roN IC VIBRATIO~S.
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both ~t the sanle height, so that they s\ving

exactly in tilne or beat \vith each other.

'This is called the ,~ rate" or " period " of

the pendlllUIll.

By keeping t\VO of the above unchanged, and

varying the third as Inuch as p:Jssible, great changes

can be made in the figtlres. L,ater on in this

chapter precise directions for setting up the

instrulnent, and hints as to tbe exact ll1ethods that

have been found Inost satisfactory for 111anipulating

and taking care of the different parts, \vill be given,

but at presen t \ve \vill concern oursel yes 1110re \vith

the results obtainable and with the connection the

curves have \vitlI hannony, and their bearing' on

the theory of 11111Sic.

Suffice it, therefore, here to say that the arm

carrying the pen is hung lJet\veen. centres, and has

an adjusting 111illed head at one end, by \vhich the

weigh t of the pen can be balanced so as to redllce

the friction as ll1uch as possible, and that all the

adjustnlents Inen tioned in the "Directions 11 must

be carefull y III ade .before COll1 tl1encing work.

Presunling all tbis done, let us first adjust the

weights of the t\VQ pendlliulns to such heights that

they s\ving exactly equally, aJul then start the111

both s\vinging at the saIne time. They are then in

" unison," as it is called, and \ve shall get one of

three figures dra \vn on tbe paper. It \vill either be

a circle or an ellipse or a straight line, and,

whichever it is, its centre \vill be at the point at

__________1
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\V 11 ich tbe pen \vonld rest on the paper if t 11 e

penduluJ11s \vere both at rest. Btlt \ve ha\"e

already said that if \ve calculate beforehand \ve can

t e11 \V bat pat ter 11 \ve are going toge t , so \V h ,Y

should there be any uncertainty as to \vllat figure

\vill result if the pendulu111S are in unison? ~[he

ans\ver to this is that there is no uncertainty, all

the three are really the sall1e figure·--a circle--and

that the apparent difference is only one of "phase.'"

To Blake this clear, take a ring (an ordinary

\vedding ring \vill do, but a larger one, such as a.

curtain ring, is better) and hold it up at arOl's length

FIG. 2.

against the sky, so that you are looking straight

through it, and close one eye; yOIl see a round disC'

of sky surrounded by a circular ring; no\v tilt the·

top portion of the ring slightly baclnvards, a\vay

fr01TI you, the circular patch of sky is DO\V of an

elliptical fornl, and the ring itself appears elliptic,.

not round; tilt it still further, the ellipse becomes

narro\ver, until, \v hen the ring is at right angles to

its first position, the ellipse of sky has quite dis

appeared, and the ring itself looks like a straight

line. On tilting it still further an ellipse again is.

seen, and then again a circle.
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'I'his is exactly \vhat occurs in our dra\ving. If

the t,vo penduhl111S are started at the san1e pace at

the same 11101nen t \v ben they are ad j l1sted to

unison, the figure \vill be a straight line, but jf one

COtTIlnenCes its rnovenlcnt rather later than the

other, \ve shall get the figure ill a later phase, and

it \v i11 be an e 11 ipse, 0 r, if thereis a c1 i ffere11ce () f

exactly half the path, a circle.

But, though \ve talk of it as a circle, \ve shall find

that it is not exactly one, as \ve bave to take friction

into account. 'l'here is very little friction at tIle

point of suspension, but a considerable alllount is

created by the passage of the pen over the paper,

and this, as already explained, causes each s\ving of

the pendulu111 to be of less alTIplitude than the

preceding one; hence, \vhen the pen COlnes round to

the point at \vhich the circle c0111menced, it just

misses it, and the next circle C001n1ences inside the

first one, \vith a narro\v space i~) bet~\Veen t hern,

baving the same centre but less dian1eter. This

decrease in diatneter, ho\vever, being gradual, the

design is not really a succession of circles, but one

long spiral commencing at the ontside and ending

at the centre \vhen friction has brought the

pendulums to rest. (See Plate \7. for a specirnen

of a spiral produced by a perfect unison.) 'I'he

nUll1ber of turns in the spiral before it reaches

the centre \vill, of course, depend entirely on the

vvidth of the spaces bet\veen theIn, and this again

will depend entirely on the an10unt of friction, \vhich

___________51



can be increased or dilninishecl \vithin certain

lirn j ts by 1110re or less accurate balancing of the

\veigh t of the pen by means of the n1illed counter
poise .

.r\nother 11letboc1 of decreasing the effects of the

friction \vollld be by adding to the \veights at the

bottom of the pend ul U111S, as this gives the friction

Hiore initial energy to overc;ome before it can bring

the pendlllll111S to rest. This additional \veight \vould

not in a " theoretical" penduluill ll1ake any difference

to the rate or period of s\ving, \vhich \vould be

dependent entirely on the length of the pendululn,

and not in allY \vay on the \veight of the " bob" ;

and in a "sill)ple" pendulu111, such as a leaden

\veight at the end of a silk thread, the effect qf
addin~ \veight \vould be c0111paratively sInall, but

in the Harn1onogra ph \v hich \ve are considering

the ll1atter is cOtnplicated by the all10nnt of " top

han~per " the pend ul Utl1S carry above their point of

suspension, as tbis has a retarding action, \vhich

111u~t be overCOllle by the bottonl \veigbt; the
greater the difference bet \veen the total top and

bottonl \veights, the less \vill this retardation sho\v

itself in the period of s\ving. ~rhe \veight of the

rod itself also ll1USt be considered, for tbis \vill

obviously 1110dify the position of the centre of

gravity in a 1110re ll1arked degree with a light bob

than \vith a heavy one. There is one other nlatter

\vhich will affect our unison figure in practice, and

that is the difficulty of getting perfect unison. ~rhe

y-

12 HAR:\IO~Ie VIBRATIO~S.
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Plate ••.

UPPER FIGUR1~'~

Il\lPERFECT UNISON.

See pagl: 13.

LOl¥.liR 1/}l;URE.

SPECIMEN OF FIGURE \VHEN ONE PENDULUl\:f IS

FREE TO S\VING IN ALL DIRECTIONS.

Seepa,I{e Ii.
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di~rence bet\veen the t\VQ n~ay be so 5 III all that, if
\ve \vatch thenl carefully during three or four s\vings,

they still appear to beat in unison~ but af~er they

have vibrated a dozen tinles the difference nlay be

appreciable, and \ve Inay easily see that one of thetn
starts each s\ving rather later than the other. 1~he

cumulative effect of this \vill be to gradually turn

our circle into an ellipse, after\vhich, if the

difference bet\veen the t\VO is sufficient, it \vill

becotne a straight line, then again an ellipse, then

a circle, once more an ellipse, and finally a straight

line again, but, unless the difference is very great,

the pendullllTIS \viIi have ceased to 1110ve long

before tIle \vbole of these changes have taken

place. A glance at Fig. 2 on page 10 \vill at

once 111ake it clear \vhy the changes occur in this

sequence. ;\t the sanle tin1e the \vbole figure \vill

rotate, so that if it arrived t\vice at the straight line

phase, the t\VO lines \vould cross each other at right

angles. "This rotation is very evident in Fig. I.

on Plate II., \vhich is an inlperfect unison figure

in \vhich the phase is gradually changing. A

circle then may be looked upon as the characteristic

Egure of unison, that is to say, \vhen the number of

vibrations per second is the sanTe \vith each

pendulum.

If, \vhile the \veight of one pendlllun1 is at its

lo\vest, \ve raise the \veight of tbe other as lTIuch as \ve

can, \ve sball alrnost cause the latter to s\ving t\vice

\vhile the f8rn1er is s\vinging once, but to 11lake it

____________1
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C}tlite do so \ve lllllst still further sJO\V the beat of

the long pendlllunl by scre\ving into the top of it a

vertical brass rod carryi ng a sliding \veig h t. l'he

higher this \veight is clamped up the rod the sIo\ver

-the beat \vill be. CIalnp it fairly high up and then

,adjust the \veight on the other pendulUll1 till one

.s\vings just t\vice as fast as the other. '[his is

represented for convenience thus I :·2 ; and unison

is sin1ilarly \vritten I: I. No\v on starting both

pendllllllllS \ve shall get a design reselnbling in one

phase a figllre 8, the 'varions phases catlsed by

starting oCe pendulllm after the other being she\vn

in Fig. 4. It IS obvious tbat by suitably

.adjusting the \veights \ve can get variol1s other

relative rates of s\ving, in fact any rates of \vhich

the proportion is not greater than one to t\VO, such

as 2 : 3-that is, one pendulutll J11aking t\VO swings

\vbile the other 111,J.kes three, and in each case \ve

shall get a characteristic design.

'fbe t\VQ figures she\vn in I--)late III. are different

phases of the con1bination 2 : 3, and it \vill be noted

that the loops along one side of the figure are

,t\VQ in nUlllber, \vhile along the sllbtending side
there are three.

In like Il1annerin the figures in Plate IV. \vhich are

,different phases of the ratio 3 : 4 there are rbree

loops and four loops respectively on tlJe sides at

/right angles to each other. This forl11S a sinlple

111ethod of ascertaining the ratio of the vibrations by
'\vhich any figure \ye 111ay see \vas fornled.



T\VO DIFFERF:NT PHASES ali"' 2 : 3 RATIO.

See pagoe 14.
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Plate IV.

T\VO DIFFERENT PHASJ:;~S OF 3 : 4 RATIO.

See page 14.
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N O\V let us C0111pare this \vith the ll1usical scale

and see ho\v far they bear on one another.

i\ llHlsical note, as is \vell knovvl1, is a sound
caused by a series of vibrations sufficiently rapid

for tbe ear to be unable to detect the pauses

bet\veen then1, and perfectly regular, that is to say,

of equal dura tion and equally distant frol11 each

other. If t\VO notes have each an exactly sin1ilar

11l1mber of vibrations per second, \ve call tlleI11 "in

unison n; and t his you \vill note is j llst \v hat \ve

had \viththe pendululllS "vhen \ve got our circle

each penduluI11 l1lade the san1e nU111ber of regular

beats per second.

If \ve b.ave t \VO notes, one of \vhich has tvvice as

111any vibrations per second as the other, \ve call
one the octaYe of the other, and the proportion (or

the conlparative nU111ber of the vibrations) is I : 2,

\vhich is exactly \vhat \ve had in the second case

\vith the penduln111s \vhen \ve got our figure 8.

(T'he fdct that this c0111bination of curves £orn15 an 8

instead of SOIne other design has no connection of

course \'lith the \vord "octave"; the coincidence,

t houghacuriol1s on e, is anIy acciden taL) Bet \veen

the C0111binations of the t\\70 fundan1ental notes and

of the fllndaInental \vith its octave there are a

nU111ber of l1Jusical intervals, S0111e of "\vhich are

given in the follo\ving table, to~.ther \vith the

proportional nutnbers, or the rat.ios \vhich the

respective nunluers of vibrations bear to each

other.
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H.atios Notes.

I = C C· Unison,

5 6 C E2; l\1illor 3rd

3 4 = C F' Perfect 4th,
2 :,3 C G; Perfect 5th

3 5 = C A- l\Jajor 6th,
I 2 = C C' Octave ~,

If no\v \ve set our pendulu111s to gi ve any of tbese

ratios, vve shelll obtain the characteristic Egure of

that ratio; thus, if \ve take the ratio 2 : 3, l11aking one

of our pendulums s\ving t\vice \vhile the other is

s\vinging tbree tin1es, \ve shall obtain the

characteristic figure of the "perfect fifth " (see

Plate I I I.) and \ve shall find that, unless \ve

employ SaIne of tbese ratios, vve do not get a

distinct figure at all, but that the ratios \vhich

give us hannonies in the musical scale also gi ve us

curves \vhich c0111bine harmoniously to fornl

perfect figures; \vhile if vve employ discordant ratios,

that is to say, ratios \vhich are discords instead of

harmonies in tbe ll1usical scale, \ve shae as a rule also

get discord bet\veen our curves, and the resulting

figures \vi11 be con1plicated and unpleasing_

It is, I hope, now clear that our experinlents

\vith penduluI11s really do bear on sound vibrations,

although it I11ay perhaps be possible to carry the

analogy \vith music too far. Mr. Benbanl deals

with this subject l110re fully later on. It \vill

suffice to point out here that if a tuning-fork

gives every second a certain n nn1 ber of regular
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vibrations gradually diminishing in lecgth, we

can investigate the la\vs governing such a

sound by obtaining the same nun1 ber of. vibra

tions from a p~ndulum in a ll1innteor in five

minutes l or spread over as 11111Ch time as may

be necessary to enable 11S to make careful
,observations, as these vibrations are also regular

.and gradually diminish in amplitude; and, similarly,

if \ve \vish to investiga te the conlbination of two
musical notes, we can in like tnanner reproduce the
UllIn ber of vibratiofls by t\VO pendulu111S.

i\ furthet series of fignres can be produced by

-so suspending one of the pendulull1S that it is free ..lr

to s\ving in any direction, and then cOlnmunicating

to it a 1110tion cOlnpounded of t\VO or nlore

in1pulses ; for instance, giving it circular motion so

that the pendulun1 weight describes circles instead

,of ll1erely s\vinging to and fro, \vhile the second

·pendululll is swinging as before. Fig. 2 on Plate II.
she\vs a figure drawn in this \vay. '-fhis opens up an

·entirely ne\v field, as it is possible to vary the swing

of the freely suspended pendulum in 11lany \'lays. It
is, of course, not so easy to reprod lIce an y figure when

one pendulu111 is free, but by practice Inore can be

.achieved in this direction than one would expect.

An interesting addition to this forn1 of Harmono·

graph is a clock\vork lllovenlent fitted to the top of

'one pendulum to rotate the table carrying the

paper. This again gives an entirely ne\v series of

designs, son1e of theIn, \vhich take the fornl n10re

'I.
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...

or less of a nautilus-shell, being very pleasing-.

When the clock·,vork illation is being used, a

further variation can be introduced by so adjusting

the rod carrying the pen that, before COlll111encing,

it rests not -on the centre of the table, but slightly

to one side.
Very interp-sting effects can also be produced by

describing t\VO designs on the saIne card, one over

the other. T\Iost beautiful "\vatered silk" effects.

are obtainable in this \vay, perhaps the finest
resulting froin the superposition of t\VO very
sinlilar or exactly siinilar figures. Some of these·
latter, Jra\vn \vith the T\vin.Elliptic Pendulul11, are'

sho\vn on Plate XXI. A curious variation can be

made in these superposed figures by using a

different solution in ea.ch pen in place of ink, neither

of \vhich makes any apparent mark on the paper,

but \vhich \vhen tnixed produce a coloured preci·

pitate. The curves, therefore, sho\v only \vhere

th,ey cross one another, but the result is only likely

to be very satisfactory in exceptional cases. A

very interesting experilllen t reqniring care and

patience, but, \vhen achieved, of pernlanent interest,

can be perfOfll1ed by dra\ving t"vo designs as
sitnilar as p~ssible, but very slightly varying in
phase, side by side, one in red and the other in green

ink. l'hese, looked at through a pair of glasses,

Goe red and the other green of suitable tints, sbovv

1. stereoscopically," that is to say, they stand out as
if solid, and practically supply the third
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dimension, which is lacking in the ordiIlary

hannonic curve designs.' 'If merely a 3-Iine

figure of the principal lYlusical intervals be

prepared in this 'Yay, the series ,vill be of real
scientific value. T'his ~!-colourstereoscopic method

is more flllly described by Mr. C. E. BenhalTI later

Oll. Another ll1ethod of obtaining this stereoscopic
effect is to dra \tv the same design twice, bnt in

slightly different phases. 'These designs are then

placed side' by side \vith their centres about
2t inches apart and vie\ved through an ordinary
stereoscope. The simplest \vay of obtaining the

two designs with sufficiently small difference of

phase, is to hold the bottoms of the pendulums

back, one with each hand against \veights or

blocks placed on the floor, and then let them both

go at once, stopping the design after it has been

repeated about three times, as more sinlple figures

produce better effects. N O\V, to obtain the second

figure repeat the process exactly, but let go with

one hand a fraction of a second before letting go

\vith the other. Very little practice \vill enable the

operator to obtain any difference of phase desired.

It need hardly be said tllat none of the above

mentioned cornplex figures should be attempted

until the earlier and silnpler fornlS have been

thoroughly nlastered and can be produced at \vi11.

Such in brief are the uses of the 2-pendulutl1

Harmonograph, which, although incapable of pro

ducing such a lJevvildering variety of exquisite and

d
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beantiful designs as are obtainable \vith the

" Triple-Pendulun1 " and" T\vin-Elliptic " instru

ments, is perhaps the most suitable for the beginner

and is likely in the future to be the form Inost in use,

owing to the same reaS0QS that have Inade it

popular in the past.
For exatnple, although the Twin-Elliptic pendu

lum is an inexhaustible source of designs, and the

'2-pendulllm instrUt11ent is lit11ited in comparison,

the l11anipulation of the latter is so much easier,

FIG . .).

and the amount of practice requIsHe to achieve

success is so much sll1aller, that tile atnateur \vould

probably prefer it until he becomes "enthused,"

as frequently happens \vhen one starts this B10st

interesting and fascinating hobby, and \vhen he
has quite Inaster.ed it and desires 11l0re .., \vorlds to

conquer, he can select one of the lnore efficient·

instruments.

Another reason for the 2-pel1dulu111 fonn usually

being selecleJ at first is that it can be used anywhere.
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\Vhile the Twin-Elliptic pendulutn must he hung

from above and requires a fairly lofty room to

produce its best effects, and owing to this and the

rigidity required in the bracket or other supp'Jrt,

cannot readily be taken to a friend'~ house for the

evening, the 2-pendulum arrangement stands on its

own legs on the floor, is only about three feet high,

and packs for carrYing about in a box not much

more bulky than an ordinary violin case, as shown
in Fig. 3.

'This pat tel n is made 'in two sizes, the smaller

of which, 'shewn HI Figs. I and 3, gives
the various figures ,up t?, but not Including, the

octave, while the larger and Inore expensive gives

the octave also~ 'fhe figllres on Plates II., III.

and IV. were all Inade with tire srnaller pattern

Harmonograph. 'rhe three-pendulum forIll on the

other hand is more expensi ve than the t WQ

pendulum instrulllents, and, being considerably

larger, is less portable, but if expense is no object,

it is a very fine piece of apparatus, and ,vill do all
that the simpler ones 'VIII, and much more.

DIRECTIONS FOR USING THE 2-PENDULUM

HAH.l\JONOGRAPH.

After screwing the three legs into their places,

spread them out a little and then press lightly on

the table, so as to drive the points slightly into tbe

floor and secure a rigid base, as freedom from

external vibrations is essential to the production of

------- 1
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perfect figures. One of the brass pendnlull1 rods

has a longer top portion than the other, pass this

rod downwards through the hole at the \vide end of

the table so that the points on the rod rest in the

cups of the brass ring on the table, and clatllp one

of the \veights on the lo\ver end of the rod. 'I'he

long arm carrying the pen is then fitted into the

upper end. _

On the points a t the narrower end of the table

the bronzed brass ring is to be fitted. 1'his, it \viII

be seen, has, in addition to certain cap.. like depres

sions, 2 deep holes on one side into which the

points fit. Now pass the second~ pendulnlu rod

through the table, allo\ving- the points on the rod to

rest in tbe cups in the raised portion of the bronzed

ring. 'ro the lower end clalnp a weight, and to the
upper fit the brass table.

It will now be seen that each pendulum \vill

swing in one plane only and that the planes are at

right angles to each other.

j\dditional \veights Inay be added to each

pendulum with advantage.

PENs.-'The best pen is one lllade of glass tube

dra\vn out to a point, and the best Inethod of

filling it is to insert the point into the bottle of

~pecial ink and suck at the large open end. After

a little has been dra\vn in this m,annerinto the fine _

bore of the point, more Inay be added by nleans
of an ordinary" filler" at the large end.

Stylographic pens may also be used, or steel
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pens fitted to a light penholder, but in this case it

will be found advisable to fix the pen at an angle,
whereas a glass pen should al\vays be placed

vertically. A rubber band is the best and

simplest means of holding the pen firtnly to the

socket.

Glass pensJ thongh more satisfactory, need care.

The ink should never be allowed to dry in them,
and care must be taken that the ink used is free

froln grit, as it is difficult to clear the fine
capillary tube if it once gets choked. I t is best to
}{eep the pens al\vays in. ,vater \vhen not in use,

and should one get stopped up, it may be cleared
by placing the tip in nitric acid.

I NK.-As the bore of the pen necessarily varies

it is ad visable to have luore than one sort of ink,

some thicker and SOflle thinner, as thin inks run too

fast through large bores and thick inks will not

pass through the finer pens. The inks should be

also of different colours, both for the sake of variety

and also to distinguish them.

CARDs.-'fhe figures Inay be dra ,vn upon either

paper or card, but the latter is 1110re convenient,

as its stiffness keeps it flat on the table.

The surface should be quite S11100th, but not

highly glazed, as in its passage OVer the card the

pen is apt, to scratch up s111aH particles of the

nlaterial ,vith \vhich tile surface is loaded, and

which tend to choke the bore. I n fact, until one

becomes very expert, it is best to purchase snch

_.- iIIiiII....__d
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items as cards, ink, pens, etc., fronl the Harnlono
graph Inakers.

UNIVERSAL !\JoTIoN.-When it is desired that

one pendulum should svving freely in all directions

the bronzed ring must be lifted off the pins and

rotated half a turo, so that the t\VO eup.like

depressions in the recessed portion of the ring rest

on the top of the points. l'hen the points on the

pendulum should rest in the ClIpS on the recessed

parts of the top surface of the bronzed ring at right

angles to the lo\ver points. This, it \vill be seen,

brings both sets of bearings on the same level.

BALANCING THE PEN.-When the pen is filled

and ready for \vork, it is necessary to balance it by

scre\ving the milled brass counterpoise \veight

nearer to, or further frolll, the pen, \v bieh should

press lightly upon the paper. If it presses too

lightly it \vill have a tendency to " bounce" or

"jUIl1p," and the line \vill not be continuous, btlt

pressing too heavily means increased friction,

bringing the pendulu1l1 to rest sooner, and pro·

ducing wider spaces bet\veen the lines, besides

quickly wearing out the glass pen.

In order that the pen may be kept out of the

way while the card is arranged under the springs

of the brass table, a separate little weight is hung

by a small cord from the hook at the end of the

counterpoise screw. 'Ihis is lifted and placed on

the wooden table '\vhen the instrunlent is at \vork

and while the counterpoise is being adj llsted, but
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\vhen allo\ved to hang free it lifts the pen from the

paper and holds it up out of the \vay. Care is

necessary in starting the figures; it is usually best

to lo\ver the pen gently on to the card by hand, and

\vith a little practice this ll1ay be done \vithout
affecting the s\ving of the pend ul um.

-------------
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PAI\T I.

DESCRIPTIVE AND PRACTICAL

DETAILS

AS TO HARMONOGRAPHS.
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(I.) BRIEF HISTORY OF TI-IE

HARMONOG R.A.PH.

THE Harmonograph is an instrunlent for
.. recording the curves resultant from the

compounded movements of t\VO pendulums oscillat
ing at right angles. Long before it ,vas invented,

curves not unlike those produced by the pendululTIs
had been described by nleans of the geometric pen
invented by John Baptist Suardi, who in the
eighteenth century published a ,vork containing an
enumeration of no less than r ,273 complex figures
produced by bis instrulnent.

BLACKBURN'S PENDULUM.

The earliest form of the Harmonograph was
Professor Blackburn·'s pendulunl, \vhich was first

FIG. 4. LISSAJOUS'S ~ IGVRES.

Successive Phases, I : 2.

shown in r844' Tbis consisted of a heavy weight,
hanging by a cord, and forced by its attachments
to· perfornl an orbit which compounded two

rectangular paths. 'The curves were traced in sand

or lampblack by a pointer attached to the lo\ver
side of the weight.

LISSAJOUS'S FIGURES.

In r857 Lissajolls sho\ved ~ilnilar curves resulting

frolll tl;e C0111POUll ding of the Yibratiol1s of t\VO

tuning forks beld at right angles. l\lirrors affixed
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to the tuning forks recei ved and reflected a beam

of light, and the resultant curves \vere thus projected
optically on a screen.

\VHEATSTONE'S KALEIDOPHONE.

Sir Charles Wheatstone produced similar effects

by means of his kaleidophone, a bent steel rod \vith

a bright bead attached, sho\ving, \vhen set vibrating,

a curve of harmonic character by the reflection of
a lamp or candle placed near the bead.

THE CLOCK-SPRING KALEIDOPHONE.

A simple way of sho\ving curves of exactly the

same character i3 to 1110unt a bright bead or a round

headed silver plated or nickel plated nail at the end

of a piece of clock-spring about nine inches long.

The spring is held in a flame near the centre, and

,vhen red-hot is t\visted so that the t\VQ hal yes are

at right angles to each other. The lower portion

is gripped in a vice, and when the spring is dra \vn

aside diagonally and released the bright bead shows

by the light of a candle a curved line which, if a
harmony is perfectly established, preserves its form,

merely diminishing in size, until the spring comes

to rest. Harmonic ratios depend upon the position

of grip in the vice, \vhich must be adjusted by trial.

By the light of a coloured lamp in an otherwise

dark rOOlll the eRects are very beautiful. If two

differently coloured larnps-say, red and green-are

placed one on each side of the bead the curve 'vill

be duplicated in interlacing red and green lines.
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THE STRIP RECORDER-A USEFUL DEVICE.

This simple clock spring harlTIOnograph may

actually be made to record a tracing on smoked

paper. 'fa do this, instead of the bead, or as well
as the bead, let there be a cork firmly fixed at the

top of the spring and on the flat upper surface of

the cork fasten with glue or \vith t\VQ pins a strip

of paper about three inches long and an inch wide.

At the other end of this paper strip a short needle

point must be attached vertically to the under side.
rrhe attachment is easily accotnplished \vith a drop

of hot glue allowed to run do\vn the needle point

after it has been pushed through the strip into
posItion. The strip is thus a recording lever, very

ligh t and frictionless, and free fro 111 any' tengency

to bounce, and it \vill be found that \vith a little

practice it can be made to trace the record of the

curve perfectly on smoked pa per. rrhe strip is,

supported on a knitting rod, held horizontally

under it \vhile the spring is dra \Nn aside, and

let dovvn on to the slTIoked paper at the moment

of release. In an instant the harn10nic curve

appears exactly as if it had been traced \vith

the Tisley harulonograph. rrhe va llle of the

paper strip lever is considerable for recording

Il10venlents of any kind that necessitate absence of

friction, and at the san1e tilne require tbat the

needle shall not jump, as it \vollld if a stiff counter ..

balanced lever were used. j\ "Tisley bannonograph

Illay be 111ade in n1iniature fonn, \vith \veights not
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exceeding rIb., if the records are made on smoked

paper with the strip recorder.

THE DISC KALEIDiJPHONE.

Another rnethod of sho\ving the harmonic curves

optically is as £ol1o\\7s :-lVlount on a firl11 stand t\VO

vertical steel \vires about half-an-inch apart and

about t\velve inches long. Firnlly attached to the

top of each of the steel ,vires is a blackened disc of

card or metal, so that the discs are parallel. Each

disc is abolIt four inches in dianleter, and running

diagonally throngh the centre is a narro\v slit, the

respecti ve diagonals being at right angles. \Vhen

the discs are at rest there '\vill be a central \vhite

spot at the intersection of the slits \vhen they are

vie\ved against the light. This spot \vill develop

into a bright line \vhen one of the discs vibrates,

and also into a sinlilar line, but at right angles,

\v hen the other vibrates. \Vhen the t\VO vibrate

together the line \vill become a C0111pound vibration

curve, and by appropriateiy \veighting one of the

\vires with a 1110vable clamped weight, adjustable at

different positions along the ,vire, various harmonies

lllay be produced exactly like Lissajous's figures.

This sinlple little contrivance also illustrates very

prettily the sy111pathy of harn10nic vibrations.

Directly one of the springs is started the other, if

tuned in harlllony, also comlnences to vibrate by

the accurllulation of infinitesin1al harmonic inlpulses
from its companion.
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HUBERT- AIRY'S EXPERIlVIENTS.

After \iVheatstone's Kaleidophone no fllrther

advances of any importance \vere Blade in the

subject of these compounded vibration curves

until SOlne interesting observations by Mr.
Hubert Airy in 1870 led to the idea of constructing

an instrun1ent "vh ich was the actual progenitor of

Tisley's Harn10nograph. Mr. Airy had casually

noticed that a shoot from an acacia tree vvhen set

vibrating by dra\ving it aside and releasing it des

cribed a very curious orbit as it calne to rest. By
tying a light pencil to the t'wig he actually succeeded

in making it record its 1110veU1ents on paper, and

these tracings \vere reproduced ,in Nature in 187°,

as also were some 1110re perfect figures \vhich he
subsequently produced by means of a crudely

constructed COlTI pound vi bration pen did II n1 of long

jointed rods supporting a \veigh t of 50lb.

THE HARMONOGRAPH AND SYMPALMOGRAPH.

In 1874 Mr. S. C. 'fisley and Mr. Spiller, of
London, showed the harmol1ograph in practically

its present £ornl. This ,vas follo\ved by 1\1r. Viney's
'simpllfication called the Syn1palmograph, lTIade by
Bro\vning. Many further n1odifications have since

been devised for obtaining special results and more
, complex patterns.

D
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(II.) THE RECT'ILINEl\R
I-IAR~,iONOGRAPH.

I
~; "risley's hannonograph t\VO pendulllT11S arc so

arranged that \vhile s\·vinging at right angles

the cornbined Dl0velnent is exhibited and per

manently recorded in tile forln of beautifully

synl111etrical Cl~rves traced on paper or card "\vith a

pen. 'I'he pendululllS are so coustructed that their

relative lengths can be varied, \vith correspondIng

differences in the fonn of the curves described.

All the rnodifications of the curves traced by the

instrU111ent are due to 111odifications of period and

modifications of phase, t\VO ternlS \vhich 111Ust at the

outset be clearly understood and distinguished by
the eXperill1enter.

DIFFERENCES OF PERIOD-'THE ANALOGY OF

MUSICAL CHOHDS.

The differences of pattern produced with the

harnlonograph arise from the fact that by altering

the length of one of the pendululTIS \ve alter its

time·period. If the t\\70 pendulllll1S are swinging

in equal time, \ve 111ay obtain by their combined

influence on the pen a spiral-the unison figure.

If \ve alter the length of one of the pendulu111s so

that in the time that one has acconlplished three

oscillations the other has' exactly perfornled t\'vo, vve

have a totally different figure-one \vith two loops,

or "nodes," bounding t\VO of its opposite sides and

three of these nodes bounding the other two

--6'....-
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opposite sides. \Vhatever the ratio of the two

pendulurns' tinle-periods may be, it will ahvays be
,expressed by the nodes in this ,vay. With a ratio

of 3-4 \ve shall have 3 nodes and 4 nodes at right

angles to tben1; the ratio 5-8 \vill similarly show

5 nodes and 8 nodes, and so on. If the ratio is one

·of very high numbers, such as I3 to 35, the figure
\vill lack sytnmetry. I t will have so diminislled in
:size before it has conlpleted so extensive a series of
loops that the harmony of the design "\vill not

,be apparen t, and the figure \vill be \vhat is

·called a discord, though it should be borne in

nlind that Stlch figures are not really discordant,

-but are just as truly the product of harmonious

la\v as the fignres which, because their sinlple

-symmetry is ll1anifest, \ve call harmonies. The so ..

-called harmonies, therefore, are merely the com-

binations of ratios of snlall numbers, vvhile the

so-called discords are 1110re or less cOlnpleted

,col11binations of ratios of higher nUIllbers, the cycle

being too protracted and involved for the eye

to appreciate. Pope's line, '" All discord harrnony

-not understood," is scientifically accurate. The

:principle has its parallel in music, in \vhich, as is

well kno\vn, the harl110nious chords are th8se

"\vhich combine sound vibrations \vhose periods are

in ratios of s111all numbers, while the combination

·of t\VQ notes ,\\' hose ratios of vibration are repre

sented by bigh numbers produces an effect of

,discord on the ear. The parallel In l1st not, ho\v-

----------~
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ever, be pushed too far, for though 111any of the

harmonograph figures correspond \vith ll1usica.l

chords, as regards the ratio of their C0111pOnent

elements, luany of them do not and S0111e 3ctnally

have no equivalents in any combination of notes on

the diatonic scale.

This ,vill be rendered clearly manifest by the

follo,ving table, \vhich gives some of the principal

hannonies, \vitb their nlusical chord equivalents :-

Ratio of period. Chord in 111 llsic.
Component

l11usicalllotes.

.Equal Unison C C
5 to 6 Minor third C E2:

4 to 5 IVlajor third C E

3 to + l\fajor fourth C F
5 to 7 No equivalent in the diatonic scale-

2 to 3 J\1ajof fifth C G
3 to 5 1\1ajor sixth C A

I to 2 Octave C c
I to 3 Perfect t \velfth C g

I to 4 Double octave C c'

It \vill be seen from this list that the 5: 7

harmony, \vhich is quite as pleasing to the eye as

any of the others, has no musical equivalent chord.

Besides, while in mllsic some of the chords specified

above are 111uch more satisfying to the ear than

others-for example, the major third is far n10r~

pleasing than the mCtjor fourth-it cannot be said

that the curve representing- the ratio 4 to 5 of the

harmonograph is any luore satisfying to the eye

than that for the ratio 3 : 4. Therefore, as already

1
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stated, the analogy of eye· and ear 11111St not be
pushed too far, and it is rather 111isleading to call

the harlTIOnograph figures "music lTI:tde visible,"

as they have been styled sOlnetimes.

In vie\v of the lTInsical analogy it is al\vays
.advisable to record harnl0nies up\vards, that is to

say, 2 : 3 not 3: 2, I: 4 not 4: I, just as in
recording a ll1usical chord the fundanlental note is'
placed first.

The tilDe period of a pendululTI \vith a 1110veable

weight is most easily ascertained by experiment

and not by calculation. Theoretically, in the case

of a" sirl1ple "pendulurll-that is, an in1aginary
pendulu111 \vithout \veight except at the bob-the

period of oscillation va ries inversely as the sqnare

root of the length, i.e., if the length be increased

fourfold, the tilTIe period \~ill be one half \vllat it
\vas before. A sill1ple pendulum does not, ho\vever,

exist practically, and though the la\v above

enunciated l11ay serve to give a general idea of

the lengths corresponding to different tinle periods,

these are really only to be arri ved at \vitb accuracy
by trial.

DIFFERENCES OF PHASE.

1""'1be figures of the hacnonograph differ not only

according to the ratios of period, but also according

to the different phases of the oscillations. These

phases are detern1ined by the relative directions in
which the pendulums are s\vinging. 'I'hey nlay be

- say, in the case of the unison figure-each at the
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end of their s\ving at the saIne time, in which case
the resllitant figure is Inerelya diagonal line, in

accordance vvith the well-kno \vn lavv of the

parallelogralu of forces, or on the other hand one

pendulum ll1ay be at the end of its svving \vhen the
other is in the Iniddle of its path, in which case

the resultant curve is a spiral. These are the t\VO
extreme cases of phases, and n1ay be cailed the
cusbed and OPCIt phases respectively. Bet\veen these
extrelne varieties of phase there are inn un1erable

intennediate forn1s partaking of the nature of each.

The clisped phase may be kno\vn in any of the
figures by the pointed extrelnities \vbich prevail in

t\VO of the nodes, \vhile the open pbases are mani

fested by the rounded and unifornl loops. 'The

cllsped phase ~s the best test of the accurate

harnlonising of a figure. If the harnlony is perfect,
the pointed nature of the cusps \vill continue to
assert itself throughout the figllre, but if the figure

deviates [rOITI true harnl0ny it \vill open ont its cusps.

n10re and 11lore each tinle the pen COines round.
Discord, indeed, involves a continuous change of

phase, and it \vill be seen that if the pendulu1l1s are

purposely adjusted for a slight discord, the pen vviU

trace all the possible phases of the approxin1ate

harmony in succession.
In order to obtain control over the different

phases, and to produce such as may be desired,

see the instructions under the heading of " Stereo

scopic Designs" (page 45).
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(III.) PRAC'frCAL DETAILS.
THE GLASS PENS.

T HE glass pen, \vhen Qut of use: should be kept

pain t do\vn \vards in a cup of cleaL water, or in

the ink vessel, over \vhich there should be a cover

to keep out dust. Fill the pen by dra\ving the ink

up through the point. By 1his nlf'anS no particles

larger than the aperture can enter the pen to clog

it. In dra\ving the ink into the pen first attach a

longer glass tube to it by Dleans of a slnall piece of

indiarubber tubing, and apply suction to this

attached tube. 1~his \vill obviate any risk of

dra\ving any ink into the 111outh, or allo\ving any

moisture fro111 the mouth to enter the pen. The

pen ll1ay, ho\vever, be filled at the top \vith a

pipette or fountain-pen fil1er~ if a tiny tuft ot cotton

wool is first pushed into the pen as near the point

as it \vill go. This acts as a filter. The little plug

of cottOl1-\vool is in any case advantageous, even if
the pen is filled at the point. It promotes a gentle

and even flo\v of the ink and saves the risk of

dust entering at the top and clogging the pen.

A glass pen is made by heating a piece of tubing at
the centre in a flame, and dravving it out so as to 111ake
two pointed tubes. These tubes are then sealed in

the Harne by holding the tip of the tube vertically

and point up\vards for a mOlnent in the BaIne. The

sealed point is then ground dovvn carefully on a wet

hone until the hole is just reached. 'fhe shoulders

of the point are also ground a\vay carefully on the
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hone, for the \vidth of the line \vill be that of the

vvhole glass point, and not that of the hole nlerely,

and often a pen that bas \vorn do\vn so as to give too

thick a line may be restored by a fe\v sharpening

·strokes on tbe hone. The three stages are shown

in Fig. 5, in \vhich A 8ho\V5 the pen dra\vn to

a point and scaled, B sho\vs it after grinding until

the hole is reached, and C the final sharpened

stage.

2:-->
c=-~--------~

B ~i ~

ii-C------"""-'""-~
,-c---------~

FIG. 5.

Showing the three stages of the process
of making.

The pens 111ay be purchased frorn the makers of

the Harmonograph, and \v1th careful use \'lill serve

for a very long tilne. The pen should rest on the

paper as lightly as is practicable \vithout bouncing,

the counter-balance being adjusted accoreiingly. A

new pen often ''larks 3. little l.)arshly at first, but it
quickly gets into good condition after it has been
used a little while. Should the ink have beeh

allo\ved to dry in the pen point, it \vill be quickly

I"

sq
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cleared by placing it in dIlute nitric acid,after\vards

cleaning it 'Yell \vith \vater before refilling \vith

ink.
INKS.

Morell's violet ink is one of the best to use, but

most of the ordinary coloured comll1ercial inks

ans\ver very \velL A very little gum arabic added

to some inks is an inlprovenlent, as it tends to

prevent the lines fronl running together. If black

tracings are required, ordinary blue-black ink 1l1ay

be used, or even liquid Indian ink, preferably :he

non-fixed kind, 'as the fixed kinds are [nore 'apt to

clog the pen. In using the Indian ink there must
be no trace of \vater in the pen \v hen it is filled,

unless it be distilled \vater.

Special in}(s, ho\vever, can be obtained of various

colours vvhich dry quickly, an ilnportant point

when the lines a re close together or cross each

ot~)er frequen tly, as is the case in S0111e of the ill0st

beautiful designs.

PAPER AND CARDS.

" Ivary" cards and Bristol board afford a good

surface, as also does a good q nali ty SlIlooth crealll-1VOVt;

'writing paper. Rough paper should be avoided,

.·and also paper with enanlelled surface, \vlJich,

though it takes fine lines that dry pronlptly, has the

disadvantage of ultilnately clogging the pen \vith

the substances \vith ,vhich the surface is loaded.

.' Very fine designs may be traced on paper coated
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with a strong solution of iron sulphate and allowed

to dry. Instead of ink the pen is filled \vith strong

pyrogallol, to \vhich a little sulphite of sod(\. has

been added. "The result is that \vherever the pen

touches the paper an intensely black but very fine

line ensues. 'fhis ink, after a day or t\VO, becomes

q nite insoluble, but unfortunately it does not retain

its blackness pennanently.

Tannic acid in place of pyrogallol gi ves a

permanent black, but not one of such intensity.

The advantage of using a soluble salt in place of

ink is considerable for the production of the very

finest lines, and if it is for pprposes of photo

engraving, the non-penl1anency is often of no

importance so long as a good black is obtained for
reproduction.

A strong solution of sugar, to \v hieh a little

sulphuric acid has been added (preferably coloured

,vith indigo), gi yes lines ,vhich turn to an intense

black \vhen the paper is strongly heated afterwards.

The heat should be applied as soon as possible

after the tracing is dra\vn, or the lines will

degenerate to a bro"vn in course of time.

TRACINGS ON SMOKED PAPER.

For these a needle-po.int vertically mounted in a.
,vooden-holder 111Ust be substituted for the pen, not

forgetting to re-adj LIst the counterbalan ce for the

altered vveight of the pen lever. The paper should

be that with an enaI11elled surface, cOITIrnonly used

Q
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for" process" illustrations, and popularly called

"art paper." It shoulrl be enclosed in a S111all:

fraIne-such as a child's transparent dra\ving slate

-and backed \vith blotting paper. \i\7hen thus held

flat it 111ay be s1110ked in the flan1e of a wax taper

held horizontally underneath it and ITIoved to and

fro so as not to char the paper. The curves will
be in \vhite lines on black, and of great delicacy,

there being no funning together at the lines at

. intersecting places, as \vith ink. 1'0 fix the tracings,

take then1 carefully out of the franle, and brush the

back of the smoked paper \vith a fixati ve ll1ade of
hard ,vhite spirit yarnish one part and Inethylatec1

spirit six parts. \\711en quite dry the surface can

be varnished ,vith a turpentine varnish or lightly

polished ,vith a tuft of cotton-"\vool.

TRACINGS o~ S:\10KED PHOTOGRAPHIC PAPEI~.

Collodion-coated sensitized paper, such as Paget's

self.toning paper, takes the slTIoke very ,veIl.

Instead of fixicg the tracing lay it in the light until

the '\vhite lines have turned a deep bro\vn. Then

sponge off the smoke in a saucer of ,vater and fix

the print in the usual \vay. By this llleans dark

lines on a ,vhite ground are produced, 'vhile any

running together of the finest lines is entirely
obviated.

TRACI!,;GS or-.: S1JOKED GLASS.

Flood a clean piece of glass ,vith benzoline

to which a little petroleun1 has been added,
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and drain the liquid off at a corner' of the plate,

taking care not to-be near a flame, as the vapour

is inflamnlable. Snloke the benzolined surface in

a candle flatne, 1110ving the glass about all

the tilDe to preven t fracture from t 11 e lJ eat.

The sn10ke first deposits as a shiny filn1, and

presently aSSlllnes a dry velvety opaque appearance.

The under stratull1 is still tacky and the film_

presen ts a Dlediun1 adn1irably adapted to take the

cut of the needle and gi ve perfect lines. The

tracings can be moun ted as lantern slides or trans

parencies, thin card slips being placed under the

edges of the cover glass to prevent actual contact.

If it is desired to use the tracings as negatives for

printing froin photographically, they 111ay be

fixed be flooding the sn~oked side carefully

\vith a negative yarnish, and draining off at

the corner. It should be borne in mind in

producing these tracings on glass that the

,veigbt of the glass \vill probably ha \re slightly

altered the period of the penduluIl1 on \vbich it

rests, the '''eight of \vlJichnlust be readjusted

-accordingly.

The photographer's so-called " opaI~gla'.;s " takes

very good lines, if snlokec1 in a candle flame very

lightly and \vithout benzoline. The figures IDay

be fixed \vith varnish,· or protected by a glass

covering. The fibn side of an unused dry plate

.also 111akes a good surface for S111oking, and takes
the- varnish \vell.

<
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CLEAlnc.:G Sl\JOKED Tl<ACINGS OF LOOSE PARTICLES.

The needle is apt to scatter loose particles of

carbon over the surface of the paper or glass.

~hese are generally ren10vable by a light tap on

the back of the paper,but on the glass, being

in1pregnated \vith benzoline, they 0 Eten adhere,

and are not so easily got rid of it. They should,

hO\T1 ever, be relnoved before fixing, and this may

be easily done hy taking any excited electric, such.

as an ebonite strip or rod rubbed \vith a \Varnl

flannel and holding. it near, but, of course, not

letting it touch the glass surface. All loose particles

are attracted by the ebonite, and the lines are left

perfectly clear.

STEREOSCOPIC DESIGNS.

Stereoscopic results of a very interesting character

Inay be obtained by tracing tlJ(~ same figure t\vice

exactly of the satne size, but in very slightly

differing phase. l'his is by no ll1eans so difficult as

it ll1ight seem. Arrange the pendulu111S for a given

ratio, say 2: 3. Dra\v the ]o\ver ends of the

pendullllTIS up tofirn1 stays on the- floor, placed at

such a distance as to give the required atnplitude of

oscillation, and having pressed thenl against the

stays, one vvith each hand, let go of both at the

same instant. Drop the pen, say, at the tbird svving

of the longer pendululll. Count, say, six, completed

orbits of the figure on- the paper and then lift the
pen. If this has been done accurately the figure-
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should be in its cllsped phase (\vith pointed

extremities). If the process '.vere repeated exactly

,on a second card the figtlre '.vould be reproduced

exactly, line for line. But to obtain the stereoscopic

,effect it is necessary that the second figure should

be slightly varied in phase; and to ensure this' the

t\VO pendulums nlt1st not be released sirllultaneously

as before, but one 111USt be allo\ved to start the

least fraction of a moment before the otber. If
this is done deftly-and it only requires a little

practice-the t\VO figures \vill differ in phase just

.sufficiently to gi ve a stlrprising effect of solidity

\vhen the t\VO are vie\ved side by side in the stereo ..

.scope. The best stereoscopic effects are, ho\vever,

\vith the open phases. To produce these the

.pendulums must not be released simultaneously in

the case of either figure, but '.vith a little practice

it \vi11 be found easy to allo\v for the requisite

·difference in the till1e of release to produce the

necessary difference of phase.

In n10unting for the stereoscope the t\VO patterns

,should be exactly in a horizontal line, and the

corresponding parts of tIl e t\VQ figures should be at

.a distance apart of fron1 2! to 21 inches.

rfraced \vith a needle on srnoked glass the stereo.

scopic effects are astonishing, and those '.vho see
then1 for the first time in a good closed stereoscope

\vill hardly believe that they are not looking at a

,solid cage-\vork of silver \vires, so perfectly do the

lines seen1 to stand out in space.

I
I
J
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Plate VI.

STEREOSCOPIC CURVES PRODUCED BY VARIATION OF

PHASE.

The Harmonies represented are I 2, 2 : 3, and 3 : 4·

See page 45.

To be viewed through an ordillal")' ster"oscope.



I : 2. Stereoscopic.

2 : 3. Stereoscopic.

3 : 4. Sterepscopic.

PLATE VI.
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The ratio 3: 4- gives an effective design for

stereoscopic representation, and if the hanllony is

in ten tionally 111ade not q l1i te perfee t a still 1110re

beautiful curva ture of the lines is broughtout.

'The stereoscopic figures should not be cantin :led

to the centre of the figure. .l\bout t\velve completed

orbits are the nlaxill1Ull1 that \vill sbo\v perfect

effects, and three or four are generally preferable.

A curiol1s difference of effect is to be observed in

c0111paring the 1-1"'igllres on Plate \lI. and Plate VII.

In Plate VI. the pairs are arranged so tbat the smaller

nunlber of loops are vertical and the larger n u111ber

horizontal. . T'he resulting solid figure in these cases

has lines ,vbich pass through its interior. In
Figure VII., ,vhere the sn1aller nUlnber of loops are

placed horizon tally, the stereo effect is of a ring £orn1

with no lines passing to\vard the interior. 'The t"v 0

effects may be shown \vith any pair according to

the 'way they are mounted, and if nl0unted on

revol ving discs and turned sin1 ul taneously from

vertical to horizontal, the change of form 111ay be

seen to take place as the revolution is acconlpli~hed

in the stereoscope.

Another \vay of showing tile patterns in stereo"'

scopic relief is to dra\v the t\VO phases on the same

paper about an eighth of an inch apart (taking care

that they are separated horizontall)', not vertically),

one -in red ink and the other in pale greell illk. The

design is then vie\ved ,vith the red, and green

stereosoopic spectacles, sold by N e\vton and Co.
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ZOETROPIC DESIGNS.

\'lith a little care, and after a little practice, it
,vill be found possible by appropriate titning of the

release of the pendulutTIs frorn the stays to obtain

an y gi ven phase of a fig lIre, and a series of 16 or

more may be 111ade to represent tbe various modifi

cations. If tbese 16 or P10re are placed in order in

a zoetrope \vith a corresponding n 11111ber of

openings, the change fron1 phase to phase may be

actually ll1ai1ifestecl as a con tinl10us process of

111ovell1ent on the part of t be figure, \vhich seell1S

to dilate and contract, and even to revolve, as it
s\vays froln phase to phase in a strange lnysterious

-r-hythnl of undulation. The best forn1 of zoetrope

for demonstrating the effect is the old-fashioned

-phen akistoscope-a reval ving disc \vi th a 11 U n1ber

of slits around the circu111ference. 1'he series of

'phases, traced boldly lvitlt a fairly broad pen, is

1110unted in order, one figure bet\veen each of the

slits on the disc, and as the ciisc is revol ved the

figures are vievved in a l11irror through the slits.

CROSSED UN ISON SPIRALS AND "\VATERED"

EFFECTS.

A great variety of beautiful "vvatered" effects

may be produced by tracing a unison spiral and

then repeating the figure on the top of the first with

a very slight variation of phase. ]'he intersections

of the lines bring out a symmetrical pattern often of

great intricacy and varying \'lith the variation of

,-



Plate VII.

STEREOSCOPIC FiGURE~.

Harmonies +: 5 and 5: (I.

SI', p,'g< 45.



4 ; 5· Stereoscopic.

5 ; 6. Stereoscopic.

PLATE VII.



Plate VIII.

WATERED CROSS EFFECT. PRODUCED P,Y OVERLAPPING

OF UNISON SPIRALS.

See p'lge 49.



Watered Cross Effect.

PLATE VIII.
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FIG 6.

phase and the form of the spiral-whether elliptical
or spiral. The watering effect is ,veIl shown by
means of t\\;O superposed tracings on transparent
paper. See Plate V.

THE WATERED "CROSS" EFFECT.

If the· t,vo circular or elliptical spirals are super
posed, not centrally, but in this way:
the ,vatering \v:ll take the form of a

very distinct cross, \vhich may
appear ,vhite or black according
to the \vay in which the lines

intersect. This cross is very suggestive of the

cross shown in certain polarisation experin1ents,
a'nd it is said that there is SaIne connection

theoretically. between the two phenomena, which
are both interference effects. See Plate VIII.

" NEl~ATIVE " WATERED EFFECTS.

By superinlposing t\VO unison figures that have
been traced with a needle point on smoked glass, of

course the effect is sinlilar to the 'watering on paper,
except that the lines. are \vhite on black. But if the

spirals are traced on sep3.rate glasses, it is obvious
that the superimposing of these will give "quite
another effect. In this case nearly the whole of

both spirals is obliterated and the light only sho\vs

through where the actual intersections of the lines
occur. In other words, the result is that the \vater

jng is sho,vn, while the actual spirals, as such, are
E
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not visible. This may be called" negative" vvater ..

ing, to distinguish it fran} the ordinary fonn. Very

beautiful eff~cts may be obtained in this \vay, and if
the tVJO smoked glasses are Inoun ted as lantern

projections in one of the holders that aIlo\v for the

rotation of one glass, a wonderful appearance is

thro\vn on- the screen, the \vatering cOlnpletely

changing form as the rotation proceeds.

NEGATIVE WATERED EFFECTS ON PAPER.

The " negative" watering effect may be produced

in colour on vvhite paper by a very simple expedient.

'rrace the unison spiral in either of the t\VO solu ..

tions used in the falniliar "blue print" process of

photography. V\,'rhen this is dry clear out the pen,

cleaning it \vell with wat~r, and then fill it vvith the

other solution and repeat the spiral in this over the

other. Lay the paper in a bright light, sunshine if
possible, until the pattern is fully printed out. It

will appear wherever the lines intersect. \V'hen

the printing is cOlnpleted \vasll well in ,vater and

the negative result ,vill be permanently recorded in

blue on the paper. Other chemical solutions 111ight

be substituted to produce similar effects, but none

are much sinlpler to deal vvith than the two used

for the cyanotype. They are as follo\vs ;_ ..

(1) Amll1onio-citrate of iron 4 oz.

Water ..... 14 oz.

2) Potassium ferricyanide 2t oz.

\\later ... 15 oz.
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(IV.) BENHAM'S TRIPLE PE~DU~UM.

B ENH.AM'S triple pendulum (see Fig. 7) in

vol ves three pendulums, but practicaIIy

coolbines four rectilinear movements. Besides the"
t\VO pendulurlls ,vhich are connected '\vith the pen,

the giOl bals supporting the card on which the

designs are traced give a second pair of rectangular

oscillations. Thus a uni~on spiral is produced, alike
whether the peri is alone in movement and the

paper at rest or the paper in n10venlent and the

pen at rest. When both are in movement we
cOlnbine the t\VO spirals, \vith results of great

beauty, conlplexity, and diversity. These two

unisons thus cOlnbined 111ay haye relative differences
of period and phase, and a further new feature
di/jerence in direction oj rotation. The two may move
either concurreutly or antagonistically.

By these possibilities of modification an inlmense

.£eld of variation is introduced into the designs.

TO USE THE INSTRUMENT AS AN ORDINARY

HARMONOGRAPH.

By removing the top weights on the two long

·pendulums and fixing- the third pendulum

stationary,the instrument is the same as Tisley's, and

may be used to produce the saIne figures by simply
.altetjng the length of one pendulum to produce the

-req uired harmonies. \iVith this the stereoscopic

and other patterns already described in Chapter I II.
:rnay be very conveniently traced.
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FIG. 7. BENHA11'S TRIPLE PENIYCLUM,

Combining four rectilinear movements by means of two Iectangular
pendulullls and a stand mounted on gimbals.

I

I.,
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By removing only one of the top \veights com..

binati.ol1s of much wider ratios Inay be produced.
'fhe beautiful I : 2 figure, '\vith its \ving-like cusps,

and also I : 3, 2 : 5, 4: 7, and at her harmonies
outside the range of Tisley's instrutnent are all

available, without bringing into play the gimbal ..
mounted pendulum. The lengths requisite for

these harmonies will soon be found by the experi ..
menter, if he \vill take the trouble to tilne the
penduluI11s and make a record of the periods
associated \vith the placing of the weight at

different intervals along the rod.

THl:-: DOUBLE ELLIPTIC MOVEMENT.

To bring th3 third pendulul11 into action it is

necessary that-the top \veights should be in position
on the other pendulutl1s, and their periodicity

adjusted until a perfect unison, spiral is obtained.
The ginlhal pendulum is then adj llsted in length

until its period is in sonv~ given ratio \vith the
other. I: 3 is one of the best harlYl0nies, giving

the greatest variety of beautiful designs.

CURIOUS LAW OF THE ELLIPTIC HARMONIES.

\iVith regard to all the figures obtained \vith the

three pendulums the t\VO following interesting laws

as to their character are to be noteG. :-

(1.) \iVhen the respective rotations of pen and

paper are antagoJltstic the nodes \vill point Olttzi/ards

frolll the centre and will be equal in nU111ber to the

______________1
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SltllZ of the nutnbers COlYlposing the ratio. Thus a

ratio of I : 3 ,vill gi ve 4 such nodes, a ratio of 7 : I I

\vill give 18, and so on.

(2.) vVhen the t\VO rotations are concurrel1t, the

nodes \vill be directed inzvard to\vards the centre of

the figure, and will be equal in nlunber to the
dijjeJlcnce of the numbers cOlnposing the ratio. Thus

I : ,3 concurrent vvill give t\VO such nodes, 7: I I

,vill give four, and so on.

From these la \VS the ratio in any given harmony

tnay easily be identified. The figure has only to be

traced in concurrent and in an tagon istic tl1otion,

and the ratio is found. '"Thus, if vve find the nunl ber

of nodes in a given figure (antagonistic n~Jotion) to

be seven, \ve uo not kno\v \v hetiler it is I : 6, 2 : 5

or 3 : 4, but by tracing it concurrently the problen1

is at once sol ved, for in t he first case \ve shall find

the internal nodes arnounting tn 5, in the second

case to 3, and in the third case to I. Indeed, in

the case of such harmonies as 4 : I [ it is only by
tracing the figure concurrently and antagonistically

that we can arri ve at the ratio, \v hich is then easily

computed by this sin1ple rule :-Add together

the nUlllbers of the concurrent and antagonistic

nodes. Half this sun1 gives one of the ngures of
the ratio.

Ex. :-Given a figure that displays 19 nodes

antagonistically and 3 concurrently. \~Vhat is tIle

ratio? 19 + 3 = 22:. I I =- one number of the
ratio, and consequently 8 is the other.
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The rationale of this simple rule i~ apparent on

considering the problem as a siluple algebraic
equation :-

x + y 19
x - y 3

.. 2X 22

X I I

SYMlVIETRICAL AND UNSYMMETRICAL HARMONIES.

Another remarkable feature of the harmonies of

compounded elliptical movement is that they are

of two sorts, those that are s)'lJllJt.etrical and those

that are ltl1sYllnnetrical and yet still harnl001ouS.

It \vill be found that \vhenever the sum or

difference of the ra tio nUlnbers is even the harmony

is symmetrical, and \vhen it is odd the harnlony

is unsymlTIetricaI. The synllnetrical forms are, of

course, Dlucl\ more beautiful than the others, and

it ,vill be seen that they are much fevver in number,

for as the ratios have to be t hose of s111all numbers,

all that are practically available are I : 3, 3 : 5, and

3 : 7, "vith perhaps 5 : 7, \vhereas I : 4, I : 2, 4 : 5,
5 : 6, 6 : 7, 2 : 5,2 : 7, and 4 : 7, are all factors of

unsynl111etrical harmonies. The varieties of phase

are, nevertheless, so innuDlerable that even one

harnlony, such as I : 3, the 1110St effective of all,

yields an aln10st infinite variety of figures. It luay

be asked why there shouid be so many 11lore ratios

totalling to an uneven nUluber. The reason, as ~will

be seen on reflection, is that all ratios in ,vhich
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both nut11bers are divisible by 2 must obviously

be excluded. If these could be adnlitted as separate

ratios, there \vould be as many even as odd totals.

HOW TO UTILISE UNSYMMETRICAL AND HIGH RATIO

HARMONIES.

Unsymn1etrical harmonies, ho\vever, and those of

high numbers may be described with beautiful

effect-especially in antagonistic rotation-if the

amplitude of tile orbit of the gitnbal-mounted

pendulum is kept within very small compass. The

phase of this, and Inore particularly the orbit of the
pen-bearing ppndulul11s, should be such as to

describe a spiral as nearly as possible circular. 1'he

slight nl0difications of the third pendulum \vill

then produce an exquisitely interlaced figure with

radiating lines and a beautifully watered pattern.

The harnlony 4 : I I, \vhich is a little away from

the ratio I : 3, is a specially good one for these
designs.

SIivIPLE l\IETHOD OF FINDING THE RATIOS.

To save tinle in adjusting the instrument for any

required ratio, it is ad visabl~ to fill in the follo\ving

table, testing each pendulun1 by counting its

oscillations for a minute at the several positions of

the weight specified. In doing this it is \vell to

have the pen working, so that the conditions are

just t he saIne as in actual practice. I t may seem a

long process, but, once accomplished, it is so easy
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to find any desired ratio at once, that the prelimi

nary trouble is ,veIl worth ,vhile.

TABLE OF PENDULUM PERIODS.

Pen-bearing pendulum, full length, with top

weights
No. of oscillations per minute

Ditto, without top weight-
No. of oscillations per minute

inches per minuteDitto at
Ditto at
Ditto at
Ditto at

Ditto at
Ditto at
'Ditto at
Ditto at
Ditto at
Ditto at
Ditto at
Ditto at
Ditto at
Ditto at
Ditto at
Ditto at
Ditto at

Ditto at

Ditto at
Ditto at
Ditto at

ditto
ditto
ditto

ditto
ditto
ditto

ditto

ditto
ditto
ditto

ditto
ditto

ditto

ditto
ditto

ditto

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

ditto

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

ditto

ditto

ditto
ditto
ditto ...

___________5
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GIMBAL MOUNTED PENDULUM.

\Veight at

inches. No, of o3cillations per tninute

Ditto ditto ..

Ditto ditto .

Di tto ditto .

Ditto ditto .

Ditto ditto .

Ditto ditto .

Ditto ditto .

Ditto ditto ..

Ditto ditto .

Ditto ditto .

Ditto ditto .

Ditto ditto .

Ditto ditto .

Ditto ditto .
IJitto ditto .

Ditto ditto .

Ditto ditto ..

Ditto ditto .

Ditto ditto .

Ditto ditto ..

It is evident that \vith these data any required

harmony may be at once approximately found. To

get tbe pendulums l110re exactly in tune trial

should be made \vith the \veights at the approximate
distance, and if it is found. that the repeat line lags

behind at the nodal points, the \veight of the gimbal
rnounted pendulurn requires I02vering. If the repeat

Q
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line falls £n advance at each round the ,veight requires
ra£sillg.

For the more conlplex harmonies-such as 4 : I5
the greatest exactness of period is essential, and the

securing of t he correct length rnay reg uire several
trials, but for the sinlpler ratios- such as I : 3

such exact harmony is not even desirable. 1\103t

of the sin1pler curves are more beautiful ,vith a very

slight eletnent of discord introduced, though, of

course, the discordance rnust not be sufficient to

actually interfere \vith the symmetrical effect.

THE CHARM OF SLIGHT DISCORDAKCE.

To illustrate the beauty of such slight discor·

dance, a resource is provided in the Benham triple
penduluI11 \vhich opens up a fresh field of experi

ment of a very interesting character. It vvill be

noticed that the giInbal ring bas cup-shaped
depressions fer the pendulums, in order that the

t\VO point bearings Inay be at one and the san1e

level, and a perfect unison be ensured. If, ho\vever,

the ring is t!1rned round so that the bearings rest

not in the cups, but on the flat parts of the ring, a

slight divergence froIl1 unison ,vill be introduced,

and by doing tbis in the case, say, of a I : 3 pattern,

and also thro\ving the other t\VO pendulur11s a very

little out of unison by adding a very light extra

top \veight-say, an ounce or half an ounce-a

marv,::llous di versity o~ ne\v [orIns is obtainable,

some of which are extrclnely curious.

----------g
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a.
ADAPTING THE AMPLITUDES.

The skiil of the \vorker is chiefly exercised in
ensuring that the two sets of pendttllUlts shall finallyconte to rest at the sante til/teo If one set CaInes to restbefore the other, the central portion of the figure
relapses into a mere spiral, and it should be the aim
of the \vorker to allow such amplitude of oscillation
as will obviate such results. By skill in this
l11atter the expert is distinguished from the tyro inthe eyes of the initiated. It is clear that the
appropriate amplitudes 111ay be discovered by
testing the pendulums at differently extended orbits
until it is found at \vhat relative ainplitude they
COlne to rest together.

THE UNISON FIGURE.
\\Tith the top weights it is obviously ilupossible

to get the tvvo spiral nl0Vetnents of pen and paper
in unison, for tbe gill1bal 1110unted pendulum is too
rapid in its oscillations. Yet it is particularly
desirable to secure this figure, as it belongs to the
synlrnetrical category. rIo obtain it, the top
\veights must be renl0ved, and the lo\ver \veights
re·adjusted until all three pendululTIS are in COIn·
plete accord. A fine shell-like figure is then the
result vvith opposed rotation. By adjusting the
pendulums so that they are very nearly at unison,
but not absolutely SO, a variation of the phase takes
place as the figure proceeds, and some fine curves
may be obtained.
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TRIPLE RATIOS.

It is also practicable to obtain some curious
figures by arranging the long pendulums at such a

ratio as I : 2 (removing one of the top ,veights only),

while the penciulum on gimbals is at a ratio of I : 3
with the slo\ver of t he other two, and 2 : 3 with the
other. These complex figures, however, though
interesting and curious, are fe\v in number, and are
not particularly graceful patterns.

STEREOSCOPIC WORK WITH THREE PENDULUl\fS.

Stereoscopic figures 111ay be produced viith the
Benham Triple Pendulum by the same method as

that already described, but it requires some adroit.

ness to liberate the three pendulums so as to ensure

exactly the requisite difference of phase, and it
should be noted that in doing so it is obvious that
the path of the gimbal pendulum has to be confined,
to a straight line instead of a rotating orbit.

(V.) BENHAM'S MINI_t\TURE TWIN~

ELLIP1lC PENDULUIVr.

THIS is one of the simplest forms of a t\vin.

elliptic pendulum. It consists of a gilTIbal
nl0unted pendululTI ,vith a flat top like the one in

Benham's Triple Pendulum (see page 51), except
that it t~rminatesin a ferrule centrally pierced, ,vith

strands of silk passing t hrollgh the hole. This
ferrule IS exae-tly provided 111 the scre\v

az _
•
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ENLARGED VIE\V OF GIMBAL l\JOU~T
SHO'VIXG H.. IXG AND KNIFE EDGE.

-1

FIG. 8.
BEXHA1I'S ~IINIATCRRT'VI~~

ELLIPTIC PENDULUAI.
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blind cord-holders sold at any irOnI110nger's,

and which consist of a conical brass piece

~~:"_~-_3 centrally pierced and a cylindrically
~_ fitting screw to attach the cone to the

pendulum (Fig. 9). By a hook at the

other end of the silk strands a second

\veight is hung. This \veight is 1110unted

on a short rod with a clatnp to allow for

its being raised and lowered. The

tracing is done on the top of the first

pend(lluln vvith a lever pen, of form as
FIG. 9- sho\vn in Fig. ro. AdjustInents are

made by raising or lowering either of the weights,

by adding a top weight or by lessening the

amount of the respecti ve ,,,'eights. The figures

obtained are similar in character to those obtained

FIG. 10. PEN LEVER FOR BENHA11 's T'YJK-ELLIPTIC
PENDULUM,

consisting of brass rod with counterpoise at one end and
socket for pen at the other. The rod passes through a
wooden cross-bar, which is supported on two steel points

that rest on a velvet-covered board.

with Goold's pendulunl, described later on in this

work, but much slnaller \veights can be used, as

the friction of the gimbal 1110unt is Inuch less than

that of the baH bearing. By raising the \veight

-------------
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on the upper pelJ.dulum the figure is sharpened;
by lowering it is flattened. 'rhus I : 3 harnlony
will require the weight of the upper pendulum to
be higher on the rod than is required for I : 2, but
lower than for I : 4. Raising and lo\vering- the 10'W'er

weight has the same effect as raising and. lower
ing the upper weight, but it affects the harn10ny
less, and is tberefore useful as a fine adjustn1ent.

Lightening the weight of the upper penduillm

also sharpens the harmony, as does also the

increase of the bottom weight, so that there are

various alternatives available for regulating the

periodicities r but \vith regard to the 111ethod of

lightening or increasing the \veights it nlust be
remembered that they must not be so dispropor
tioned that one pendulum comes to rest long before
the other. This defect in the working of a t\vin
ellipt:c is not, however, entirely due to the propor ...

tions of the weights, and the causes of it are

some\vhat obscure. With such a harrnony as 3: 10,

or any harmony of a complex character, it does not

OCCUI, but \vith a I : 3 harmony it seems to be
unavoidable, and whatever the relative proportions

of the \veights, this figure soon tends to becolne a
mere ellipse. In the case of the pendul11111 described

in the previous chapter, the initial amplitude of the

pendulu111s is the determining factor in making all

come to rest together, because the pendulums are

separate, but with this instrun1ent the problem is

complicated by their influence upon each other.



f
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Plate X~

T\VI~-El .. r,IP'rrc H/\,RMONY.

< 3 counter-current rotation;'

See PilXe S3.
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FINDING THE HARMONIES.

To arrive at harnl0ny, try by moving the upper
weight to different positions to get an approximate
ratio. If the repeat line falls in advance, the fignre
want's sharpening by one of the methods described

above. If it lags behind, it requires flattening.

The la \VS of the hannonie~ of different ratios are,
-as in the instrunlent described In the previous
chapter, as follo\vs :-

Antagonisti2 rotation. Cusps are to the outside
of the figure, and equal in number to the stun of the
nUlllbers composing the ratio.

Concurrent rotation ..N odes are within the figure

and equal in nUlllber to the dzjjerence of the numbers
conlposing the ratio.

And as ,vas expla~ned on page 54, if the num
ber of nodes (concurrent and antagonistic) are added

together, half the sum \viII be one of the numbers of

the ratio, and of course the other is then easily
'got at.

ORDER OF SUCCESSION OF THE NODES.

The sum of the nU~lbers composing the ratio

may be the same in various harnlonies. For

,exanlple, there \vill be I I external loops in a 3 : 8

-harmony, also in 2 : 9 harnlony, and in a 4 : 7
harmony, the sum being I I in each casea But the
order in \vhich the loops are successively formed

will not be the same in the three figures. If the

loops are designated by the first eleven letters of
}'
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the alphabet arranged clock-\vise, the order of their

forll1ation Vvill be as foIlo\vs in the three respective

cases :-
ab cd e f gh j Ie

3 : 8 har 111 onY I 9 6 3 I [ 8 5 2 10 7 4

4 : 7" I 5 9 2 6 10 3 7 I I 4 8
2 : 9" I 6 I I 5 10 4 9 3 8 2 7

Thus in the 3 8 hartnony the second loop to be

formed \vill be the eighth point (b) of the, I I -pointed

star C0111posing the cO!llplete figure. In the 4 : 7

hanl10ny the second loop to be fanned \vill be the

FIG. II.

fourth point (d) of the star. In the 2 : 9 harnl0ny it
,vill be the tenth point (j). The effect of these

various formations on the character of the figure

is obviously that \vith the increase of the acuteness

of the angle at the points the central polygonal

space is ditninished, and vice versa. 'I'hus the

2 : 9 han110ny makes very wide angled points and

describes a proportionately large central un decagon,

while the 3 : 8 hannony involves a smaller central

undecagon \vith 1110re extended acute angled points.

The ratios I : 2, I : 3, I : 4, &c., represent extreme

I

~
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cases in \vhich the triangle, parallelograln, or

pentagon COIn pose the \vhole figure. I t is in these

figures, and those that approxinlate them, that the

antagonistic phase most readily lapses to the

unison spiral as the figure proceeds. On the other

hand the figures '\vhich for the reasons explained

above ha ve the acutest initial points retain th~

antagonistic phase longest.

REGISTEHING THE HARl\TONIC HATIOS.

Workers \vould save themselves mnch loss of

time and trouble if they \vould be at the pains at

the outset to register the positions of the \veights

for the principal hartTIonies. rrhe instrument

should easily give a C0111paSS of ratios from I : 2 up

to I : 4. The following table sho\vs the series in

order upwards, omitting ratios of large numbers:
'5 4:1 ~ 3 T 3'212

"9 1f"7 5 -8- 3" T "(i '[ "4 If

Of these the only two symmetrical harmonies are

f and i·
The folIo,wing table appertaining to the \vriter's

own instrument may be useful as showing the forDl

of register required, and ll1ay also help in arriving

at the approxin1ate positions of the \veights for an

instrument of about similar size. Length of pen

duluD1 frOlll table top to knife edge, 12 ins. From

knife edge to ferrule, 18ins.

Table A. Higher Harnlonies.

Fixed conditions :-

Upper ,veight, 41b.
Lo\ver ,veight, 31b.
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Lo\ver ,veight at a distance of 18t inches from

the point of suspension.
Distance of collar of upper
weight from knife edges.

Inches. Harmony.

161 2 : 5
2 1St 3 : 8
3 12! I 3~;:

4 lOft 3 10

5 10 2 7
6' 81r I : 4

7 6t 2:9
1"'0 lo\ver the scale so as to get in the rest of the

harmonies enunlerated above, the lo\ver vveight must

be reduced. Making this only rIb., the other con ..

ditions being as above, the remaining 4 harmonies

are as follo\vs :-

Table B. Lo\ver harmonies, ! to ~.

Upper weight from
knife edges.

Inches. Harmony.

8

9
10 II 4 : 9
I I I ot 3 : 7~;:

By raising the upper \veight higher than 121- inches

the harmonies given in Table A may, some ot thenl,

be reached and the same figure obtained as with

the heavier lo\ver weight.

Table C. Lo\vest harmonies ~ to l.
Upper \veight I21b.

*Symm<;:trical.
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Lo\ver ,veight t1b..,

Lower ,veight I8tin. from point of suspension.
Inches. Harmony.

12 17 3 : 4
I 3 14t 5 : 7i:~

1+ 12k 2 : 3

15 JO~ 5 8
16 10 3 : 5i:~

17 9 4 : 7
These three arrangelnents provide thus for the I7
harmonies nan1ed, and, of course, for the inter
mediate ones C0111posed of higher numbers. The
ratios are given in scale order, and the ratios
marked \vith· an asterisk C;~) are syn1n1etricaI.

TO SECURE CONCURRENT ROTATION.

Grasping the pendul1l111 rod near the top, a gentle
circular Inovelnent is itl1parted to it-an arc of

~bout the third of a c0111plete circle. \Vhen released
it will take up a nlovement ,vith internal nodes
the ]a \v of the disposition <Sf ,vhich has already been
given.

TO SECURE ANTAGONISTIC ROTATION.

Grasping the rod again near the top and giVIng

it a rectangular movement (diagonal to the knife
~dges), succeeded by a second rectangular move-_

ment, and then a third, so as to describe in the.

t~ree movelnents something like an equilateral
triangle, a figure in opposed rotation, with external
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cusps, \vill be produced. At the first attempt

there l11ay be a little difficulty in
obtaining this triangular starting 111ove ..

t1lent, but after a certain number of

trials the hand \vill gradually learn to
accommodate itself to the conatus of

the pendulu111 \vith the greatest facility.

The triangular hand 1110venlent 111ay then be

kept up for some tilne before releasing the

rod, only taking care to obey the natural time

and direction-tendency of the pendulurn. The

knack of starting the instrument in this ,yay
seen1S so unattainable at the first attelTIpt

that a beginner may be discouraged, and think

it inlpossible, but it comes 'with practice, and
once acquired it becomes (~uite instinctive to move

the band in tinle \vith the rod. The triangular

movement should be very sm8.l1 to begin with, and

then continued \vith progressively increasing

anlplitude. I n this \vay the amplitude can best be

kept uniform in each direction. If it is desired that

the cusps shall be rounded, the movenlent of the

hand sbould be infinitesimally slower than the

natural time period of the rod, i.e., the hand should

restrain its lliovements very slightly all the tillie. A
very slight quickening of the movement at each

rectangular stilllUlus ,v'ill Blake the cusps pointed,

and a little more quickening vvill convert then1 into

loops. \\Then tbese principles are thoroughly

understood it is only a matter of practice to become

I

~
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Plate XI.

\V;\'rl~RED EFFECT PRODUCED \VITH T\VIN -ELLIPTIC

PENDULU;\I \VHEN THE AMPL1TUDE OF' THE

DEFLECTOR IS S!\fALI..

See page i r •
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proficient in starting the pendulum so as to produce

any desired order of pattern.

WATERED" RADIATION'~ EFFECTS.

\iVith such ratios as 3 : 5,3 : 7,4 : 7, and others,
very ,vonderful effects' of \vatering are obtained by

starting the instrn111ent so as to allo\v the lo\ver
pendulum only very slight separate movement.
As the pattern proceeds the intersecting lines form

if the harnlony is perfectly adjusted, and the figure

has been started cis nearly as possible circular,
radiating bands eqlIal in llulnber to the sunl of the

nU111bers cOInposing the ratio. These radiations

curve over in the direction of the rotation, if
the harmony is slightly flattened, and in the opposite

direction, if it is slightly sharp-a tine test for the

exactness ofa harmony.

STEREOSCOPIC FIGURES vVITH THE TvVIN-ELLIPTIC.

It has already been sho\vn ho\v stereoscopic

effects Inay be produced vvith the ordinary harmono..

graph, by making a pair of figures of identical size,

but differing in phase, both phase and size being

under control, when the movements of the pendu

lun1s are rectangular. But bovv is the stereoscopic

effect to be obtained with the figures of the t\vin

elliptic pendulum, in ,vhich it is obvious that it is
inlpossible to secure this control over either the

size of the figures or their phase? The problem is

generally assunled to be an insoluble one, and
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thou'gh it is evident that the shell-like fornlS of the

twin-elliptic figures \vould produce an imlnense

variety of very interesting fortns, if they could be

stereoscopically rendered, it is usually assunled to

be quite inlpossible to do so. There is a ,vay to do

it, however, and the method is very SilTIple, while

the results are even more effective than those

obtained with the stereoscopic rectangular figures,

because the t\vin.elliptic curves can be carried nluch

further for stereoscopic tracings, the effect in the

stereoscope being much enhanced. The principle

on which the stereoscopic prlir is produced is as

before, by the introduction of a slight difference of

phase, but jn this case that difference is brought

about autoruatic'ally in a very interesting manner.

In order to explain both the principle and the

method, it nlust be pointed out at the outset tbat in

any figure \vlJich is only an approxinlate harnlony

a continual change of phase is going on all the tirne

that the curve is being produced. -I t is this gradual

change that gives so much of the' grace and beauty

of tbe figures, which are, nearly all of theIn, only

approximations to c0I11plete harmony, the change of

phase occurring so gradually, as the figure proceeds,

that synlmetry is preserved and variety is intro

duced at the same time. This being premised, it
will be understood that in a sytnmetricai figure,

such as an approxinlateI: 3 harmony, the opposite.

parts of the figure, \vhich appear to the eye to

correspond, do not znatch exactly, but differ 'by the
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Plate XII.

RISF:CmD TWIN-F:LLlPrIC SYl\l~IF:TRICAL FIGURE,

showing that the two halves are not identical, but that the
progressive change of phase of the fIgure asserts itself

sufficiently to give stereoscopic effect to the two halves.

See jag!' 71.

7;, be ,'iewell through 'lil urdillar)' s!<'reosc"pe.
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infinitesin1al change of phase ,vbich had crept into

the curve in the interval between the tracing of each

portion of the curve on the right and its corres

ponding equivalent on the left. If \ve cut a figure

into t,vo hal ves, though the t\VO portions seen1 to

the eye alike, a closer· inspection \'lill sho\v minute

differences, \vhich are due, not to any ilnperfection

of the instrU111ent, but sinlply to the fact that the

figure is changing phase as it proceeds, and that,

therefor\', a variation creeps into the opposite

corresponding portions of the curve' throughout.

The differences, though slight \vhen the curve is

quite close to absolute harlTIOny, are yet sufficiently

nlarked to produce strong stereoscopic effect, and

if the t\VO halves of the bisected. figure are placed

side by side in the stereoscope, it ,vill at once be

seen that the result is a beautiful solid curve. (See
P1ate XI 1.)

'After making this interesting experiment, it \vill

be easy to understand that if ,ve had two photo

graphic copies of one of these curve tracings, there

would be no need to bisect t he figure to get stereo

scopic effect, for all that would he necessary would

be to turn one of them up-side-do\vn. The t\VO

being then placed side by side in the stereoscope, it

must follow that what ,vas originally the left hand

portion of the curve is 111ade to combine \vith the

right hand portion, and as the t\VO sides correspond

except for the slight variation of phase, the stereo
scopic result \vill be attained.
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,The photo reproductions may be obtained by
sn10ked glass as already explained on pages 43 and

44, and the gr~;ltest care must be taken so to start

the figure tha~~(~en one of the prints is inverted it

shall 110t present any lines without an equi valent

on the other side. '"This is only effected by 111aking

the starting and finishing points at inconspicuolls

places, such as at points of intersection. It needs a

little practice, not to say luck, to do this quite
perfectly.

If preferred, a curve traced in ink on paper nlay

be photographed for the negative. It is best to use

black ink for this purpose. Having ll1ade the t\VQ

prints from the negative, rule a square lllargin round

one of then1 vvith pencil, and having duly inverted

the other, adjust it, still inverted, behind the other,

so that vvhen the t\yO are viewed in front of a

strong light both prints coincide as nearly as may

be. Holding the pair firmly in this position, cut

them both out together along the lines ruled round

the top one, and the t\VO are then ready to mount
side by side.

A sitnpler \yay to make a negative ll1Ust also be

described, and this useful process applies not only

to the 111aking of negatives for this particular

purpose, bllt equally for reproducing any of the

harmonograph curves. The plan is sinlply to trace

the curve \vith photo developing solution instead of

ink on the sensitised surface of a photographic film,

such as a Frena filrn. Sensitised plates do not

..
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Plate XIII.

TWIN-ELLIPTIC STERFOSCOPIC FIGURES PRODUCED BY

INYEkSION METHOD.

Harmony I : 3.

Sl'l' page i I.

..



I: 3.
Twin Elliptic.

Stereoscopic.

Each pair is a re
production of the
same figure, but one

copy is inverted.

PLATE XIII.
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ans~wer so ,veIl, as the snrface is b:trd and unsuited

to the glass pen. Of course, no dark room is

required, and the \vork can be done in subdued

daylight. All that is requisite is to fix the filnl, in

the ordinary photograph fixing solution, after the

tracing has been Inade and has been exposed to a

good light for a few moments. 'fhe· result is a

negative which \vill give \Jvhite line prints beauti

fully suited for stereoscopic effect. 1'he developer

should be fairly strong, and it is ,veIl not to

expose the filn1s to an unnecessarily bright light

before or after the tracing, as solarisation

may ensue, preventing the proper action of the

developer.
It 111uSt, of course, be understood t hat this method

of rendering the twin-elliptic figures stereoscopic

only applies to those of the cnrves that are

syn1li1~trical harn10nies, that is, to those that are

C0111posed of ratios that total to an even nUlnber, as

explained on page 55. The others, being un
syn11netrical, cannot be inverted so as still to

present corresponding loops and nodes. The most

effective figures are those dra\vn \vith the pendulums

in antagoni8tic rotation.

The further rell10ved from actual hartnony a

figure is, tbe greater \vill be the differenc~ of pbase

bet\veen its opposite sides, and therefore tbe Bl0re

nlarked \vill be the stereoscopic effect, but this Blust

not be carried too far, for at the san1e tnne the

general sYlnmetry of the figure tends to be lost.
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HEKTOGRAPH STEREO FIGURES.

A silnple \vay to produce the stereoscopic forms
is by the use of an ordinary hektograph-the \vell
kno\vn copying process that utilises a tray of
gelatine softened \vith glycerine. The patterns

should be dra\vn on a good crean1-wove paper
with a strong ink, such as violet copying ink. The
tracing is laid face do\vn \vards on t be gelatine and
left about t\VQ n1inlltes. v\ihe!l the paper is pulled

off, the tracing \vill be seen on the gelatine surface.
A piece of \vlJite paper is then put down on this and

the pattern printed off on it, leaving the paper in

contact for at least t\VQ 111inutes, so as to secUre a

dark impression. At least three pairs of stereo

figures can often be secured fronl one tracing..AJter
that they rnay begin to get a little faint. The lines
reprod nee perfect]y, and if the prin ting is \vell done

they look exactly as if they bad been traced \vith
the pen in coloured ink. \Vith saIne inks the colour

is strengtbened by vvarming the finished prints
at the fire, and if the lines are bluish they look

all the Il10re intense if printed on a yello\vish paper.
'Ihe hektograph is by no Ineans to be despised

for reproducing- any of the curve tracings -even

those \vith the finest "\vaterings." The origina:I

copy is not spoilt in the process, and its intensity is
rather strengthened.

STEREOSCOPIC FIGURES WITH TWO PENS.

Instead of reproducing the figure for the two

copies the pair may be traced by using 2 pens

Q
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T\VIN-ELLIPTIC

INVERSION J\lETHOD.

Harnl0ny 3 : 7.

See page 7J •

PRODUCED BY

JI&.

7i,bc viewed through a srt1,,.eOJ'r.rJI1Je.
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''lith separate levers, each as the one SbO\VD in
Fig. 10. The chief difficulty is to drop and lift them

together. One way of starting them at the same

n10ment is to lay a loose sheet of thin smooth paper

qn the paper thai is to receive the tracings, and

having started the tracings on this, draw it quickly

but gently away in such a direction that the two

pens touch the paper belo\v at the same instant.

HO\V TO CENTRE THE PAIR OF FIGURES

PERFECTLY.

The tracing of the stereoscopic figures \vith two

pens in this l1lanner is much the sin1 pIest and

easiest '\vay of producing them, and by adopting

a further device for centreing the pair the inversion

is more satisfactorily accomplished, and the necessary

parallelisln ensured for the inverted pair. To do

this let the paper that is used to overlay ~he tracings

be 5 inches by 2t inches, and divide it by a central

line into 2 squares each 2t inches, making a central

dot in each. Adjust the pens so that \vhen at rest

they are on these central points and before starting

the instrulllent indicate on the underlying paper

(which is to receive the tracing) the four corners of

the squares, making a dot to sho\v \vhp.re they fall.

After the tracing is made join up these dots and cut

along the lines, \vhen t\VO exactly cen tred figures

will result each on a sqllare 2t inches side. Speci

n1ens of t\vin-elliptic stereo figures \vill be found

.in Plates XIII. and XIV..

-----------_.
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ANOTHER FORM OF BENHA~I'S T\VIN ELLIPTIC.

1"'he curves nlay be equally well traced by a pen

attached to the pendululTI top, the paper being on a

fixed board at an a ppropria te level. I n some \vays
this arrangenlent is preferable, especially for the

stereo patterns just described. rrhe square board

at the top of the pendululll is replaced by a \vQoden

strip to take the points of the pen lever. The

chief advantages of this arrangetnent are that there

is not so tlluch up and down lll0VeIllent of the pen,

while the £or01ation of the curve can be vvatched

l1luch Blore cOl1lfortably, especially in the case of

harmonies involving rapid movement Moreover,

the harmony is not affected by the \veight of the

glass if sn10ked glass is sllbstituted for paper. 'rhe

\vooden strip for the pen lever should be long
enough to take t\VQ pens, for this arrangenlent

is particularJ y \vell suited for the stereoscopic
figures.

VI. SYl\1Pl\TI--IETIC OSCILLATIONS.

TNT'ERESI'ING p.ffects are produced by describ

ing a unison spiral, \vhile at the same tilDe and

vvorking through a hole in the same table a similar

gin1bal.nlounted pendulun1 is swinging quite

unattached in any \vay to the one \vhich is used for

the tracings. Although the only connection

between the t\VO pendulu111S is by the mediu1l1 of

the table itself, the oscillations of the free pendulum
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Plate XV.

SYi\lP.-\THETIC OSCrLLATION FIG U RE.~.

Sff' pagr 78.

IQ



Concurrent sympathy.
SYMPATHETIC OSCILLATION FIGURES

PLATE XV.
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,vill record then1selves in the fortn of alternate

widenings and approxilnations of the lines of the

spiral \vhich ,vill thus be banded, the frequency of the

bandings depending upon the ratio of the t,vo

systenls of oscillation. It will be observed that the

bandings, \vhen the t\VQ pendulums are concurrent,

will take the form of concentric rings. When the

pendulums rotate in antagonistic directions the

banding {orn15 a continuous spiral. Specimens
are given in Plate XV.

VII.-GRAPlfIC I-\EPRESENTATION OF
l-IARMONOGRAPH CURVES.

A PENDULurvI s\vinging in the circular orbit

ABC D E F (Fig. 13) accomplishes its

round in exactly the saIne time as it would take to

A1---::--:-----~----1D

('
1
I

I
I
1
I
I

FIG. 13.

swing in a straight line across the diameter and back

again, i.e., froill A to D and from D to A. Sitnilarly

~~ it \vill accoluplish half its round-A BCD-in the

____________5
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saBle till1e as it ,vol1ld take to s\ving in a straight line

from .t\ to D ; or again one·sixth of its round A B

in the tin1e it would tal~e to s,ving in a straight line

from A to G. But from B to C is also a sixth of
the circle, and its equivalent in the straight-line is

G H. Neither A G nor G H are a sixth part of

the straight line orbit, so that it is evident that while

the circularmovelnent is of uniforlu velocity the

rate of oscillation varies along the straight line path,

each of the six divisions A G, G II, H D, D H"
H G, and G A being traversed in exactly the sanle

time, viz., t of the time taken by the whole

oscillation to and fro, though the length of the
intervals varies, showing that the pendulum travels

faster in the middle part of its orbit and more
slowly towards the ends.

By dividing a circle into a larger nunlber of

parts, say 2+, and ruling lines vertically and

horizontally through the divisions the paper will be

divided into a series of Jivisions, vertically and

horizontally, each one of ,vhich would be traversed

in one 24th part of the titne taken to traverse the

\vhole line. In other \vards the series of rectangles

farIned are squares as regards tiJne, hovvever much

they vary as regards space, and by means of these

tiJ1ze~sqJ(ares the curve can be graphically represented

for any t\VO compounded penduluIl1 nloven1ents,

whether s\vinging in straight lines, in ellipses or in
circles. (Fig. 14.)

l~o plot ,the curve for rectih'near UlOVeJlZcllt nurnber
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the horizontal lines from I to :24 and also the

vertical lines from I to 24. If for a unison figure,

nunlber each line; if far a I : 2 harnlony, number

each vertical line, and every second horizontal line.

For a I: 3 each vertical line and every third

horizontal line and so on. For a 2 : 3 harmony
every second vertical line and every third horizontal

/\1 ,/\

\/
,/1\

,,

...... V' ... -...
~'''''''''

v\

FIG. 14. II SQUARES 11 OF EQUAL TI:i\:IE ON PENDULUM

11oVEMENT.

line, and so forth according to the ratio. The

different phases depend upon the starting point
of the t\VO series of numbers. Having numbered

the lines according to the ratio and phase required,

place a dot at the point of intersectian of each pair

of lines of sinlilar nunl ber. Jain up the dots
G
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and the curve of the C0111pound movement is given.
(Fig. IS.)

For compounded twin circular 11Z0VtJllZent number

the 24 di visions of the circle shown on the "tinle
square" paper. N umber the points inside the circle
and again outside, the two series of numbers being

FIG. 15. RECTILINEAR 2 : 3 HARMONY CURVE AS

PLOTTED BY MEANS OF U TIME" SQUARES.

again l11ade in accordance \vith the ratio and phase

of the harlTIOny, and the order of the two sets of
numbers being in the saUle direction round the circle

for concurrent motion and in opposite direction for
antagonistic motion. In the case of circular move-
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ment the squared paper does not give intersection
points for the pairs of numbers, but the determining
points are found by bisecting the line joining the pairs.
Lay a straight edge between the pair of points and
\vith a pair of dividers find the centre of the line
forIned by the straight edge. Place a dot at this

1'1

~

I 1I1'!l \: n \
, 10 I •

,; D-- ..._-..... q ~ I 17 .....-"'......(~ ~1

FIG. 16. 2: 3 T\VIN CIRCULAR PLOTTED BY MEANS

OF "TIl1B:' I SQUARES.

point and sitl1ilarly bisect the line joining the next

pair of nUtnbers. Join up these dots and the curve
is given. (Fig. r6).

For conlpounded elliptical HZOVellleJlt proceed in the
satne \vay, only instead of the circle, take the two
ellipses sho\vn on the" tin1e..square "paper. The
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distance between any two of the 24 divisions of
these ellipses represents a~ interval of equal
tin1e, for in every case it is a diagonal of a " tin1e·
square," and therefore in point of time they are all
equal. (Fig. 17.)

Compound-nloveIl1ent curves of straight lines at
less than a right angle, of circular..cttHt~elliptical or

t·~~~::$==:±:==::i:'''"=:::Jt::::==±:::=f='~1:jl.===:ts::;:;;:t:.;±.'" IS" n
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FIG. 17. I: 3 OPPOSED T1,VIN:.ELLIPTIC PLOTTED
BY MEANS OF "TIME II SQUARES.

circttlar-c1t11t-rectilinear oscillation, are all capable of
representation by means of the squared paper and
the method of bisection . It \vill be noticed in
making the tracings that in the case of circular
movement changes of phase do not alter the character
of the figure, but only shift its position.
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The varieties of curve produced by varying the

a11lplttttde of the respective movements are repre-'

sented by altering the scale of the divisions of <

eqnal time. This is l110st easily eflected in the

case of the circular movement. It is only necessary

to nlake two c:Jllce12tric circles, each divided into 24

equal parts, and \vith their respective dianleters in

the proportions of alnplitude required.

Experiments will sho\v that the following inter

esting la,v as to amplitude prevails:-
If the amplitudes of two circular lllovem.ents are

in direct proportion to the ratio, the nodes form points.
If they are in inverse p-poportion, the nodes are arcs of

circles. Thus a 2 : 3 harmony of circles in opposed

rotation, '2 inches and 3 inches in dianleter respec-"

tively, will give a perfect pentagra11z. But if the

numbering on the circles is transposed, the numbers

on the smaller circle being transferred to the larger

one and vice versa, the fi ve nodes are arcs of circles.
If the ratio of amplitudes is higher than that of the

period, the points become loops, and if this arrangenlent

is tried inversely, the arcs beconle elliptical.
PETAL-FORM CURVES.

The curves resulting fron1 conlpounding unison

movelnents at right angles with arcs substituted

for straight lines are particularly interesting,.

bec"ause they take the shapes of flovver petals,

different phases gi ving varied forms, from the·

broad cordate shape of the buttercup petal to the
acuminate form in the daisy. Inasnluch" as the
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flower stems sway in arcs, these forn1s are suggestive

as being possibly connected \vith petal developrr1ent.

The following are a few of the forms :-

°VQQ
FIG. JR. PETAL-SHAPED C'CRVES-f:Ol\IPOUNDED ARC

UNISON 11oVE~IENTS.

I t is evident that a flo\ver stalk is a pendul!lm

which, as it s\vays in the \vind, executes compound

vibration curves of the character described, and it

seems not at all impossible that these natural

movements are a factor \vhich must be taken into

.::onsideration in studying the evolution of leaf and

flower forms, or certainly as a factor in the unfolding

of buds. The folIo\ving interesting experiment is

highly suggestive in this connection. Attach

firutly to the end of a thin steel rod (such as a hat

pin or knitting needle) a tightly closed flovver bud.

Secure the wire a t the other end firmly in a vice

and set it vibrating with a3 ,vide an amplitude as
possible. In a fe\v moments the series of rapid

vibrations, repeated three or four times, will have

shaken the bud into a fully opened flower. Further

experiments in this direction might be producti ve

of very important results.
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VIBRATION-FIGURES.

(L)-IN'l'RODUCTORY.

VIBRATION figures are he paths.m out

by the J110vements of VIbratIng pOInts,
particles, atorns, Jl10lecules or ,. bodies," of any

magnitudes, velocities, or c0t11plexities \vbatever. '

The figure marked ant by a 'siizgle 'vibration

is a straight· line; all other vibration-hgures

are, therefore, iJg"ures of the combined 1110ve.

ments of tvvo or more vibrations; hence they are
commonly called "Co111pound vibration-figures."
I prefer, however, to use the shorter terrn in the
comprehensive sense of the longer; for alI
vibration-figures are C01l1pounded fronl silnple

vibration-elements, and the straight line itselflnay

be the resultant of any nUl11ber of vibrations. Let

it therefore be u~derstood that the figure of a single

vibration Jl1ust be straight line; bllt a vibration

figure -whether a straight line or not-rnay be any
combination of straight lines.

The forms of vibration-figures depend entirely
upon cOI11parative conditions relating to alnplitlldes,

rates, and phases of constituent vihrations, and are

completely independent of actual dimensions or

velocities. It is necessary to grasp this fact

most thoroughly, as a right apprehension of its

significance \vill vastly simplify the general con

sideration of the subject and will facilitate the

fornlation of correct ideas about the relation of

vibration-figures to the phenomena around us.
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In the following pages we have to speak about
things that detnand accurate thinking, and it may
assist our purpose to begin with a definition. But

let nle first warn the student that definitions are
necessarily nlore or less untrue, because they

attenlpt to cir~umscribethe infinite. Moreover, the

subject is inexhaustible, and illy chief aim must be

to help the reader to tbink about it.
With this proviso I nlay define a vibration as

the nlotion of a fixed object.
It ,vill doubtless be observed that this is both

illogical and contradictory. Yes; but logic, like

many other good servants, is a bad master; and

although" the letter killeth- the spirit giveth life."
No\v the spirit, or interior tneaning, of above

definition is this: that all vibrating bodies are in
saIne lR./ay fixed. A fe,v exanlples \vi11 make this clear.

I. Our earth and all tIle heavenly bodies, whilst

freely vibrating in their orbits, are fixed to their

respectiv e systems by gravitation.
2. Every sonorous particle in the atnlosphere

-so far as its acoustic properties are concerned-is

fixed in its own position by the balanced pressure

of its surrounding particles.
3. Every pendulum is fixed to the centre of its

own field of action by llleans of its suspension ..

point.
4- So with every vibrating bar, plate, or tuning.

fork; the vibrating portion nlust be fixed to the

" nodal " portion, or no vibration can take place.
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5. So again ,vith piano-wires, violin-strings,

drum-heads, etc. S0111e sort of framework Sil pplies

the indispensable fixing-points from ,vhich the

various forms of vibration originate.

FUNCTIO~ OF THE: FULCRUM.

Franl such facts as these it is easy to perceive
that the chief essential in any vibration systen1 is
the way in \vhich it is fixed. This may be described
in one word as the fulcrU111. It will, perhaps, serve
to make evident the unity and universality of
vibration phenonlena, if we try to think out how the
fulcrum affects the character of the system in a fe\v
particular cases.

I. The planets and heavenly bodies generally.
Here the fulcrum is the balance of gravitation from

surrounding bodies. In most cases this becomes a
balance bet\veen direct gravitation and inertia,

acting at right angles to each other-as with our
earth, for example. Gravitation alone would pull
the earth straight to the sun; inertia alone would

carry the earth a way at a tangent, exactly at right
angles to the gravitation line. The two forces
together cannot work for a moment in either of these
two lines, but n1ust necessarily adopt a line bet\veen
thenl, which is no other than the earth's orbit. The
distinguishing feature of this method of working is
the complete absence of friction, and the direct
conseqlIenee is that the full alnplitude of the
vibration remains unchanged. The vibrating body
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(the 'earth)" n10ves repeatedly and perpetually over

the satne" lioe,. for there-is no consumption ,of

energy; the elasticity of the systeln is perfect
vvhen disturbing circumstances, such as·

the action of the tides, are left out of the

calculation. '
2. A ir..particles. In the :vibration of an air~

particle the flilcrum Df the systetn, is the elastic

lllass of the snrroundi'ng medinl1). The duration of

the vibration ceases vvith the qt'liescetlce of the

disturbing force, because the vibrating body has but

the least possible momentum,; the vibrations are

all ., forced" ; -their energy is" deri ved frot11 an

external source, and the chief characteristic of the
system is mobility. Tbe consequence is that this

class of vibration is susceptible, to an almost

unlitl1ited extent, of continuous transfortnation; its

mutability is unparalleled.

3. Pellduhtl1t. rrhe fulcrum of the pendulu111 is

the point of s'..lspension. Here originates its \vhole

action, acco111panied, by an equal and opposite

reaction. lIenee the necessity for fixing t his point

,vith the utn1dst possible firmness, 'bec.~ttse any

infirmity in the structure supporting this point

1l1eanS a cUl11ulati ve inequality in the dissipation of

energy of the systelll, and that nleans the gradual

elimination of 'one of the constituent vibrations of

the ellipse, ending in the solitary survival of the
straight line. This is the most common of all"

pendulu111 defects; and, in my opinion, it is so'
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difficult to eradicate that not even the elabora~e

arrangements that are sometimes employed in
connection with Foucault's experiment, for sho\ving
the rotation of the earth, are sufficient to luake th e
results altogether trustworthy. The essential
movements of a tvvin-elliptic pendulut11 resen1ble
very closely the orbital motions of the earth and

other celestial bodies. The earth and 11100n may be
regarded as a great t\vin-elliptic pendulum s\vinging

fronl the sun with a ratio of 13 : I "concurrent."
The resulting deflections in the earth's orbit are,
however, very s111all in comparison ,vith those of
ordinary pendulum figures, as the ratio of the orbits,

:~~~, is only about 3"~O and the relative 111asses

about io; so that, in effect, these disturbances
amount to little luore than those which we recognise

as the tides. The character of the stellar move·
ments is stability, because the distances bet\veen

fulcrum and centre of oscillation are comparatively
fixed; \vhereas in the pendulum these distances are

alterable at will; the character of its action is,

therefore, adaptability.
4. T'1tnil1g~jorl,. The flllcrun1 of the tuning-fork

is, in a pre-eminent degree, self·contained. On
this depends its special freedom from friction, and

hence the durability of its vibratory action. It
acts Illost freely in a vertical position; but this is
only noticeable when the mass becomes consider·
able. The audibility of the tuning-fork depends
upon the n1ass-motion of its lilnbs being trans-
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muted into Inolecular Illation by contact of its steIll
point \vith some resonant body. The particles of
the resonant body Blust be in such a condition that
they readily respond to the fork-rate of vibration and
to silnple multiples of the saUle. Hence the actual
sound of the tuning-fork consists much Inore largely
of " barnlonics " than is conl1nonly supposed. The
chief characteristics of the tuning-fork are the
prominence and persistence of its fundalnental
vibration and its tnarvellous constancy of pitch.
A straight steel bar of sinlilar dimensions is, ho\v
ever, equally constant in pitch and, when properly
tnounted, nearly as persistent in the maintenance of
its findamental vibration.

5. Bars, plates, etc. vVhen these are free at the ends
tbe fulcrum or fulcra tnay be at any of the nodal
points~:'; and if the bar vvere supported by floating
in a fluid of its o\vn specific gravity, its fulcrulll
\vould be identical \vith its nodal systerl1. Practi~

cally: therefore, the fulcra of the plate are the
node-res"ts employed for its support, and in lllany
cases it Blakes little difference at \vhat points in the
systenl these rest sare applied. But when the plate
has t\VQ or nl0re systelllS of vibration of nearly
sirnilar pitch the adj ustrnen t of the node-rests
becon1es a 11latter of the first inlportance. In
these cases everything depends upon the com
parative facilities afforded for the development of

'* ,. Nodal points" may be more accurately described as " Reversion
points." They are the points where the direction of motion is reversed.

"\
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the respective systelllS, and nothing affects those

facilities more intinlately than such adjustrnent.

That system is most facili tated which has its

nodal lines most nearly in position ,vith the rests;

and that is most obstructed which has its anti

nodes, or "ventral segments," in this position.

vVhen the pitch~differencebetween two systems

is extrell1ely small (as in the case of " interfluxion

plates ") it is only by very careful arrangerllents of

the node·rests that either system, separately, can be
rendered tolerably stable.

Such a condition 111ay be described as one of
versable stability.

6. Strings, jilnts, 1JteJnbranes, etc. E Jdies of this

class vibrate by reason of the tension applied to

them by means of a suitable frame\vork, and the

fulcrum of the systen1, in any case, is the poin t of

juncture betvveen the vibrating body and the fra1l1e

v\lork supporting it. In pianos, violins, etc., the

effective part of the string ends at the bridge; in

such cases, therefore, the bridge is the acoustic

fulcruill. As an illustration of the large importance

of precise adjustment of the fulcrum under special

conditions" I may n1en tion the case of a steel plate

which I exhibited at the Royal Society's Conver

sazione on l\1ay 8, 19°7. 'fhis plate 1l1easured

33 X 4 X ~-. 1'he rates of vibration for the three
systems i. lateral, ii. dual, and i v. nornlal \vere 72 4,

71 9, and 650 respectively; 'whilst that of the

fundatnental note (i. normal) "vas very nearly

-------_....
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l
identical with the "difference-tone" bet,veen

i. lateral and iv. normal---that is, 72 4 - 650 =74.

\N'hen the 2 node~rests \vere placed under the'

1st " iv" nodes each side of the centre, and the

plate was excited by applying the "generator"

to tbe anti-nodal region of i. lateral (that is,

on the middle of the edge of the plate) nothing

was at first observable but the ordinary vortex

action bet\veen i.L and ii.D. But when the

excitation \vas increased beyond a moderate

intensity, there was seen a most extraordinary

phenomenon. 1~be nodal line between the vortices

suddenly \vavered and then broke into a tumultuous

eruption, accompanied by a low rllmbllng sound;

and as the tUlllUlt subsided the node~forn1ation

becanle completely transformed into the systeul

proper to iv. normal-a perfect nodal revolution!

But the most remarkable feature of this strange

occurrence was that it happened only \Vhell node

rests were used wbich were fitted with lin. long

india-rubber strips. vVith rests of a different form,

\vhich answered perfectly for all ordinary purposes,

nothing. of the kind could be made to happen.

This could only mean that the difference in the

node-rests made all the necessary difference in the

balance of facilities requisite for the production of
the varied phenoillena.

:iJ
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(II.)-VIBRATION-FIGURES AND THE
T\VIN-ELLIPTIC PENDULUM.

V IBRATION-FIGURES, as \ve have just

seen, are the fornlS of motion produced by

the cOlnbination of t\VO or nlore vibrations. But

what IS a vibration? If yOll knock or shake

an elastic body-such as a cane, a piece of
glass or metal, etc.-you ,vill bear, see, or

feel a vibration or vibrations, according to the
circuil1stances. If you sbake an inelastic body,
such as a piece of \vax or lead, or a bag of flour, no
vibration ,vill be perceived. In the case of the in

elastic body the imparted blo\v produces a perma

nent alteration of its position, shape, or condition;

with the elastic body, on the other hand, there is no

permanent alteration, but a state of vibration is set

up-the body moves regularly to and fro (in one or

more directions) and gradually comes again to rest.

Now, each one of these to and fro movenlents is a

" vibration," and as vibration-figures are combina

tions of such vibrations, we must look a little more

closely at the single vibration in order to gain an

intelligent idea of its possible combinations. Note

first, that when we have to be precise we speak of a

single vibration as a "harn10nic vibration." A

ill.ere " vibration," in the ordinary sense, is not pre

cisely definable; but a ," harmonic vibration" is to

and fro motion in a straight line, in which the

velocity of the n10ving body is al ways changing
H
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fro 111 Z er0 at the ends to zenithat the cen t re ; and

the rate of change n1ay be shown as follo\vs :

Consider the vibration-path to be: the cliat11eter of

a circle .c\.D. (Iiig 19.) Then, if the semi-circle

A ..........._-'- 1 __

FIG. Ii).

a

be divided into equal parts (any nun1b2r) and

straight lines be dra\vn froln the points of division

perpendicular to the dianleter, the divisions of the

dian1eter so produced \vill indicate the points passed

over by the n10ving body in equal time periods.

This definition enahles us to calculate and trace

out the forn1s produced by 111any complex combi

nations of vibrations, as will be sho\vn later on.

\libration figures 111ay be conveniently considered

under three classes-1st, those that are \vholly

natural in their origin; 2nd, those that are \vholly

artificial; 3rd, those that are partly natural and
partly artificial.

Natural vibration figures as a rule are either too

large or too sn1all, too quick or too slo\v, to be
readily discernible, but SOBle familiar forms are open

to comnlon observation, such as ocean-\vaves and

ripples, the 1110verrlents of trees, t\vigs, cornstalks, and

elastic rods of various kinds, rockets, cricket·balls,

\vater-jets, and other projectiles. Even those \vho
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have not had the privilege of "\vitnessing the

ganlbols of the sea Inay yet have learnt S0111ething

at the Inysteries of liquid vibration frol11 the antics

of a tea-Cll p.

It is not Iny purpose to enter into a close

exalnination of these interesting phen0111ena, but I

,do \vish to in1press upon 111y readers the significant

fact that vibration-figures are al"oNays and every

,vhere present ""lith us, not only in £orn1s that may
be heard and seen .and felt, but in 111any, jf not in

all, of those \vonderful operations of na.tllre "\vhich

cOll1pletely defy analysis by our unaided senses.

These l110re obscure £OrIl1S of vibration ll1ake

thenlsel yes evident under suitable cotlclitions-as

'wireless telegraphy, heat, light, actinistn, X-rays,

etc. Their velocities (1110re precisely, their" periods ")

range fron1 thousands to thollsands of billions per

second; \ve can fix no litnit for thelTI. 13ut, even

so, these only represent one half of nature's vast

array of vibration.pheno111ena; the scale extends

just as illin1itably in the opposite direction-in the

orbits of the denizens of the heavens. 'The annual

1110venlent of our o\vn earth, for example, is just as

truly a vibration-5gure as are the circles formed by

rain-drops on a \vater-pool, or the 1110Velnents of a

vibrating rod. In short, the fact must be grasped

that the £orrns of vibration.figl1res have nothing

,vhatever to do either \vith acy absolute rate of

11lotion in the vibrating body, or \vith any absolute

,scale of dilnensions.
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If our earth, for example, moved nlillions of times
faster or slower than it actually does, and if the

11lagnitude of its motions were altered to any scale,
the !orllz of its orbit ,vould relnain the same. So

that, \vhether or not we are able to interpret them,

there can be no doubt that pendulu111 figures (which

are perhaps the simplest natural figures) are most
intimately related to the common facts of nature,

and especially to music. Not to the art, musical

art is at present oblivious of thelll; not to the

science, musical science has hardly yet commenced

its existence-but it is quite clear that the principal
vibration-figures form the natural basis of all
musical phenomena. The two things are in fact

essentially identical; both the principal vibration

figures and the principal musical intervals are
combinations of vibrations in the simplest ratios.

In fact, the whole unlinlited field of nlusical sounds

(so far as represented by written music) 'consists of

nothing else than vibrations in ratios of the various

po\vers of 2, 3, and 5. Take for example the
authenticated chromatic scale of C, \vhich may be
thus represented.

A utlzentic Chrmltatic ,,"cale of C.
Scale Names: C D~ D E2: E F' F~ G A2: A B2 B Cl
Vibr. ratios: 1 t~ ~ ~ i ~ ~.~ -~ -~ 1 ~ Is5_r
Powers of 2, 3, 5 :2° 3~-E; ~~ 253 ~~ -~~ l~~Q .~- J3 -it -fr2 32~ 21

It has already been pointed out that vibration

£orll1s are cOlnpletely independent of "pitch," but
the above ratios, if taken at about ten octaves belo\v
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ordinary pitch, are seen to be identical \vith the rate

movements of a common pendululll.

So far I have referred chiefly to vibrations and

vibration-figures \vhich are entirely natural in their

origin, such as waves, ripples, orbits, proje ctiles,

etc., visible and in visible. Our chief concern,

however, is with that very large class of figures

,vhich is partly artificial and partly natural, being

due to the freeest possible operation of natural

forces under specially designed conditions. But

a few \vords lllust first be said about those that are

ptJduced entirely oy Ineans of artificial con

trivances.

(III.) ARTIFICIAL VIBRATION-FIGURES.

ARTIFICI.A.L vibration-figures are very useful

adjuncts in connection with natural pheno

mena to facilitate the study of compound vibration;

they may be produced either by Ineans of specially

designed mechanisms, or by the hand alone, guided

of course in either case by intelligent rules and

principles. Let us consider the latter first.

DIAGRAM FIGURES.

The simplest case of all is, of course, the single

vibration (or any number of such vibrations acting

siIllultaneouslYh the fornl or " figure" of which is

nothing more than a Etraight line; but as we have

already seen, it is a straight line with ever-varying
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rates of rI:otion. This fact must never be forgotten;

but yet, to remember it and all that it involves is

beyond the capacity of most people. Let us,

therefore, III the first instance ccJllsider the

vibrations we are dealing with to have cOllstaut
motion-to and fro motion, in whatever periods

we may require, but with unchangeable rates

throughout. This is probably impossible in nature;

but the restriction will enable us to deal with our
difficuIti~eparatelyand the method will furnish!

us with results which may be regarded as skeleton

forms of true harmonic combinations.

CONSTANT MOTION FIGURES.

Suppose a tracing-point to move to and fro at a
fixed rate in the directions A, B, and C, D simul

taneously (Fig, 20). It is obviously impossible for

+
FIG. 20.

a point to move in two such lilies simultaneously,

because it cannot be in two places at once; but
there is no difficulty in making it move at the same

. time in the two directions; and the effect is the same

as it would be if the point moved in the two lines

alternately with infinitely small steps. This effect is

called" the resultant."
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Th US, the resultant of combination of the t \\'0

1110VeInents (Fig. 2 I) A, B, and ~~, C alternately

is a zig~zag such as i\, D, (Fig. 22) \vhich, \vith

B

A

FIG. 2 r.

c

FIG. 22.

o

infinitely s111all zig-zags becoll1es the diagonal line

A, D. (Ij~ig. 23), so that \vhen the t\VO to and fro

motions A, B, and C, D (Fig. 24) start together

fron1 the centre the resulta.nt is to and fro motion

in the diagonal E, F (Fig. 25,)

_1111111_"~_""oIIIIIItI.--. .... _

B

D

o F

---a A 0 ,6A

C CA C E
Ijig. 2 3 0 Fig. 24. Fig. 2).

This is one of the extren18 "phases" of the

combination. But no\v suppose the cO!l1binatio:l

to take place \vhen the single 1110tion C, D has

already gone as far as D. The return 111otion
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D, ° acting alone would take the point to 0, whilst
the A, B motion, starting fron1 D, would take it to
F. The resultan t of these two acting together is

D, B. (Fig. 26). .c\t this point A, B begins to
return in the direction B, 0, \vhilst D, C. continues

o D o

_A__-+-__..A B
A B A s

o

C

FIG. 26.

C

FIG. 27.

o

F.IG.28.

in the direction 0, C. The resultant is B, C. (fig.
27). From here C, D begins to return, whilst B, A

continues. The resultant is C, A. (Fig. 28).

D

A~-----'t------9 B

D

c 0

FIG. 29. FIG. 30.

Similarly, the next resultant is A, D (Fig. 29);

and the whole resultant figure is the square

D, B, C, A. (Fig. 30). This is the other extreme

phase. Between these t"vo there may be any

number of intermediate phases, the resultant figures

being parallelograms more or less contracted; the

nlid¥lay phase like this (Fig. 31).
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.,

With a little nlental effort these constant-nlotion

figures may be translated into harmonic-illotion

FIG. 31.

figures~ The phases, amplitudes, and ratios are the

same in both cases; the only difference is in the

rates of motion in the course of the constituent

vibrations. In constant motion the rate is un~

t changing; in harnl0nic motion it is always changing

from zero at the ends to zenith at the centre. So

that in the case of the hartllOnic resultant corre

sponding to D, B" fig. 26, the D,O. constituent is
at first acting at zero point, whilst A,B is acting
at full s\ving. Consequently the harmonic

o o

A

c

FIG. 32.

B A

c

FIG. 33.

B

resultant starts off almost entirely in the direction
of A,B. So (Fig. 32) ; but D,O is gaining velocity
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\vhilst .l\, n is losing, and by the tin1e their

velacitjes have becolne eernal the resultant has

reached a point just half-\vay bet\Veell I) and I-:3 ;

it bas in fact described llall a quadrant, so (Fig.

33)· FraIn this point ol1\vards D,O. gains

ascendancy, reaching zenith at 13, just as A, ']3~

reaches zero. The quadrant D, I3 is thus C0111

pIeted (Fig' 34), In a sin1ilar ll1anner the three

succeeding quadran.ts are ,varked out, thus con1~

pleting the \vboIe circle (Fig. 35), D, B, C, f\.

t:'

A B

oj
Ftc;. 3i.

D,

~,,-~.,.

}tG·35·

'",Veth us find that the sqnare in C011stant illotion

corresponds to the circle in hannonic 111otion ; both

being rest1ltants of the c0111bination of t\VQ to and

fro Inations acting at right angles in equal periods

and \vith equal an1plitudes.

For 1110re COlD plex cOin binations a numerical

l1;etbod of representing the vibratory rnotion \vill

be found l1l0re convenient.

Observe that in the " graphic" rnethod above

described the figure is fOrll1ed by connecting

S llccessive "resultan ts" of the conlbination of

sinlultaneous portions of the vibration-paths. In
the numerical 111ethod \ve find-not the actual
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resultants of such cOlnbil13.tions, but-their terlninal

points. 1'he positions of these terrnl11a1 points are

<.1etern11 ned by ll1easurernents-vertical and lateral

--frorn the COtn1.110n centre of the cOll1bined

vibrations.

1'hu5 in the cornbination i\B, CD,

D
..........

~..
"....

A 0 B

01
FIG·3()·

If the figure starts £roln point D the first thing

to deterlnine is, not the resultant lille DB, but the

resultant pa£7lt B, and the line is obtained by

simply joining tbe last point to the one before; the

line of junction being straight for constant and

curved for harn10nic In oticn.

TO FI:"JD Tl-IE POIN'1'S.

Divide the vibration path I11to any convenient

nU111ber of equal tinle-periods ; for constant Illation

this \'\!i11 luean equal parts-not forgetting that one

cOtllplete vibration~path goes t\vice over tbe

·vibration Ene; thus, if ;\. 0 B is A 0 B

the "ib. line the c0111plete pa tll 1

,vill be froIll 0 to B, back to FIG·37·

0, on to r\, and back to 0 again. No\v divide

the path into 4 equal parts, using tbe radius

o B as the unit of JlleaSllrCJlZeJlt and ll1aking
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"'

1 2

measurements right of the centre positive, left of

-the centre negative, use a heavy line above the
figure to distinguish negative movements. Then,

calling the starting-point 0, the Ist division-point
will be at B, 1; the 2nd at 0, 0; 3rd at A, 1; 4th
at 0, 0; and the \vhole vibration will be repre ..
sented by the series of figures 0 loT..

Point-numbers... 6
Point-distances... 0 1 0 I

The 4th point being also the starting-point needs
not to be separately \vritten in. These figures serve

equally \vell for the vet tical vibration if \ve make
measurenlents above the centre positive, belo\\! the
centre negative. Thus, the square can be repre
sented as follo\vs :-

Point-numbers

j
Lateral vibration (

. . {O 1 0 1
POInt.. comnlenclng at centre. ,

distances Verti:al vibration } 1 0 i 0
\c0nlnlenclng at upper end.

3

4
o

o 3

4
o

3

4
o

2 2 2

Fig. 38. Fig. 39. Fig. 40.

Measuring these distances from the centre of
vibration 0 we get the points of the figure (Fig. 38).
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3rd quarter 4th quarter

o
16

, , I I ,

o 105 2'8 3·7 4

2nd quarter

These points connected by straight lines give

the square (Fig. 39), connected by properly

curved lines, they give the circle (Fig. 40).
But for harmonic figures it is better to take har

monic measurenlents-and plenty of them.

See fig. 19. To translate these measurements
accurately into numerical forn1 ¥le must have
recourse to trigonometry; but for many ordinary
purposes it \vill be quite sufficient to take the series

of figures 8, 7, 7. 6, 5, 4, 2, 1, as representing the
harmonic, division of a quarter-vibration (= half the
vibration-line) into 8 equal til11e periods. For
present purposes 4 ,vill be sufficient. These \ve

get by taking the above series in twos; thus :

IS, 13, 9, 3. No,v, if we divide this series by

10=1"5, 1·3, ·9, ·3, and then add the numbers
together successively, ,ve get a series I"5, 2"8, 3"7,
4, which very conveniently indicates the com
parative distances of any (harmonically) vibrating
body fro 111 the vibration-centre at 4 successive

equal time-periods.
Let this series represent the first quarter

of a vibration; thus:
then the cOlnplete vibra-
ation "\vill be shown thus: FIG. 41

NZllllerical representation of a Har1'1tonic Vibration"
Point· l - - - - - - -
distan1ces J 0 1'5 2-8 3·7 4 3'7 2-8 1-5 0 1.5 2·8 3-7 4 3'7 2·8 1·5

Point } 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
numbers 16-----
Principal}
phases 1st quarter
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To plot the circle, call this the latE(ral vibration;

then the vertical vibration \vill be represented by

the sanle series C0111111encing at the end of the first

quarter, and the circle \vill be thus represented:
Circle PoilltS.

Vertical vibration 4 ;)'7 2·8 1'5 0 1'5 2'8 3'7 4 3-7 2-8 1'5 0 1·5 2'8 :3-7

Lateral vibration 0 1-5 2'8 3'7 4 3·7 2-8 1'5 0 1'5 2'8 3·7 4 3'7 2·8 1-5

Point111Ullbcrs •• 01 B 45 G 78 a 101112131115
IIi

Such figures are conveniently plotted on squared

I------H I_
I-~

I 16
I 15 0

to .. 1

'(4 .. II> 2

13 Q • 3

l-----:-1:I--
4

I-- - 1
11 • I • G

~ • 6

\0 I. s 7

9 8

, 1+ I
1- .

l -L_i ______.L
FIG. 1~2.

POINT DISTANCES OF CJRCLE 1IEASrRED FRO:\I THE CENTRE.

paper, taking the side of the square as the unit of

ll1easurelnent.
1"'bus \ve get the outline of points sho\vn in

Fig. 42.
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T'here \'lill be no difficulty in cOll1pleting the

circle by connecting the succ8ssive points.

i Ratio.

No\v, suppose that the vertical vibration 1110ves

t\vice as quickly as the other. Point 2 vertical \vill

then coincide \vith point I lateral; point 4 vertical

\'lith point 2 lateral, etc., so that only the alternate
points of the co ll1plete series representing the vertical

vibration \vill coincide \vith the original series of the

lateral vibration, thus,

l)oints f~r ~~; ~atio t Phase.

Vertical vibration 4 :]'8 0 2'8 42·t) 0 2'842'8 0 2'842'8 0 2'8

Lateral vibration U 1';) 2'8 3'7 4 3'7 2'8 1'5 a 1·5 2'8 3'7 4 3'7 2'8 1'5

Point nUll1bers- 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 g 10 11 1:3 13 14 15

rrhe curve is shO\Vl1 in F"'ig. 43.

[~]m13 11 Ii \ ~511--~., ~a 21
I r ·

FIG. 43.
i RATIO: t PHASE l\IEASURED FR01I THE CEX1RE.
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This is \vhat is kno\vn as a " retrogressive" curve;

it \vill be observed that the vibration is not com

plete until the moving point has been twice over
the outline. In this phase the figure is a parabola.

The initial phase of this combination sho\vs a

very different figure. For this we use the same
numbers, but both vibrations start simultaneously

from the centre.
Pain ts for t Ratio initial phase.

- --
Vertical vibration 0 2.8 4 2'8 0 2'8 4 2'802'8 4 2'8 0 2'8 : 4 2,8

------~-

Lateral vibration 0 1'5 2'8 3'7 4 3'7 2'8 1'5 0 1-5 2'83'7 4 3'7 2'81'5
Point numbers •• 0 1 2 3 ~4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 j12 13:",,14 15

16

10 2

I ~ Jr7'f\~
11 , '9 1 Ijf , 3

1\ J 1

12 \fa l4
11j\\ I, If '\ I

13 \, 415 1\ 15
\ ~~ 7'~,

14- 6

FIG. 44.
1" RATIO: INITIAL PHASE MEASURED FRO;\1 THE CENTRE.

So far we have dealt only vvith pairs of single

I

I
,,~
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vibrations. These l11ay be added, subtracted,

multiplied, and modified indefinitely by perforn1ing

the necessary operations on their point-numbers

and plotting out the results.

NOTATION.

The follo\ving sill1ple forrn of notation \vill serve

to make such operations intelligible.
Let any complete vibration be represented by a

short horizontal line, so . T'he rate of vibra

tion is shovvn by a figure above or belo\v the line,
vertical, aeove; lateral, belo\v. 'fhe phase is

indicated by the position of the figure on the line.
·Thus, 2 represents the curve sho\vn in fig.

43 ; lateral vibration cOlllmencing at the initial phase,
vertical vibration-t\vice as quick-at quarter phase.

So again ~ represents fig. 44, both vi brations
comnlencing at the initial phase. So too 1

represents the circle, fig .. 42, both vibrations having

the same rate; lateral-initial phase; vertical

quarter phase. The half-phase (seldom used) may
be shown thus < 1 , and t phase thus l ~

Now suppose vie wish to combine ----f----~ and

~ ,figs. 43 and 44. They lnay be con1bined

exactly as they stand ~ 2, and the result is not
1

un-interesting. But we shall get lllore characteristic

results by taking one of the lateral vibrations as a

vertical-and one of the verticals as a lateral
2

vibration; thus 1 This, it will be seen J
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is sin1ply adding together the t\VO circles -~-

and --~ one of ,vhich goes twice as quickly

as the other. In this case the t\VO circles are

moving in the san~e direction-they are "con

current," if \ve take one of thenl at three-quarter

pbase C--l--) they vvill Inove in opposite

directions-" counter-current," and the co!nbination
1 2,vjll be ---2---

1

I"et us no\v \vork 0 t1 t the first of these COInhina tions
)

For toe compound vertical vibration
2
l'

2
1

add together the t\VO series of numbers used for

fig. 43, taking care to start both series at q uarter

phase.

For the compound lateral vibration add together,

just as they stand, the 1111n1bers used for fig. 44.

\V~e thus get the compound series of point-distances

as belo\v.

Point-distances of

Vertical ••...••• 8 6'5 2'8 1'3 4 4'3 2'8 '9 a '9 2'8 4:3 4 1'3 2'8 6.5

Lateral 0 4'3 6'S 6'5 4 '9 1'2 1.3 0 1'3 1 2 '9 4 6'56'8 4'3

Point NUlnbers •• 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
16

From these measurements the figure is easily

plotted.

"The centre of vibration is at point 8.

"Ihis curve is kno\vn to mathelllaticians as the

"Trisectrix." 1"'he length of a straight line from
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the starting point to centre of vibration is exactly

t\vice as 11l11Cb as that fro111 the in tersection- point

.at the bottOlll of the loop to the saIne centre.

1"h15 becolnes evident from the figures, as \vell

J6 0

~
~ ~f'--...

I~V '"~
/V t\-

V
"'f\

7
r--h\'14

6 j
\ 7-'-~~~a: I13\ 1, }; 1I3

~ ~\ lio /
~ ~L/ L/i, 12 r........... ,....-~1~ ~4 Ir--pI' 1t 5 -

1';'IG. 45. TR1SECTRIX •

.as frOID the diagranl, \vhen the vibration-path is
di vided into 12 or 24 periods.

In lllusic, this curve represents the octave

because its vibration-ratio is the same 2 : I : it is

also typically representative of its class, the special

features of the ratio being developed to the utmost

linlit of individuality. This is dne to t\VO principal

facts: 1St, each of the fouf vibrations has the same

------------
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amplitude; 2nd, the vertical and lateral vibrations

are in extrenle opposition, one set comn1encing at

the centre, the other at tbe end of the path-in
other words this is the most _definite" phase" of
the combination. In all cases there is an unlimited

variety of figures for every ratio, because the fortn
depends just as Dluch upon the aUlplitude.ratio as it

does upon the period-ratio; where1ts the unqualified
tertn " ratio " is generally understood to refer only

to the latter.

This dependence of the figure-form on the

anlplitude ratio is sometimes annoyingly illustrated

in the '\vorking of a badly mounted pendulum, vvhen

(in consequence of the amplitudes of the various

vibrations diminishing at different rates) one vibra·

tioD snrvives the others and the figure ends in a
straight line. Although vibrations of equal ampli

tude give rise to figures of the most marked

individuality, it is prohable that the InDst

characteristic figures are those in which the
amplitude-ratio and the period-ratio are exactly the

opposite of each other, the aluplitudes of the

vibrations being inversely as the vibration-numbers.

At least, this is the order of amplitude naturally

pertaining to harmonic combinations.

To ,vork out the combination in fig. 45 '\vith this

amplitude~ratio,take the ngures in precisely the

same order as in Fig. 45, but taking care to divide

the 2·vibration series by 2 before adding together
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for both compound vibrations. This \vill give the

following series:
2(+2)*
1

Point distances of 2 (7- ~)
1

Vertical. ...•• 6 5'1 2'8 '1 2 2'9 2'8 2-3 2 2'3 2-8 2'9 2 '1 2'8 5'1
----- -- -- - -

Lateral 0 2'9 4'8 5'1 4 2-3 ·S ·1 0 '1 '8 2'3 4 5'1 4'8 2-9

Point Numbers 0 1
16

Plotted out, this gives fig. 46, known to mathe~

m-aticians as the" Cardioid."
An10ngst the unlimited series of T. E. figures

there are t'NO special varieties that stand pre
en1inent in their capacities for beauty and diversity
of form; these are the 3: I ratio counter-current
and 5: I ratio con-current. This peculiarity
depends prilnarily on the openness of structure
specially appertaining to these figures under a
suitable balance of conditions; and this, again,
depends on the angle of deflection proper to the
ratio.. A brief exatnination of the figures will reveal
the fact that with the counter-current series the
angle of deflection diminishes precisely in propor~

tion to the rnagnitude of the vibration-ratio, ending
with zero (0°) when the length of the deflecting
pendulum becomes infinite. Conversely, the
deflecting angle increases in the opposite direction

*In the phase and ratio notation observe that operations on the amplitude
are signified by small figures In brackets near to the numbers representing
the aftected vibralions_ Thus 2 (+2) means that the vertical vibration in the

I

deflecting circle (or ellipse) is taht:al at half the amplitude of the fundamental
vibration.
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(with the increasing Inagnitude of the vi bra...
tioD-ratio), ending with 180° \vben the deflector
becomes infinitely· short. In both cases the
limiting "figure" is indistinguishable fro 111 a
straight line. At the cen tral posi tion bet\veen
these t\VO infinite series of gradations, the angle'"of

16 0

lD".......~ ~
~..15

V l"I ... 1\
14"W "1\"1.' ,~

I

~ 'f'i.) \
13

1 13
~ j

" :8 /
12~ lobY~o V 4"·

'""- .."..-.
11 6

-
FIG. 46.

deflection is goO and the" figure" is approxirnately
a square-n10re or less rounded at the corners
according to the an1plitude ratios-r: 3 gives the
maxinlum squareness. The central square in the
counter-current series is the 3 : I figure; \vith con
current figures the central square is found at~the
vib...ratio of 5 : I, amplitudE-ratio r : 5.

J
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--- __ 1

It has already been shown (page 100) that 2,3 and

-5 are the foundation nurilbers of all the rhythm

combinations proper to \vritten tnusic; and ~bove

considerations seenl to sho\v that their functions are

not less significant in relation to physical operations

generally, and to the constitution of T. E. figures
particularly.

l""'he phenomena of audible 111usic and of t\vin
elliptic vibrations are, of course, not strictly analo

gous throughout; but in both cases 5 and 3, that

is t and i, are tile basic ratios of the most highly

characteristic rhythms possible to the t,vo systems.

'This explains to some extent \vhy.j. is the most

important of T. E. figures. f is not readily attain

able under ordinary conditions, because of the great
height required for the sllspension-book.

As a further illustration of the nunlerical 111ethod

of delineation let us take the 3 : I figure in its most

characteristic forln, that is, \vith counter-current

phase and anlplitude-ratio == I : 3, the quicker

vibration having one-third the amplitude of the
slower.

The arrangement of vibrations vvill be ~ (~_8_)_~l
o (-;-;j)
1

and the point distances as follo'vs :_

'. :1 (-:-3)
POInt-dIstances of -~-K-(--;--3-)-

1

Vertical 2'7 3'2 3'7 2'7 0 2'7 3'7 3'2 27 3 2 3'7 2'7 0 2'7 3'7 3'2
- - - -

Lateral 0 2'7 3'7 3'2 2'7 3'2 3'7 2'7 0 2'7 3'7 3'2 2'7 3'2 3·7 2-7

Point 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
Numbers 16

------------,
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\;Vith these data the figure is easily plotted as
under.

Of course the student will ren1einber tbat just as
in 2: I ratio the point-distances for the quicker
vibration were found by taking every second of the
original series, so with 3 : I we take every third of

14~
~ 16 0 ~

~2

13 '\ ~ '3
11 I

12 j 4

J 1
J . ,

11 J . - -- - 1\5

10 "

,1!1" 8
~~e9

3 (+3)
;j (-+-3)
1

FIG. 47.

the same to tnake the series for the quicker
vibration.

The t,vo following figures (with which I shall

conclude this portion of the subject) contain neither

circular nor elliptic motion; they are cOlnbinations
of tbree single vibrations only, and cannot be pro..

duced by "vheel-work, except by some very
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cumberSOlne arrangement in \vc.ich each straight'

line luotion is itself the product of t\VO circular
lllotions.

Three-straight-line figures

Point-distances of

Vertical*
6 52'601'51'301'31'50~'6 56 52'601'51'301'31'502'6 5
Lateral _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
o1-5 2'; 0 3 2·6 l'5 0 l' 5 2-6 3 2·6 l'5 0 1-.5 2' 6 3 2· (j 1- 5 0 l' 5 2' 6 3 2·6 1·5
.Point NUll1bers
o 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23
24

Point-distances of R~ ~l
~

A

c

D E
FIG. 50.

Vertical _ _ _ _
o ·8 2'6 4'2 4'5 2'9 0 2'9 4'5 4'2 2'0 'S 0 '8 2'0 4·24'5 2-90 2-9 4-5 4'2 2'6 .8
Lateral _ _ _ _
01,52'6 32'61'501-52'6 32-61'501'52'6 32'61'501'52'6 32-61:5
Point Numbers
o 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 2324

Anyone wishing to pursue this system of curve
delineation l11ay easily do so \vith a little

olI-It should be observed that we have here divided the single vibration into 24
equal time-periods as follows:-

o '8 1'5 2'1 2-6 2'9 3 2'9 2'6 2'1 1'5 '8 0 '8 1'6 2'1 2'6 2'9 3 2'9 2'6 2'1 1'5 '8
o I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 I I 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23
24

This is merely a matter of convenience j it is simply necessary that the values
given to successive point-distances should be proportional to the sines of the arcs
to which they correspond. A B, arc. C B, sine. D E, point-distance.
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application; 110 D1atbenlatical kno\vledge is neces

~ sary beyond \v hat is open to every intelligen t

observer, and the subject is full of interest and
fascination.

I bave myself plotted some b undreds of figures

enlbodying combinations of vibrations \vhich have

never yet been attempted by any mechanical con

triv211ce, but still there is roon1 for any Dumber of

industrious explorers. \Vhat is req uired to enable

any such figures to be \vor1(ed out luecbanically is

nothing 1110re than a Dlechanis!l1 for cOlnbining any

number of hanl10nic 1110tions in one straight line.

T\vo StIch con1binations \vorking at right angles to

each other could produce the resultants of any

possible grouping of vibrations. rrhe truth of this

statelnent is deUlonstrated by the \vorking of the
" 1"eJautograph."

(1\7.)-VIBRATION-FIG URES YVHOLLY

·ARTIFICIAL.

Divisz"on II.-Alechallz"cal.

SO far as I am a\vare these are produced

entirely by nleans of \vlJeel·\vork. A great

variety of machines have at tillles been 111ade for

this class of work, in most cases apparently 'with

the in tention of combining tvVQ or luore circular

motions, and \vithout any reference to the fact that

a circle is t'he resultant of t\VO llarmonic vibrations
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of equal periods and equal atllplitudes acting at
right a'ngles to each other.

I t is only of late years that the terln harn1ono

graph has been applied to this class of apparatus,

the earlier specilnens being designed chiefly for

purposes of ornamental turning. The most effec

tive machine of the 'kind that has COlne before the

public is that which is kno\vn as " The Geometric

Chuck." The history and capabilities of this

important mechanism (froln the ornan1ental turners'

point of vie\v) has been most ably described by Sir

Thos. Bazley in his "Index to the Geometric

Chuck" (published by l-loltzapffel and Co., 1875).
The work is illustrated ,vith 3,500 specimen

figures, all produced by means of the "Chuck"

and its accessories.

Every figure is the resultant of t\VO or mme

circular motions acting siI11ultaneously on a single

point. 'The forlns selected are mostly typical

phases of the mos~ important cOll1binations, and it
is just here that such ll1achines nlay have an

important scientific value, as by their Ineans any

phase \vhatever can be selected and \vritten off

with equal facility and precision.

Some of the figures involve as 111any as 5

circular illations-equal to 10 vibrations, but it is

probable that in 111any cases these cornplex

motions are mutually destructive. I'he \vhole

book requires interpreting into vibration equiva

lents. Many of the figures are awfully \vonderful,
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and the vi/ark is altogether the n10st importalnt

treasury of outline vibration-forms extant

although the word "vibration" is not mentioned
througbout !

A word of caution is necessary for those who

may consult the book for inforlnation about

vibration-forms. Mr. Bazley's classification is

adapted to the exigencies of the Geornetric Chuck,

and for this reason Concurrent and Counter

current figures of the saIne vibration-ratio will not

be found associated together, but, instead, figures

having the sanle number of loops, \vhether internal

or external. 'Ihese associated figures bave no

natural relationship to each other; their ratios are

always different, and sometimes widely different, but

the" cOll1panion " figures frequently referred to are

figures of the saUle ratio with special phase
differences.

At present the majority of Mr. Bazley's figures

are geometrical enigmas. The very few persons

who possess apparatus of the 8ame description as

Mr. Bazley's should be able to reproduce his

figures; but, even so, it \vill not in all cases be an

easy matter to find their vibration equivalents.

, Here it rnay be \vell to observe that the first 200

figures are" twin-elliptics "; they all caDle within

the limits of the twin-elliptic pendulum. So, again,.

are figs. 226 to 25 1 , 428 to 433, and 833 to 850 ;

these all belong to the 3 : 1 ratio; figs. 806 to 81g.

and 12\58 tp 1267 are t\vin-elliptics of the 2 : 1 ratio ;.
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\vhilst figs. 460 to 471 and 252 to 263 are tri-nne,

heing COll1pounded of ellipses in the ratio I : 3 : 5 ;

and finally figs. 220 to 2~5 8re tri-une elliptics In

the ratio :L : 2 : 3. N early all the.-rest of the figures

are 11111ch 1110re conlplex, ancllnost of those to\vards

tlle end of the book are con1posite-consisting of

several distinct figures in one cornplex diagram.

\iVithol, the \vhole assortrnent is but a slnall

fraction of the vast variety of vibration-figures yet
to be 111ade kno\vn,

I have said that Bazley's "Index" is the ITIOSt

ilnportant vlork on Vibration-figures that has

hitherto come before the public, and the apparatus

therein described may well be classed in the saIne
category.

'fhere is no\v in existence, ho\vever, and in good

\vorking order, an apparatus-not yet perfect, hut

far in advance of the ancien t " eh uck l' and its

congeners. Tbis incol11parable piece of Inechanism

is the property of J. E. A ustin, Esq., of \Vest

Court, Detling, near IVIaidstone, and is the product

-of the joint \vork of the Inost experienced 'veterans

in practical kinernatics nov{ Ii ving. The chief

distinctive feature in the apparatus is the lllechanism

providing for the production of barrnonic ll10tion in

a straight line, and for its gradual increase or

·decrease inanlplitude. By means of this unique

contrivance the harnlonic components of circular (or

,elliptic) motion can be dealt with separately, so

.tha t varia tiails in their relative in tensities can be
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graphically and definitely represented at ,ville Let

it be observed here that the intensity of a vibration

is its aln plitude in a sense~aspect.

For tbe purpose of providing illustrations of the

interaction of sin1ple vibratory tTIotions, therefore,

it ,vill be seen that 1\1r..A.ustin's apparatus has

ilnportant advantages; anyone of the constituent

vibrations of a figure can be Blade to increase

'vhi15t the others are decreasing in atnplitude, and

the rate of such increase or decrease can be regulated

at v'lill.

MR. AUSTIN'S· FIGLTRES.

The fe\v figures I have selected as specimens of

Mr. Austin's \vork are of the sill1p1est order. '"rbey

are curves of t\VO vibrations only (pages 110 and

I I I), C01111110nly kno,vn as Lissajous figures.

The upper one on Plate XXV. represents the

unison (r : r) or {- \vhen the t\VO vibrations, acting

at right angles, arrive at the centre coincidently.

vVith equal arnptitudes the result is a straight line

diagonal to the right angle. But here is sho\vn the

effect \vilen one of the vibrations-say, the vertical

-begins with its full amplitude and decreases to

zero, \vhilst the lateral begins at zero and increases

to an equal alnplitude \vith the vertical. Tbis gives

a series of straigh t lines at all possible angles, pro

portional to the united arnplitudes. l"he whole

effect might be noted thus ~;:

In the lo\ver one, Plate XXV. (Unison= 0< 1 1 >0)
we have the same interval \vith the sanle amplitudes,
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increasing and decreasing as before, but at

opposite P?ases. \Vith constant amplitudes the
result would be the circle as Fig. 42. But the

constantly changing anlplitudes give rise to a

succession of ellipses beginning with the vertical

straight line, going through all possible degrees of

widening and narro\vi~Jg, and ending \vith the lateral

straig ht line.

On Plate XXVI. in the upper figure (Octave=

0> 1 2 < 0) we have a group of parabolas re~

presenting all po~sible sections of the cone parallel

to one side.

1"\he figure with constant amplitudes is tbe satTIe

as that ShO\VD on page I I I.

The lo"\ver figure on plate XXVI. (perfect fifth

---~=~) with constant a~plitudes is one of the

comrnonest figures obtainable \vith the ordinary

double pendulum.

The outline corresponding to equal amplitudes

-like this(f'-can be easily traced in the pre

sent complex figure, cOlnmencing at the 7th point

from the top.

The figure on plate XXVII. (perfect fourth

----O-4:-~) like all the others begins with a
vertical and ends with a horizontal straight line.

The intermediate figure with equal amplitudes

comlnencing at the eighth point from the top is the

comn1on "overhanded knot," and SOll1etimes called

the" true lover's knot."

These very interesting figures are, of course, quite
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-out of the reach of any pendulull1 arrangenlent;

but figures of a sinlilar class, giving the effect of one

sustained vibration, can be produced by putting a

drag on one of the weights of a double pendulum.

'There is now an open opportunity for SOI11e

,enthusiastic student, \vith luolle)' and energy at his

-disposal, to do for twin-elliptics \vhat Mr. l\ustin

has done for Lissajous' figures.

(V.)-\TIBRATION-FIGURES, PARTLY

1~i\~rURf\L AND PAR~rLY ARTIFICIAL.

T HE fOfiTIS of apparatus that have been devised

for the production of figures cOllling ,vithin

this category are very nU111erous. Anl0ngst the

,chief workers in this field of labour n~ay be Inen

tioned Wheatstone, 11elde, Lissajous, Blackburn,

Airy, and Tisley. IV1y own \vork, consisting chiefly

in the production and developnlent of the T. E. P.,
would, of course, have been impossible \vithout the

preceding efforts of these and otber \vorkers.

These natural-artificial methods of producing

vibration figures depend for their excellf'Dce chiefly

,on the suppression of the artificial elenlent in the

'York-reducing all interference \vith Nature's free

hand to the lowest lin1it attainable. This is \vllat

I think has been achieved in the t \vin-elliptic

pendulunl, of which I \vill nrst give a short descrip

tion.
J(
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Essentially the T. E. P, consists of a heavy

pendulum s\vung froln a single point and carrying a
second pendulu111 (called the" deflector ") s\vinging

fron1 a point in the main penduluIll as near as 11lay

be to its centre of gravity. The actual \veights may

FIG. 5I.

vary alnlost \vithout linlit; generally the main

pendulunl "veights vary frorD about I61bs. to 601bs. ;:

the deflector from 4 to I21bs.

'rhe annexed diagram should be largely self

explana tory, but a fe\v observatious on its principal

features lllay prove helpful.
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It ,vill be found on inspection that-beyond the

pen~p0int and the atmosphere-the only point of

friction for the 111ain pendulum is bet\veen the ball

and the polis'bed cavity of the steel slab; these are

both \vell-hardened, so that friction is reduced to

the 10 \V es t ill in im U 111 consisten t \y i t h durabili l Y•

f"'riction at the pen-point is easily regulated by
loading or unloading the pen-holder \vith fine

adjustnlent \veights, and SOllle interesting effects

in the development of figures are often attainable

by this lueans.

Direct rninitnization of friction 111eans indirect

ll1inimization of strain, and it is this \vhich ensures

the possibility of obtaining ll10re perfect results

vvith the 1'. E. P'. than \vith any other forn1 of

vibration apparatus.

BALANCE.

'The very best "vork is obtained \vhen friction at

the pen-point is reduced to a ll1ininl11111, but then

there lTIUst be a sllitable balance of all the other

conditions. If, for exatl1ple, the pen-friction should

be small, \vhilst the \veights are heavy and the pen

coarse, the result \vill be that the lines of the figure

'will be too close together, and 111ay actually forrn

one continuous p~tch of ink. 'Ihis again is 111uch

more likely to happen with a figure of sitl1ple ratio

aud short outline than \vith one of cOlnplex ratio

and long outline. Hut if the pen should be

sufficiently. fine or the outline suffIciently long, the
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lines \vill renlain separate, and S0111e ne\v and

beautiful exanlple of the suprelnacy of order will be

the result. Another set of conditions \vith a fine pen

,vill give an uninteresting patch of net\vork, \vhilst

the saUle conditions with a coarse pen \vill result in

a gorgeous series of intersection figures. So it is

that any arrangetllent of the pendultlll1 \vill yield

beautiful results if the various conditions are \vell

balanced.

The most inlportant features in the apparatus

are the points of sllspension. As already explained,

these are devised to ensure the least possible

amount of friction; but it is also very desirable that

the main suspension point should have the utnlost

finnness attainable. To tbis end the hook is Blade

strong enough to carry a t least ten times the

maXinlUl1l load required of it; but it is also requisite

that the resisting forces by \vhich the hook is sup·
ported should be either excessively strong or free

from inequalities.

l"he reason for tbis desideratulTI is to be found in

the fact that any inequality in the forces of

resistance must give rise to a silTIilar inequality in

the loss of active energy by the n10ving pendulu111

in the saUle direction. 1"his ll1eans that one of the

vibrations of the priluary ellipse will die out at an

accelerated ra te and, consequently, the figure \vlll

t€nd to degenerate into a straight line-at right

angles to the direction of infirtnity.

Symluetry, so far as convenient, is desirable
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throughout the distribution of the pendulunl mass;

but the chief momentum \veight admits of con

siderable variety in fonn and materiaL It is ill0St

convenient \vhen constructed in sections.

'The deflector is provided \vith a fine adjustment

screw having sixteen threads to the inch. By this

11leans the actual length of the deflecting pendulum

is easily regulated within TJU of an inch or less.

ACTION OF THE T.E.P.

Being suspended frOlTI a single point, the whole

system is free to move-that is, to vibrate-in any
direction \vhatever in a practically horizontal plane:

its rate of movetnent is inversely as the square of

its length. Considering the lnalll penduluill

without the deflector, any ilnpllise or any nUluber

of impulses that 111ay be given to its mass are

always equivalent to t\JVO itnpulses acting at rig ht

angles to each other, and their resultant effect Blust

always be sonle form of ellipse between the circle

and the straight line. 1---he satne observation is

equally true of the deflector considered by itself..

But in the course of actual operation the Inain

penduluI11 without the deflector has no distinct

existence, and the real main pendulum is the \vhole

systenl, including the deflector. And although it

is true that neither the ellipse proper to the \vhole

systenl, nor that which is proper to the deflector,

can be obtained separately, \vhilst the two are in a
condition to \vork can j uncti vel y, yet these two
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ellipses are the actual cOlllponents of the figures

produced by the ordinary working of the apparatus

as a \vllole. Endless as is the variety of figures

obtainable fron1 the action of the 'r.E.I?, they con

sist, in every case, of t\VO such elliptic 1110tion5

\vorking together at various rates and amplitudes.

SOBle people in1agine that these figures are not

inexhaustible; this arises frOlTI lack of devout

attention to the subject. Bad ,vork is all alike

incapable of classification ; it has no individuality,

and, therefore, no variety, and is distinguished only

by negligence. Good ,vork is distinguished by

intelligent attention; its character and individuality

are strong and striking in proportion to the truth

loving devotion \vith \vhich it is carried out; its

Jevelopll1ent and variety are co-extensive.

Both the nlain pendulu111 and the deflector adn1it

of practically inde5nite v?-riations in length, and, so,

of corresponding variations in the ratios (or corn·

parative rates) of t heir vibrations, the rate being

i"nversely as the square of tbe length. There is,

therefore, available for pendulutTI work an unlimited

variety of ratios, each having its ovvn -proper

series of figures vvith varying phases, atnplitudes

and rates of decrease. 'I'he nlost ilnportant and

Dl0st interesting ratios are, ho\vever, the simplest;

alld these are they that correspond to the principal

111 \lsical intervals. N evertlleless, the parallelisnl
between figures and intervals is not readily evident,

because the systell1 of vibration-figures has no
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linlit! \Vhereas the systen1 of musical intervals,

.as a\ready sho\vn (page 100), is a selection fronl

the vibratioil-systetn, limited to the po\vers of 2~ 3,

.and 5.
And t\vil1-elliptic figures, on the other hand,

.although consisting of t\\<·o doubly infinite series

above and belo\v 3: I, con·current and counter

,current, are yet but a slnall portion of the whole

field of vibration·figures generally.
Sonle of the 1110st in1portant intervals, for

.exanlple, are those ranging froll1 unison (I : I) to

the ., perfect fifth" (3 : 2), and these are practically

.outside the linl its of the T. E.P., wi:ereas t he most

important 'I'.E.P. figure is undoubtedly that \vhich

.corresponds to the interval of 3 : 1.* (See page 118

for further inforlllation on this subject.)
Annexed is a list of the principal ratios avail-

.able for the 'T.E.P. :-

:.\Iinor Sixth

Perfect Fifth3 : 2

14 : <)

1 I : 7
1"555
I" S7 I

I'SOO

H.atios.
Decin1al. Fraction a] "

Diagr,llu of the princiral ratios between 3 : 2 and 6 : I in order

of 111agnitude, showing their appro},.imate positions in a geoluetri

.cal progression by comparison with the successive powers of
100

VI 4 X (l·S) :
100

Po\vers of V 4 x 1·5
Index. Product.

° 1'5
I" 52 I

2 I' 54 2

3 I" Sb4
+ 1.585
.5 I .607 I ·600 8 : 5
b ]"630 1" 625 13 : 8

-:l'This, although forming no part of the authentfc scale is: as shown
.elsewhere, the centre at its harmonic basis.
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100

PO\\Tcrs of ".; 4 X 15 Ratios.
lndex. Product. Decitnal. Fractional.

j 1'{)53 1,666 5 ... 11ajor Sixth. ..)

8 1'676

9 1'6gq 1';00 Ii : 10

10 1'7 23 1'7 14 12 : 7
II 1'747 ]'750 7 : 4 Harmonic Seventb
]2 I 'i7 I l'iii 16 : 9 Dominant Seventh
13 ]'796 ]'800 9:5 Tonic Seventh
14 I'Rz I 1'833 II : 6
Ir" ]'846 1'857 13 : j,)

16 1'87 2 I'Si5 15 : 8 l\1ajor Seyentb
(":' 1'898 I'SOO 19 : 10,
18 I C)25

19 1'95 2

20 1'979
21 2'006 2'000

.., , I Octave
22 2'°35
23 2'063

24 2'°9 2 2'100 21 : 10

25 2'12 I 2' ( I r 19 : 9
2' 125 J i : 8

26 2'15 1 2' [42 15 : 7
2' [66 13 : 6

27 2'181

2'100 II : 5
28 2'1 ~ 1

: '222 20 : 9
29 2'24 2

2'25° 9:4 IVrnjor Kintb

3° 2'27.;

2' 285 16 : i

31 2'3°5 2'3°0 23 : 10

2'333 j : 3 Harmo!1ic 1\lil1or

Tenth

32 2,33~

33 2'37°
?..., .... I"'" 19 : 8- .)1,)

2'4°0 12 : 5 J\'1illor Tenth

34 2'4°3
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100

Powers of ../ 4X 1°5
Index. Product.

35 Z"i-3i

Ratioso
Decimal. Fractional.

Z'4zS 17 : ,

37 2"5°5
38 Z >540

39 2 °5;6

40 2'612

2'444

2"600

22 : ()

5 : 2 i\Iajor Tenth

23 : f)

IS : j

13 : 5

2·666 8 : 3 Perfect Eleventh

44 27060

45 2',q8

48 2.9 1 7
49 2"lJ59
50 3'000

51 3.°4 2

52 3'084

53 3° 12 7

54 3'170

55 3°2 15

2 °7°0

27' 14
2'75°

"0-- ..
.. iii

2°800

2'833
2°S57
2'8;5
2 ,S88
2>qOO

3"000

3'1 I I

3" I 25
3° 1 43
3-:()O

3'200

27 . 10

I{) : 7
I I : 4 I-Iaro10nic Eleventh

25 : 9

Ii- : 5
17 6
20 : 7
23 : B
26 : 9
2<) : 10

3 : r Perfect Twelfth

28 : <)

25 : 8 A ugnlented Twelfth,

22 : i
19 : 6
Ib : 5 ~linor Thirteenth
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100

!Powers of .vI 4 X I'5 H.atins.
Indexo Product" J)ccimal. Fractional,

So 3° 2 (JO 3'2;0 r" : 4 Hari110nic Thirteenth.>
3' zK ,:; .." : 7-,)

57 3"3°5 3'3°0 33 : 10

3'333 10 : 3 1L1jor Thirteenth
SR ,., ~2

.) .)J

::; '375 .., .... 8-, °
S~) 3,398 3'..J°0 1- : ..,,

3'4 21) 2+ : 7
fo 3"-146 3'+-14 3 1 : 0
61 3°494

,. ~co 7 : 2 IIannonic Fourteenth,) J
62 3'5+~

3'555 32 : 9 Dominant Fourteenth
()3 3'S()2 3' 57 I 25 : j

3'/joo IR : S Tonic Fourteenth
3'{)z5 29 : 8

·64 3'642

3 G6G II : 3
65 3'693

3',00 37 : 10
66 3'744 3'7 14 26 : 7

3'75° IS :4 1Iajor Fourteenth
·67 3°796 3'777 3-1 : 9

3'800 Iq : S
·68 3'849 3'833 23 : ()

3 'SS7 2'" • 7, °
"',8-,.- 3 1 :8.) ,)

·69 3°9°2 3'888 35 : 9
7° 3°939 3"9°0 39 : '0
71 4"01 4 4'000 4 : ] Double Octave
... ..,

4"°7°/-

4' 14 2 29 : 7
73 4' 12;

4' ;66 25 : 6
7+ 4° 18+

4"200 21 : 5
75 4'24 2

4'25° 17 : 4
76 4"3°2 4" 28 S 3° : 7
77 4'362 4'333 r'" : 3.)

4°4°0 22 5
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lOt)

iPo\vers of V 4X 1'5 l-Zalios.

Index_ Product. Deciulal- Fractional.

i 8 4-4 2 3
4'4 28 3 1 : 7

79 4'484
4'5°0 9 : ;%

80 4"5+7
4' 57 1 32 : i

81 4. 611 4'(JOO 23 : 5
82 4-o7~ ·rt)IJ6 14 : 3
8" 4'74° ~.~ 1-!- 33 : 7.)

4' ~ 50 19 : 4
.84 4'806 '~'8so 24 ; 5

4'833 29 : 6

8- 4·8~3 4'857 3 +: j
j

86 4'9+ I

5'000 5 : I

.87 5'009
88 5'080

5' I ~ 1 36 : 7
89 5' 151

S'I()6 31 : 6

'90 5'223 5'200 26 : j

5'25° 21 :4
<)1 5'295 S' 2H S 37 : 7

S' 333 I() : 3

92 5'37°
5'4°0 27 : 5

'93 5"445 5'4 28 38 : 7
5"500 II : 2

94 5' 5~3
5' 5; J 39 : 7

05 5' 50,+
5'600 :8 : .3

96 5 677 5-666 17 : 3
S',I+ 4° : 7

'97 ~''''-0 5'75° ')~ : 4"" ,j
-.)

5,800 29 : 5

98 5'83+ 5'833 35 : b

s"S57 41 : 7

09 5'9 1 7
100 b'ooo 6'000 6: 1
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This dbgram is designed to facilitate the cstiulatioll of distances.

between one ratio and another.

The unit oC measurement is the index-number.

Example.-The distance between 3 : I and 5 : 2 is 50-37==13.
units.

Between 5 : 2 and i : 3 is 3i-3z==, units, etc.

For every possible ratio there are t\VO principal

classes of figures, "Concurrent," in ,vhich the t\VQ·

elliptical nlovements are in the sarne dtrection, and

,,'Counter-current," in \vhich they are in opposite'

directions. These again can be very largely varied,

according to the variation of one or both of the:

ellipses between the circle and the straight line.

Generally speaking, the best figures are those in

which both ellipses are as nearly as possible:
circular. Precise phases and amplitudes, whether

typical or other,vise, cannot be assured by mere

hand-,vork; in this respect mechanical contrivances.

like the Geometric Chuck have decided advantages,

enabling any phase or amplitude to be accurately

represented; this is their chief use and merit.

COlnparing pendulllrn figures with mechanical

figures, it is easy to get the impression that the~

latter involve more accurate movements than the

fornler, but this is quite erroneous. "fhe pendulum

expresses facts to ,vhich the mechanism is dead. The

chief characteristic of lllechanical figures is deadly

rigidity, but that of pendulu1l1 figures is vital

fluency; whilst the incomparable accuracy of

pendulut11 illotion is unequalled by that of any

lnechanical contrivance. "fhe fixed 111echanisOl'<
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incorporates only \vhat has practically been pre

,deternlined by the operator; the fluent pendulum

:glves ever new results \vith surprising details beyond

the reach of iOlagination to conceive.

Following are a few outlines of important t\vin

-elliptic figures fro111 Bazley's "Index." Only the
·chief phases (Concurrent and Counter·current) are
shown, and only two anlplitude·ratios. In" Equal"

amplitudes all four vibrations are equal. "Inverted"

.aulplitudes 111eans that the ratios of the an1plitudes
of the two ellipses are inversely as the vibration

ratios: thus in 3 : I the an1plitlldes would be I : 3.
Typical outlines of 'f.E. figures corresponding to

_principal ratios, taken £roln "Bazley's Index,"

.in order of pitch: Baz]ey's

No. l"Z.atio. Amplitudes. Phase. NUlnber.
I •• 3 : 2 Equal Concurrent. 197
2 • ~ 3 : 2 Inverted Concurrent 19b

3 . ~ 3 : 2 Inverted Counter-current 200

4 .. 2 : I Equal Concurrent 4
5 .. 2 : I Equal Counter~current 18
6 .. 2 : J Inverted Counter-cunent 16

•• 2 : I InVtlted Concurrent 2

8 .. 7 : 3 Inverted Counter-current ..

9 .. 5 : 2 Equal C()unter~current 47
10 •• 5 : 2 Inverted Coullter.current 45
I J •• 3 : I Equal Counter-current 28
12 •• 3 : I Equal Concurrent 8
13 .' 3 : I Inverted Concurrent ()

)4 .' 3 : I I llverted Counter-current 26

J 5 •• 4 : I Equal Concurrent 13
16 • ~ 4 : I I llverlell C\)Jlcurrent I I

17- .. 5 : I Equal Concurrent 23
18 .. 5 : I Inverted Concurrent 21

For Figures see next page.
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LA\V OF NODAL PLACES.

A brief inspection of these figures '\vill reveal a

most important la\v, in accordance ,vith ,vhich their

g.eneral 'confortnation is deternlined; it is this:

The n tIlll ber of nodal pain ts, loops or places in a

counter-current figure is the Sltl11 of the ratio

nU111bers; \vhilst in a concurrent figure it is

tlte dijJerence of the ratio numhers. These nodal

places, it may be ,veIl to ren1ark, are all that dis~

tinguish the compound figure frotn the plain

ellipse. When the deflecting elelllent is extrelnely
,veak, it is evident that the ellipse due to the'

main pendulum ,vill not be distinctly tnodified-it

will look like a plain ellipse, or circle, as the case

may be. As the deflection increases the elliptic

outline will beco111e indented, showing alternate

hollows and protuberances; stronger deflection ,vill

sbow acute hollo\vs and sharp points; with yet

stronger deflection the points ,vill become loops;

and \vhen the main 1110Veinent and deflecting

movement are equally strong the deflections \vill

Jneet at the centre of the figure. In counter~

current figures these central points are the centres

of the original holIo\vs; in concurrent figures they

they are the centres of the original protuberances.

Let llle repeat that the alterations of outline here

described are all due to alterations of aJlzplitude only;

the figure proper to any period-ratio may be so
modified.

But in SOine -c'ases it tnay (Iuite easily happen that
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the motion due to the detlector is greater than that

'\vhich is due to the lllain pendulum; to nnderstaed

the state of tbe case then vve must consider for a
nlonlent its logical aspect.

Like the great 111ajority of phenomena, deflectors

,and deflections are Inatters of c0111parison; the

,deflector is, or should be, less than that '\vhich is

.deflected. 'fherefore, \vhen the motion due to the

.deflector beC0111eS greater than that which is due to

the Inain pendulu111 a logical revolution happens

the ratio is reversed; 3 : I, for example, becolnes

I : 3 ; instead of the slo\ver 1110vement being deflected

by the quicker, the quicker 1110venlent is no\v

deflected by the slo\ver. ..Allhough this is 111erely a

,question of logic, it is one of those questions \vhich

11l3.y easily lead to confused vie\vs, if not resolutely

thought out.

I \vill no\v conclude lny observations abont the

,action of the T.E.P. \vith a fevv \vords in elucidation

·of SOBle special features by Ineans of which pendululTI

\vork may nearly ahv:tys be distinguished fronl

.strictly ll1echanical \volle 'fhese special features

111ay be conveniently referred to as pendululTI

ll1utations. 'fa understand \vhat are the ll1utations

to \vhich pendulu111 figures are subject, \ve 111ust be
careful to renlenlber \vhat are the elements of these

figures \vithout such lllutations ; these are amplitude,

phase and ratio. j\5 long as the an1plitude, phase

and ratio of the constituent vibrations renlain fixed

the resultant figure \vill renlain unaltered-tbe

! j
I
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vibrating body \vill continue to move through the
same path. These three then-amplitude, phase

~nd ratio-are the only elements that can be

altered; but the alterations rnaY be of such a
character as to give rise to at least fi ve distinct
orders of mutation of the resultant figure. rrhese

five orders of mutation I will no\v endeavour to
describe under the several titles of diminution,

elitnination, rotation~ precession, and fluxion.

PENDULUM MUTATIONS.

Dhll-inlttiolt is the natural decrease of ampli
tude produced by friction. Friction occurs chiefly
at the points of suspension and at the pen-point,
besides as atmospheric contact over the \vhole

surface.
Diminution is, therefore, seldom equal in the

various vibrations, and so gives rise to many

changes of outline.
The diminution rate of a pendulum is a variable

quantity, and, therefore, in most cases, unknown.
Consequently the ratio of the diminution rates of
the main pendulum and deflector is also unkno\vn
except, of course, by experiment. l~he variability
of the ditllinution rate depends on two other

variables-strain and friction.
Strain varies with the pendulum mass, and with

its structure.
Friction varies \vith the condition of the upper

and lower regions of contact at the point of
L
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Stlspension, and also with the Blass of the pendululn,

as \vell as ''lith its vibration rate. O\ving to

extrenle hardness the ball point is not likely to get

worn; but it I1lay easily becollle rusty, causing an

increase of friction; or it ll1ay ,year a rut in the

steel bearing. 'fhis rut, if not exactly spher-ical,

\vill resist the pendulum illation unequally In

differen t directions, causing divers pervetsions of
the tnain ell ipse.

But, apart from the condition of the pendulum, the

ratio of diminution rates varies, considerably \vith

the vibration ratio; because the 'lvorlr- of the
deflector increases directly as it (the vibration
ratio) increases.

In 4: I, for example, the deflector ,vill do t\vice

as much \vork in the saUle tit11e (compared with the

Blain pendulull1) as it does in 2 : I.

Practically, too, the dinlinution rate is tnodified

by the cOlltplexity of the vibration ratio-apart

froln its nlagnifude-because a figure of sin1ple

ratio requires comparatively tll0re pressure on the
pen, to prevent the lines being too close. This
increases, proportionally, the friction proper to the
tn~in elli pse.

This, however, is again dependent on the ratio of

the lIzagnitudes of the conlparativf. n1asses.

There are yet other considerations affecting this
question-such as the relation of the point of

suspension of the deflector to the centres of gravity

and of oscillation of the Inain pendulutn.
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]'he subject is not so sil1lple as it 111ay appear to

be.

l-;;l£nzillation is a result of unequal dilninution,

,vhereby the various vibrations become sllccessively

exbausted; as an ultimate effect the figure may end

in a straight line-the line of the survi ving vibration.

This is very apt to occur, as I have already

explained/:~ wh~n there is some decided infirmity at

the point of suspension.

-Rotation is an effect which beC0111eS apparent

,vheli a figure, vvhose true ratio is complex, but,

nearly coincident with a sinlple ratio (29 : ro, for

exanlple, which is nearly coincident \vith 3 : r), is

vvorked out \vith a tolerably quick rate of dinlinution.

In such a case the true figure (corresponding to the

complex ratio) is never seen, t but, the visible figure

(that of the simple ratio) is repeated at regular

intervals, either longer or shorter than its own

precise period, and in slightly altered positions,

thus seemin.g to rotate.

Precession is an effect produced in "rota

tion-" figures when the ellipses are elongated; it is

caused by the alternate convergence and divergence

of the major and minor axes. Some very beautiful

effects of prece'ssion are often observable in 3 : I

figures, especially in sharp concurrent specimens,

but the flat varieties are also highly interesting.

1"'he curiously distinct character of development in

lI' See page I32.
+ It would be distinctly seen if there were no diminution.
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these 3: I sharp and flat precession figures is,
perhaps, the most ren1arkable feature in the whole
range of twin-elliptic phenomena. The subject is
too complex to be completely fathonled in this
treatise, but I may here point out that in 3 : I

concurrent precessionals H rotation " shortens the

sharp, and lengthens the flat outline, and we find
accordingly that the precessional groups of nodal

points are shorter, as a rule, in sharp, and longer in
flat specilnens. ~(

Fluxion is the most con venient ternl I have
been able to find to indicate an appreciable change

of phase in vibration-figures arising from a definite
inequality of ratio in the constituent vibrations of
single ellipses. As this statement implies, fluxion
may occur in either of the ellipses singly or in both
together. As a definite and controllable phenome
non, fluxion may be induced in the deflector by

simply elongating its mass. 'fhis is il10st con
veniently done by constructing the deflector in the

form of a pair of movable crossbars (see Fig. 53).

VVhen the cross·bars are fixed at right angles the
deflector s\vings at equal periods in all directions;
but when there is any deviation from the right

angles bet\veen the bars, the rate of vibration will

* PRECESSION IS ELLIPTIC OSCILLATION.-The expression may be
strange, but the phenomenon is familiar to everyone who bas watched
the end ofa vibrating rod. If the movement is quick enough the rod-end
makes a continuous line-an ellipse. But the ellipse is not fixed; it
wavers to and fro. So does the pendulum ellipse; so does the earth's
orbi t : that is precession. It is due to the fact that one of the vi bration s
constituting the ellipse is slightly quickf:r than the other. The difference
is greater (and therefore the precession is more marked) in proportion as
the ellipse is more elongated.
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become slo"..ver in the direction of the acute angles

and quicker in the direction of the oblique angles;

consequently one vibration ,vill gain upon the other
_and the ellipse will be changing phase continuously.
The rate of change, or " fluxion," may be regulated

to any nicety by the angle of deviation.
Any symmetrical form can be used for the fluxion

deflector, if so shaped and divided that the mass can

FIG. 53

be conveniently elongated. Fluxion In the n1ain
pendululu may be effected by extending the carry~

ing board t\VQ or three feet on each side of the

centre and placing the main \veights on or near the

ends.

Torsion. The foregoing observations are applicable

to the T.E.P. when it is truly fixed and uniformly

symmetrical.
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In the great 111ajority of cases, ho\vever, the dis

tribution of the mass is not unifor111iy syn11netrical,

and the centre of gravity of the upper portion of

the pendulum is not exactly in a straight line \vith

the point of suspension of the deflector. Con
sequently there is more or less tors£ol1.

When such torsion is very small its total effect

may atnount to a mere temporary deviation [raIn

the true course of the figure, \vhich, after a brief

period of cumulation, is followed by an equal re

action in the opposite direction. The torsion effect

is then periodic, and 111ay or 11lay not synchronise
,vith the effect due to precession.

Beyond a certain point, ho\vever (\ivhich ,vill be

different in every case), torsion \vill not adll1i t of re

action in this periodic form. The very delicate

balance of forces involved in this class of develop

ment becolnes upset, and torsion is t hen con
tinuous.
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DIRECTIONS FOR

1"1 \f\! IN~ELLIPTIC

USING GOOLD'S

PENDULUM.

T"HE first thing to consider is where and to \vhat

the Pendulum is to be hung.
The large hook with its ball-bearing point of

suspension ll1ay be scre,ved very firnlly into a

\vaoden beam in the ceiling at a sufficient distance

fron1 the \vall so as to allo\v of a good s\ving, or, if
this is not convenien.t, a strong stout angle-iron

bracket may be screwed or other\vise fixed to the

wall.
It is very important that this suspension hook,

by \\7 hatever method it is fastened, should be abso

lutely rigid, or the designs ,ve hope to obtain vvill be

spoilt by vibrations \ve do not require. Having

secured the suspension hook, the next thing is to

scre\v the large stirrup of the pendulu1l1 to the long

rods; if they are of ll1etal, it will be found that one

rod slides in a tube \vith a clamping screw, and at

the other end of this is a sll1aller stirrup, inverted

with a counter~sunk centre in it ; this centre will

rest on the bal1~bearingof the suspension hook. If,

however, the rods are of wood, they ,"vill have to be

bolted together and fastened with the nuts, the bolts

passing through holes in the wood, thus allowing

the pendulum to be lengthened or shortened as

required.
V pan the large stirrup or table are placed the

mOluentum weights, which are three in number and
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made of cast iron. They must be so placed as to
obtain an eClual balance, as otherwise, when the
pendulum is set in motion, it will not swing evenly,

but will tend gradually to turn round. \Vhere cost
is of consequence the weights may be dispensed
with, and ordinary bricks employed in their place.

On the top of the weights should be placed a stiff
card or board, as this will give an even, flat surface
to hold the cards on which the designs are to be
made.

Underneath the table will be found a loop of
twine; into this we hook Qne of the metal hooks
from the other end of which we suspend the round
heavy weight, with the fine adjusting screw, called
the deflecting weight or deflector.

The next point to consider is the position of the
penholder; this must be built up so as to bring the
pen at right angles to the table. The penholder
must have play on its two points, and must also be
supported on something firm; a specially designed
adjustable table, which will save the trouble of
arranging any other support, can be supplied with
the instrument if desired. The pen holder should

be placed in such a position that it is not likely to
be shaken.

At one end of the penholder is a slot into which

the small square weight with a pin in the centre of
it must be placed; then comes the filling of the pen
with ink; ordinary ink will not do, as it does not dry

quickly enough, and as the lines cross and re-cross
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one another a large blot \vould be the result; so a
,quick~drying' ink lnust be used, \vhich can be
obtained in a variety of colours.

If a glass pen is to be used, choose a fairly coarse
one, and care must be taken in filling it; it is also
necessary to see that the ink has not been shaken
up, or the pen \vill soon get clogged; do not put the
ink in the pen, but put the tip of the pen in the ink,
and suck it up \vith the 111outh; by this method of
filling the pens there \vill be no fear of getting
lumps in which \vill 110t pass through the points.
If, in spite of care, the pens should get stopped up,
they can be easily cleared by placing them in nitric
acid. The ll10St obstinate cases will generally
yield to nitric acid applied \vithin and \vithout, if
assisted by a 1110Inentary touch of the gas flame.
Care should be taken \vhen pens have thus been
cleared that before refilling th em all traces of the
acid be washed a\vay, as it spoils the ink and may
cause sore lips. Pens may often be cleared by
merely touching the points with a damp card.
When not in use they should be kept in clean
water.

Having filled the pen, place it in the holder,
keeping it in position by means of rubber rings,
then place a fe\v cards in the centre of the table,
keeping them in position by a few small weights
placed on the corners, and bring the pen forward so
that the point comes about the centre of the card.
I t is necessary to attend carefully to the balancing

.1
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of the pen. If the pen presses too heavily on the
card, the lines \vill be too \vide apart, and the pen is
apt to get stopped up \vith ll1aterial from the surface
of the card, which it \vill collect as it passes over
the damp lines it has already Inade; if, on the other
hand, the pen presses too lightly, the lines may run

too close tcgether, and \vill be broken \vhe~e the
pen has failed to make good contact. To adjust
this the \veight at the end of the penholder should

be moved up the slot until sOlnething like an even
balance is obtained; then place on the end which

holds the pen one or more of the little weights to

get a suitable pressure without too much friction on
the card.

Having everything ready for action, card, pen,
penholder and deflector all in place and all firnl,

Take hold of the handle; you can easily move it
50 that any point on the paper shall come directly

under the pen point-but it won't stay tbere. You
can move the pendulum to any particular point,

and beyond in a straight line, but yon cannot n10ve
it in the form of any particular figure, unless that

figure is proper to the ratio at which the pendulum
happens to be set.

There is a grea t variety of figures proper to every

possible setting of the pendululn; and amongst
thenl, in every case, there are two principal types

-con-current and counter-current. (See page 140.)
No'v the Blost important figure that the pendu

lum can produce is the sitnplest, and the easiest to
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obtain: aim at that first. Its ratio is 3: I-three

elliptic 1110vements of the deflector to one of the

m?tin pendulu1l1.

To get the con-current forn1, try to s\ving tbe

\vhole system in a circle.
Don't try too hard; but, after giving one or two

c:rcular in1 pulses, \vatch the effect.
You don't kno\v yet \vhat the ratio is ; but if the

outline of the tracing covers a tolerably \vide space

on the paper, you can at once secure a beautiful
figure-providing that you have not given too much

s\ving to the deflector. But you are looking for
the con-current 3 : I wi th two nodal points in the
single outline: fix your attention on the third point
(that \vill be the I st in the repetition au tline).

If the third point CaInes in front of the first, the

deflector is too short; if after, it is too long.

By means of small hooks and fine adj ustn1ent

screw you can, \vith a fe\v trials, get the exact
length; but, as a rule, the Illost beautiful figures
are those which ar~ acoustically" out of tune.":;~

1"'0 get the counter-current 3 : I first swing the
whole systen1 in a circle-as for the concurrent

£orm~then, by means of a slight reverse inlpulse,

break up the circular 111otion into a path \vith 4
external points. As before, watch the first

repetition point (that \vill be the 5th in the

* With respect to this curious difference between acoustic and optic
harmony, it is to be remembered that in twin-elliptic figures the eye has
only oue iutcJ'7,'al to consider j whereas in music the ear, to maintain its
sense of tonality, must consider the relationships of at least seven intervals.
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continuous figure) ; if it comes befove the 1St point

the deflector \vill be too short; if after, too long.

It \vill be found that, uDder ordinary conditions,
counter-current figures \vill develop more satis

factorily \vhen the ratio is " sharp " (deflector too

short), \vhereas concurrent figures are generally

best \v hen the ratio is "flat " (deflector too long).

l"his is a question of complexity, dependent on

the fact that ,vhen the ellipses are elongated " pr~~

cessional " effects (due to' oscillation of the elliptic

axes) are exaggerated by " rotation " ; especially in

the cases of concurrent sharp and counter-current
flat figures.

Extra cornplexity denlands extra care in balancing

the conditions, bnt \vith proper conditions these

very coulplex types produce the most beautiful
effects.

AJJzpZitltdes. Every student ,vIla accepts the fact

that the pendulum motion is constantly diolinishing

\vill occasionally be sorely puzzled by observing

that at certain points tbe figure is undoubtedly

getting larger. \'Vhat is the interpretation of this
paradox?

Close observation \vill show that the increase of

dimensions in anyone direction is precedp.d by an

extra decrease in a direction at right angles to the

increase. I'he total decrease is therefore constant,

and, ,vhat is rnore, the decrease of the amplitude of

each separate vibration is constant. \Vhat happens

is that the elongated deflecting ellipse oscillates on

...
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its axis-alters its direction, so 0 0 0 0
and then back again ; so that its long and short
axes alternately become parallel \vith the long axis
of th~ lllain ellipse. ,!'he maXinlU111 enlargement of
the figure is therefore coincident with the conjunc
tion of the rnaj or elliptic axes.

But there can be no enlargement at any point of
the figure unless the increase due to conjunction of
Inajor axes is greater than the decrease due to
constant diminution of the separate vibration
amplitudes. So that local enlargeluent of the figure
only happens \vhen the ellipses are Inuch elongated
or when the rate of din1inution is slo\v.

To find the otlzey ratios. Having fixed your
pendulum lengths for 3 : I, there will not be much
difficulty in finding the lengths for other ratios.
Suppose you want to get 8 : 3. Look at the ratio
list (pages I 35- 1 39). In the order of magnitudes
8 : 3 is below 3 : I ; that is, 8 cOlupared to 3 is less
or slower than 3 compared to I ; therefore the
deflector must be 111ade longer.

Increase the length by adding a short hook.
Now establish counter"current lllOVerl1ent just as
directed for 3 : I. Drop the pen and \vatch. You
are to look for a figure \vith I I points in the course
of 3 revolutions. Fix your attention on the 12th
point, if it comes before the I rth (and \vithin 3
l'evolutions), the deflector is too short; if after, too
long.

The outline is kno\vn to be complete when it
begins to be repeated on a smaller scale.
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To rogulate ratios by zveigltts.-I t may happen that

if you \vant to get 2 : I or sorne lo\ver ratio, yon \vill

not bave rOOlll to 111ake the deflector long

enough.

'"Tbe ratio is deternlined not by absolute, but by

comparati ve lengths of pendulums; and the lengths

are measured frOlll point of suspension to centre of

oscillation.

You can decrease the virtual length of 'the main

pendulum, and so increase the cornparative length

of the deflector, either by increasing the mass of

the chief 1110menturl1 \veight or by decreasing the

mass of the deflector. And vice versa.

Of course it ll1ay be lDore can venient merely to

raise the chief lllomentulD \veight; but the whole

range of the pendulum Inay be lliuch extended by

simply varying the masses of deflector and chief

1110111entulll ,veight.

Relative duration oj deflecting vibration.-Some per

son Inay ,vant to knovv ho\v to ensure that the main

pendululll and deflector shall COllle to rest at the

same time, I don't kno\v. Neither do I know that

the problem is insoluble. Some clever matbemati~

cian filay, perhaps, give us the solution. It seems

to depend chiefly on the masses having a suitable

ratio to each other; but lDnch also depends on'the

condition of the points of suspension.
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Principal Ii'igu}"(!s between tlze Octave 2: I and
J)tJuble- Octave 4 : I.

(The comparative lengths of principal anct secondary pendulun1s,
~11easured. froln point of suspension to centre. of ?scillalion, are
Invf'fsely proportional to the squares of the vIbratIons.)

Ratio of vibrations. Interval. Comparative lengths.
2 : Octave I : 4

32 : IS lvIinor 9th 225 : 1024
9: 4 l\Iajo.)r 9th ]0: 81

7: 3 Hannonic l\Iinor loth 9: 49
12: 5 l\'Iinor roth 25: 144
5: 2 1fajor loth 4: 25
8::3 Perfect lrth 9: 64-

II: 4 Hanuonic lIth 16: 121

45 : r6 Augmented I rth 25 6 : 202 5
3: I Perfect 12th I ; 9

r6: 5 IVlinor 13 th 25: 256
10: 3 nfajor 13 th 9: loa

7: 2 Harmonic 14th 4: 49
32 : 9 Dominant LJ.th 81 : 1024
15: 4 l\Iajof 14th 16: 225
4: I Double-octave h: 16

-~~~~---~------=





Plate XVI.

UPPER FIGURE.

3: I COUNTER-CURRENT, AMPLITUDE-RATIO ABOUT

I : 3. (INVERSE OF PERIOD RATIO).

The rates of diminution are varied by alternately
adding small weights to, and removing them from. the
penholder. The figure is almost exactly in tune-true to
the ratio-but the pendulum cannot refuse to encounter
facts; it must deal with them and register the result. It
finds less friction in doing a short stroke than in doing a
long one, and, therefore, it does the short stroke quicker.
That, however, does not alter the ratio, for both pen
dulums are under ~imilar conditions. But the smaller
pendulum does three strokes whilst the larger does one;
its velocity-gain is proportional and the ratio gets
sharper. Had the friction Oll the pen been heavier the
lines might have been much wider apart, the figure would
have filled up quicker, and there would have been no per
ceptible alterati.on in the ratio.

The outline is Bazley's Fig. 26.

LOWER FIGURE,

3: I COUNTER-CURRENT.

The ratio and initial phase are almost the same as
above, but the deflection is stronger and, moreover, the
deflector is heavier. Herein is illustrated the general
character due to a heavy deflector. The initial outline
is commonly more fanciful than usual, because further
removed from a plain ellipse, there is also more" elimina
tion" in the" progress of the figure, producing apparent
change of phase, but without actual "fluxion." (See
pages 51 and 54). This point is worthy of caref1}.1
attention, because change of figure from this cause may

easily be incorrectly att~ibuted to change of phase.
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Plate XVIi.
UPPER FIGURE.

3 : 1 COUNTER-CURRENT \VITH FLUENT DEFLECTION.

Again we have almost the same initial outline as in
Plate XVI., but the change of phase is rapid, incessant and

complete, beginning with counter-current and ending with

con-current outline.
This is managed with the arrangement described on

page I48~

LOWER j?IGUj?E•

.3 : I SHARP CON-CURRHNT; WITH l)RECESSfON.

In this figure we have a moderate example of the

phenomenon of precession.
The alternate convergence and divergence of the major

and minor aXes of the two elongated ellipses acting in con~

junction with a small amount of "rotation" (regulated by

~uitable adjustment of ratio) have given rise to two

distinct series or systems of nodal points. It luaybe

observed that the junction-patch between these two series
is marked with a hazy envelope approximately circular in
shape; this depicts. the process of turniliK the COI1tcr by the
nodal series, the two groups being set alrnost at right
angles to each other.
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Plate XVIII.

UPPER fllGURE.

3. I FLAT CON-CURRENT, WITH PRECESSION.

This, again, is'a moderate example of precession. The
initial outline is not far different from that of the pre
ceding figure, but the filling up is milch more coherent.

There is no distinct junction-patch between the nodal
groups, Both this and the preceding figure have stopped
short Just where a new group of nodal points would have
been initiated had the proccss continued, but, unless with
a still finer pen, the lines would have run too close
together. But the accuracy of the pendulum movement
can always be depended upon far beyond anything that
the [Illest pen can register. :\0 mechanism---not even
Mr. Austin's-can com Rete with the pendulum in this
particular.

LOWER FiGURE.

.3 : I SH.\I\ r COUNTKR-CURRENT, R.\THER A STRaNO

IlE~'LECTION.

Thete is no prc(cssion observable in this case, the two
ellipses being almost circular, which means Jio dIstinction
of major and minor axes.

" Rotation" is active here, but it is obscured in the
general result. With less pen'pressure the lines would
have run too close together, and the beautiful intersections
would ha\-e been blurred; with grcater pressure the
intersectiOldlgures would not have been suJhciently
pronounced
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Plate XIX•.

UPPER FIG lJR E.

3 : I FLAT CON·CURRENT.

This is a fair example of con·current "rotation." l~he

ellipses are too circular to make any apparent precession.

LO"Vh~R FIGuRE.

3 : IVERY SLIGHTLY FLAT CON~CURRENT.

The deflecting ellipse is elongated almost t(1 a straight
line. The chief f~'ature in this figure is change of ~,~tline

by elilninati{)J1. l"he ratio here is so nearly exact'~(3 : r)
, as to become ambiguous in its effects.,,:i:~Jlefigure~ins

with a slightly fl~,t:deflection, and:---is j lIst about to sh~ a
sharp tu n wile eV off. "

~;'J"<

-~-
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Plate XX.

UPPER FIGUR~--.

3 : I SHARP COUNTER-CURRENT, FAINT DEFLECTION.

The chief features of the figure are its four spiral

" envelopes" marking the course of the four groups or

series of nodal places. " R.otation" is here a decisive
element, but would have a more conspicuous effect as

such ,vith stronger deflection.

LOTVER F1GURh',

3 : I SHARP COUNTER-CURl{ENT, FAINT IJEFLKCTIOK J

SUPEl<POSED.

I We have here two figures l~ke the Upper Figure, one

over the other; both have the same amplitude, phase and
ratio, 'but one has a slightly quicker rate of diminution
than the other. A wonderfully be.autiful effect is here
produced with the simplest means conceivable.

Observe that the single figures here employed are pre~

cisely of the same class as the Upper Figure.
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Plate XXI.

UPPER FIGURE.

3 : I SHARI', F.\INT DEFLECTION, SUPERPOSED IN

OPPOSITE DIRECTIONS.

Made like the last from two figures similar to (but not
identical with) the Upper Figure in Plate XX., but the
figures run in opposite directions. Geometrically, this

means exactly opposite phases.

LOWER FIGURE.

3 : I SHARP, &C.

Similar in all respects to the last, except that the
deflection is slightly stronger, whilst the pen is finer and
the pen-point friction less, so that the lines are closer
together. There is room for still more elaborate work in
this direction, still finer pens, or diamond points on suit
able films. The pendulum has hidden treasures in store
beyond conception. All that is required is proper
measures to make the pendulum movements apparent.
Look now at the Upper Figure on Plate XXlI.
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Plate XXII.

UPPER FIGURE.

3 : I SlURP, &C., AS THE PRECEDING.

The conditions that give rise to this figure are not far
different from those that are operative in those on Plate
XXI. Perhaps the pen is coarser and the friction greater,
but the deflection is weaker an,l the ratio is more nearly
exactly 3 : I ; in fact, one of the single ligures is very
slightly sharp, whilst the other is very slightly flat. Had
bot)l of the singIe figures been sharp, or both flat. then
the eight intersection patterns instead of pointing straight
to the centre would have had a spiral turn to right or
left accordingly.

LOWER F!(JURE.

47 : 17 COUNTER-CURRENT.

This is a clear case o.f "rotation" (see page !.j.7). The
ligure with ('4 external points is really not discernible, but
if the outermost points be counted exactly in the order of
their angular position, the precise number will be found
in their proper places.

Had the pen-friction been much less, the amplitudes
would have been more ful1y maintained, and the 64 points
would have stood forward with almost e'lual prominence.

\Vhat the tigur" lnake;; most readih apparent is the
ratio of I I : + shaq J.
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·"P,.te xXii.:::;:,
UPPER F'IGURE.

PERFECT FIFTH ·~l·;:·_~ COUNTER-CURRENT.

Still more dHitcult to manage than 5 : 3 ; it requires a
still longer deflector. This corresponds to Bazley's No.
200 outline.

LOfVB'/<. j/IG-·URE~.

MA]0R SIXTH 5: 3 COUNTER-CURREN"ra

One of the most interesting figures obtainable on
account of its symmetrical outline, but difficult to produce

and to control, because of the great length required for
the deflector-'~aboutthre'e tinles as much as in 3 : I
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Plate XXIV.

UPPER FIGURE.
7: 3 COUN"TER-CURREN"T, EXACT RATIO.

The ratio is as nearly exact as the pendulum can makeit, but it may be observed that the intersection patternsha\-e a slight curvature, first to the right and, later, to theleft, This means that the ratio is at nrst flat and becomessharp towards the ellll. Some critics regard this sort ofthing as a defect in the pendulum. It can only be a defectto those who re'luire the pendulum to do the impossible.. To those who would have the pendulum tell the truth it isan invaluable advantage.
This ratio is one of the most prolific in good symmetri·cal tigures, both con-current and counter-current.

LOWER FIGURE.
PERFECT ELEVENTH, 8: 3 COUNTER-CURRENT, EXACr.

As before, only as exact as possible.
There is here a wonderful and beautiful display of theeffects preduced by minute variations of positive andnegative forces, too small or too obscure to be amenableto scientific treatment. The intersection"patterns have atleast a triple curvature, showing first a flat tendency, thensharp, then flat again. Beside this there is a distinct andspontaneous alteration of the amplitude ratio, showingcomparatively stronger deflection towards the end, andgiving rise to the eleven-rayed spiral series of nodal groupsin the centre of the figure. Points such as these dependmostly upon the passive energies of the system, s'1ch asthe condition of the point of sl!spension and the framework of the building supporting llhe ceiling-hook.
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Plate XXV.

AUSTIN'S FIGURES.

These are unison figures, corresponding to the
straight line and the cirCle (the two limits of the ellipse)
when the amplitudes remain constant. Here, the ampli
tudes are gradually changing, the one from 0 to J, tt.e
other from J to 0,

In the upper figure the two vibrations start together
from the centre.

rn the lower figure one vi brati Cln starts at the end of
the path of the other.
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Plate XXVI"

.t\USTIN·~ FICC"RES.

The upper figure shows. the "cllsped octave" COlll~

bination of vibrations, the parabol:-l, with equal aillplitudes.

Here, the ainplitlldes are c~n$tantly changing froll1 0 to I

and fron1 I to o. 'fhe result is a continuous series of

parabolas between the litnits- J]f two straight lines at right
angles.

The lower figure shows the',figure of the" perfect fifth"

interval (ratio 3 : 2) under similar conditions to the above,

beginning and ending with,straight lines at right angles .

...._------_.
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Plate j(XVII.

AUSTIN'S"F1GURES.

This represents ,th(f"'('~perfect fourth II conlbinalion of

vibrations, ra tio4, :.j,,:'/-tljea''ulplit,1J.desi as in 'the previous

cases, go thr.otlgl~"al~I:,,'·piag:tlitu4'es,from' I to 0 and {rOin

o to I r~c~,~~c~hre,1r.«,,'·,':·,;\,·::::~'" """,:" ,,"
J11 ail<'fheseca~es:',tb~'(;'~fi:llges or tn!l~:rii~li~-e:frohl ] to 0

and frolll a 'to 'I are conlp~ed i.u":,:exactly·ttqual tinles. It
would be cxtrcmcly'ntercsribgwsectl£trtcct of incom·
plete changes worked o(1t'ii(\lri',eq,ll~r JiUles.· .

- ~ - ;' '~'." ,
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PART III.

VORTEX PLATES,

SYNCHRONOUS PENDULUMS

AND OTf-IER APPARATUS

FOR VII\BA'-rION EXPERIMENTS.
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VOR'fEX ·PLATES.
By JOSEPH GOOLD.

N
ODE·FIGUI~ES (coIlllTIonly called '~C:hLHl

ni's sand-figures" ) are not vibration

figures, but vibration-boundaries or axes of

vibration. Such are the lines 111acle visible on

vibrating plates, discs, menlbranes, etc., hy loose

particles of sand, or any tolerably heavy po,\vder,

scattered on the surface. These particles are

thro\vn by the regions of strong vibration to the

lines of least vibration. But if the pdxticles Zlre

not heavy enough, they refuse to be thro\vn,

just as a feather luight refuse to be thro\vn ; instead,

they remain as little clouds in the air \vhilst the

vibration is going on, and \vhen the vibration

ceases they descend in patches on the surface, thus

distinguishing the positions \vhere vibration is

strongest. When the plates are regula r the fig nres

are regular, consisting chieBy 0 f s traig h t 1illes; btl t

if the plates are un-even in shape and variable in

thickness or in quality, the figures becon1e corres·

pondingly cnrved and complicated; and it is S0111e

times quite astonishing to find '\vhat strange

variations in the figure are produced by very slight

modifications in the sytTIlTIetry of the plate.

I t is important to observe that t he prevalence of

these modified figures beCOlnes grea ter in proportion

to the thinness of the p-late; the red~on being that

irregularities in the thickness beC0111e greater in

proportion as the thickness dituinisbes. It is for
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this reason that node-fignres on membranes, \

111:ns, etc., such as paper~discs, druI11-heads, and

soap-filtns, are lTIostly void of straight lines; but on

fluid surfaces, such as \vater and mercury, they are

easily Inade visible, the filnl or "skin" in these

cases being absoI utely regular.

'Tbe ten diagralns given in Fig. 54 represent

S0111e of the principal figures to be found on square
plates. They are nutnbered in the order of pitch
dinlension s being eqnal.

FIG. 54.
TRN OF THE PRINCIPAL NODE.FIGURES ON SQUARE PLATES.

Many other figures may be elicited from suitable
plates, with pitches internlediate to those of the
figures here given, and also with higher pitch.

But it is to be observed that the figures here
shown are all uniformly symmetrical-symmetrical
on all sides; \vhereas it \vill be found that most, if
not all, of the figures of intern1ediate pitch are only
respectively synl1netrical, and moreover these

intermediate figures are generally very indefinite in

q
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outline. The reason for this inlportant fact is not

far to seek.
Consider Fig. 55, for example. If the plate be

symmetrical in fornl and homogeneous in texture,
there will be no predisposing cause to detennine

which way of the plate the figure shall lie

whether with the single line from B to D, or from

A to C.
Actually, the probletn will be (in 1110st cases)

deterulined by accident; but in the struggle of the

disposing causes the figure \vill, tnore than likely,

,B

D

FIG. 55.

beCOlne distorted and come out as a curvilinear

C0111pr0I11ise.

I t is for the reason just stated that figures

of respecti ve synl1netry (syrnmetrical on t,vo sides

only) are generally lllore defin~te on plates of

corresponding symlnetry, and not on square or

round plates.
On round plates the fig-ures are either circular or

radiating, or both.

It is said that the comparative rates of vibration

for figures I, 2, 6, and 9, sho\vn above, are as 2, 3,

10, and I I respectively. 'fhere Inay be SOBle

.. .5
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111athernatical basis for the statement, but I have
not been able to verify it practically.

I\I[{THODS OF EXCITEMENT.

'I'be usual 111ethod of excitell1ent as described in
acoustical treatises is by means of a 'cello-bo\v
dra \vn ver tically do\vn \vard 8 cross the edge of the
pla-te. 'I'll is ll1ethod is very effective and satis~

factory in certain cases \vbere the plate isflxed by its
centre on a strong, convenient stand; but these
conditions are ]11 Inany cases non-admissible,
particlllarly \vbere t1le -figure is open at the centre.

j\ (llethad c~lpable of 11111Cl1 1110re extended appli~

cation is that \vhich I had the good fortune to
disco\rer SOI11e years ago.

In tbis 111etbod the necessary excitation of the
plate is produced by gently rubbing it on anyone
of its ventral seglnents \vitlI a specially constructed
\'ibtator \vhich has been described as a "synchronis·
ing sound generator."

I t consists essentially of an adjustable rubber
\vllich call l)e 111ade to vibrate at any required rate
of course, \vitbin certain naturalliluits. This little
instrull1ent, in its silnplest fonu, 1Jtay be nothing
Inore than an elastic rod of any kind. In its n10st
corn plex fonn it consists of tbree parts-the rubber,
t j Ie \"ilJralur, and the handle.

\ \7ith certalll easily-arranged variations of struc~

tl1re tbe instrlunent can be tuade available for all
possible condi tiolJ s.
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The ;, rubber ,. varies cl~iefly in hardness: for

lo\v notes india-rubber is a suitable material; for

notes of 1110derate pitch, cork or leather; for very

high notes, cane or hard \vood.

The" vibrator,D fron1 one to six inches in length

may be of cane, steel or glass.

The handle, of any convenient material, needs

only that its n1ass should be greater or less in

approxin1ate relationship to the ll1ass of the body to

be excited.

In operation, the vibrator is first tnned as nearl y

as possible to the pitch of tbe note to be elicited.

In other \vords, the vibrations of the rubber are

111ade to synchronise \vith those of the plate or bar

or whatever sonorous body is being investigated.

Very much depends on this preparatory \vork,

\vhich is effected by lengthening or shortening the

vibrato~ until sufficient accuracy of synchronisation

has been 0 btained.

When this has been satisfactorily accolTIplishecl

there ,vill be no difficulty in elici ting the reC} uired

note by' rubbing a ventral::~ segll1ent \vith the

" generator" held at a slightly oblique angle to- the

plate in front of it.
One precaution must be attended to : the plate

should be supported by Ineans of t\VO or more node

rests placed accurately beneath such node-lines as

are found convenient, as in Fig. 56.

* A ventral segment i5 any portion of a vibrating body bct\veen two
luccessive node..lines.
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The node-rest 111ay be a wedge of cork or india..

rubber. vVhen an elastic plate, bar or tuning-fork

is thus made to vibrate by synchronisation a t11uch

purer and stronger note can be elicited than that

\vhich would result from ordinary percussLJn.

The fact is that a synchronising rub is a con

tinuous series of sI11all percussions, so timed that

each one follo\vs its predecessor exactly at the

moment when its energy will be most effective in

strengthening the desired vibratory action. This is

what is called" CUlnulative action," the energy of

FIG. 56.

each slnall percussion being added to the SUIn of the

preceding total. By this Ineans the whole energy

of the rub is guided into the synchronising vibration

ofl the plate, and the tone has tnaxin1um po\ver ;

whereas, when the saIne amount of energy is

thrown into a single blo\v, it becoIlles distributed

amongst tnany for1115 of vibration, and the resulting

tone is mixed in quality and defective in duration.

In bars and rods the node-lines are all at right

angles to the length of the bar, and the rates of its

different forms of vibration are inversely as the

squares of the succes5ive odd nU111bers 3, 5, 7, 9,
etc.

It is the sanle \vith long plates, except that when
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the plate is wide enough it has another node-line

through the middle, lengthwise. (See Plate I.,

Frontispiece, Figs. I and 2.)

A plate 34ins. by 4ins. by lin., such as is com
monly used for vortex de/Honstration, \vill have at

least I2 sets of node-lines across its '\vidth, each set

having its o\vn fixed rate of vibration. Beside

these there are other forins of vibration \vith one

and sometimes two node-lines along the ,vIla Ie

length of the plate. Altogether such a plate will

yield from 20 to 30 excellent notes \veIl within the

ordinary range of hearing, and dividing itself across

its node-lines in at least a hundred places.

For the sake of convenience ,ve will distinguish

the ordinary forms of plate-vibration, with lines

across the width only, by the term "normal";

those \vith one additional line along the length we

call" dual" ; and those (to be described presently)

in '\vhich the plate vibrates transversely throzegh its
width we shall refer to as" lateral" vibrations.

(Observe that we are not dealing at all with

" longitudinal" vibrations.)

Considering only the first SiX nortnal forms of

"ibration and the first three dual fornls, the node

lines on one half of a steel plate 34ins. by 4ins. by
-lin. may be represented by the diagranl on page I70.

It should be observed that all the even-numbered

norn1al forms of vibration and all the odd-numbered

dual forms have a node on the central line of the

plate ; and also, that nlltn ber one nOfIna} node-line
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is (practically) identical in position ''lith the Iniddle

line of NO.5 nonnal.

It is not to be supposed tbat a plate \vil1 vibrate

across all these node-lines sitnultaneotlsly ; indeed,

it is cOlnmonly understood that plates, ba rs, and

tuning-forks vibrate only across one set of node lines

at a tinle; but neither of these vie\vs is precisely in

accordance with the facts. It Inay be that the tone

of a tuning.fork is pure enough for ordinary

bearing purposes, just as good spring ,vater is pure

enough for ordinary drinking purposes; but there

3
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FJ(~. 57.
PRINCIPAL NODF-LINES UN U.:\l': HALF OF A VURTEX PC ATE

34 INS. BY 4 INS. BY "~IN.

are purposes for \vhich their impurities conlpletely

unfit both of thelTI. In fact there can be no doubt

that in 111an y cases ,vllere \ve a ppear to be getting

one fortll of vibration only, \ve are really hearing

the joint effect of tnany.

It is also easily observable, in connection \vith

these plates, that \vhere an outside vibration

is not positively 1110difying the fornl under special

observation, it 111ay yet exert a po\verful influence

-by a kind of " passive resistance." In olher ,varus,

the very possibility of ?ne forn1 of vibration l'l1ay
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sometimes make the developtnent of another £orn1

in1possible beyond a certain degree of intensity.

'fhe vortex vibration in a ,veIl-balanced plate is

brought into operation by rubbing the plate

laterally-on its side edge~\vith a syn':hronising

generator of suitable pitch. If a little chalk-po\vder

be first sprinkled over the surface of the plate, it

\vi11 be thrown by the vibratory 1l10tion into a fortn

like that \vhich is ShO\V11 in Fig. 3, Plate I.,

Frontispiece.

'I'he chalk particles on the vortex patches \vill be

,vhirled round and round continuolisly as long as

the vibration is Inainiained at a moderate intensity.

The direction of rotation l11ay be either clock\vise

or anti-clock\vise, sOluetitnes both; the vortices

\'lurking in opposite directions.

CRAWLING CHAIN.

If, instead of chalk, a snlall chain be thro\vn on

the vibrating plate, it \vil1 itlltnediately settle itself

on the curved line bet\veen the vortices and, with a

continuous \vriggle (varying in character \vith

different plates), \vill cra \vl a \vay to the nearest

vortex and there coil itself tlP like a serpent, con

tinuing to rotate as long as the plate renlains

sufficiently excited. Any s111a11 article placed on

the vortex ,vill be made to rotate in a sin1ilar

ll1anner.

At present the precise nature of vortex action in

bars and plates ren]ains an unexplained ll1ystery.
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There can, hovvever, be no doubt that the

phenotnena depend chiefly upon the co-existence of

certain special ralios bet\veen sotne of the rnost

important £orn1s of vibration of which any par

ticular plate or bar 11lay be capable. Principal

amongst these important for[l1s of vibration are:

No. I lateral and NO.2 dnal; and probably next

in ilnportance are 5, 4 and 6 normal (See Fig. si).
It is not often that any of these are recognised

as cOIning distinctly into sinlultaneous acb vity,

But effects ,vhich are inaudible are not, therefore,

invisible; and there can be very little doubt that

several of these vibration forlns do occur sinlttl

taneously with sufficient po\ver to prod {lee visible,

if not audible, effects. But effects \vhich are audible

may yet be indistinguishable. SOl1tetking is audible,

for example, \vhen the ,botton1 notes of a COtnlnon

piano are struclc; but there are not 111any persons

\vho can distinguish the separate" harI110nics" that

take the place of the atrophied, if not quite absent,

fundamental vibration.

And so the fact renlains that it is only by care ..

fully and laboriously adjusting the equilibrium of

their constituent vibrations, by means of suitable

clamping, cutting, drilling, gauging, grinding, etc.,

that these vortex plates can be made to act satis ..

factorily. N ever yet in any single instance has a

perfect plate been dropped upon by accident.

This does not 111ean that the phenomena are not

perfectly natural; but only that there are enorrllOUS

-
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chances against securing- the requisite balance of
dimensions even \vith the aid of experience,

foresight and careful calculation.

N ate. -Set also pages 94 to 96.

VARIOUS EXPERIMENTS WITH VORTEX PLATES.

Besides the experiments of rotating vortices

and the crawling chain already lllentioned, strong

vIbrations, such as those which give fIse to the

lowest note of a I sIb. vortex plate, may be con
veniently employed to illustrate many interesting

transmutations of energy. One of the most readily

available of this class of experiments is to be found

in the use of

RESONANCE DISCS.

A piece of camtnan note-paper simply held over

the vibrating plate may be sufficient for a number
of experiments; but in order to have the conditions

more thoroughly at C01l1nland it is necessary to

have some ready Ineans of altering the tension of

the paper, or whatever form of menlbrane is

employed.
For this purpose the paper, or other membrane,

should' be stretched on a frame of any ldnd. A

circular fralne is. best, and if a large ring six or
eight inches in diatneter-just fitting inside the

frame-is held in position on the paper by Ineans of

three tension scre\vs the whole arrangement will be

found very convenient.
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Hold the stretched tnemhrane over the vibrating

plate-say, at six inches distant. If the tension of

the rne!l1 brane, or SOl1le considerable portion of it,
be SItch that its vibration-period is the same ks
th;lt of t~lC plate, a low hun1 \vill be at once heard,

and this ,viII increase in po\ver as the men~brane is

brougbtnearer; \vhen almost close to the plate the

resonant effect will become a land blast varying in

quality according to the condition of the metnbrane.

Should the proper tension not at first be found it

can easily be arrived at by a few turns of the

tension-screws. Sotne care will, of course, be

required in order to secure evenness of tension

throughout, but this is not al \vays desirable. The

effect of uneven tension in the resonant membrane

is to increase the power of certain barn10nics at

the expense of the fllndamental tone, thus pro

ducing indefinite variations of" klang," " tin1bre "

or quality in the audible effect.

DUST-VIBRATIONS.

If a small quantity of very light powder, such
as lycopodium, be thro\vn on to a vibrating

resonance-dIsc, it will be shot into the air like a

whirling nebula, and will then descend on the

disc in the form of a multitude of vibratin~ rnounds,

all in a state of intense activity, like minute

volcanoes, spurting forth streanlS of agitated

particles. Further, if the vibration be equally

maintained, these little active mounds will be seen
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to gravitate to\vards each other, gradllal1y coalesr:ing

and beco 111 i 11 g larg@[, un til a t las t the \vhole 111 nlt i
tude have been absorbed in one central heap. Have

\ve l),ere any clue to the rn ystery of gravi tation ?

THE OSCILLATING LEAFLET.

If :l long, narro\v leaf or strip of paper be

held vertically over a vibrating plate, in such a

luanner that the lo\ver edge of the paper comes

lightly in contact \vith the plate, the paper \vill

oscillate to and fro as long as the vibration is

lnaintained at the requisite intensity.

1"he paper is best held by its top edge in a clip

fixed to a retort .. stand. This siu1ple phenolnenon

affords a real puzzle to the great majority of

observers. 'This is \vhat happens. Each vertical

up-thro\v of the plate-vibra tion increases the slight

hend of the pa per at the line of contact; thl1s

forcing SOI11e parts of its nlass into a more for\vard

position in the direction of the con vexity of the

bend. The follo\ving down-thro\v and up-throw of

the plate acts so nlllc]} quicker than the unbending

of the relaxed paper that the latter is caugh t by the

up-thro\v in a slightly advanced position; and then

the saIne process is repeated until the accumulated

energy of the pa per bend enahles it to act nlore

quickly than the do\vn-throw of the plate-vibration;

the t\VO opp,rations are thus reversed, and the bend

energy discharges itself by carrying the paper-edge

to the further side of the oscillation-and then the

,vhole prucess is repeated.
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VIBRATION-TOPS

are any light bodies (any shape) with one or nlore

legs, all slightly inclined to the vertical in the

sanle direction. They Illay be conveniently made

of ordinary writing paper, say, an inch square or

less, \vitb strips cut nearly off on each side, and

then bent down at right angles, so that the \vhole
looks like a little table on four legs. When these
are placed on a vibrating surface-such as a

vortex-plate or a resonance disc, they will

rotate in that direction to which the legs are

inclined. If the "top" has only one or two legs,

it will require the support of an axis fixed -in the
plate.

The action of the plate on the leg of the" top"

is precisely the same as that which occurs with the

"oscillating leaflet" described above, with this

difference: the body of the leaflet is fixed to its

support, \vhereas the body of the "top" is free.

The for\vard motion of the foot is therefore con ..

tinuou')Iy inlparted to the body, and the effect of

that is rotation, when the feet are ranged around a
centre.

MELDE's SPINDLE.

The term is used to describe the appearance

presented by a vibrating string or cord. In

Melde's well-known experilnent the string is set

in vibration by fixing one end to a prong

of a large tuning-fork; it is stretched by
passing over a fixed pulley..wheel, suitable weights
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being fastened to the other end. A large vortex
plate will be found even more con venient than a

tuning-fork for this experinlent. One end of the

string sho~ld be fixed to the end of the plate by a
small clamp or other\vise, the other end being held

vertically over the plate (about 3ft. distant) by

tneans of a long rod of bamboo or other light

material. The string \vill di vide itself into one,

t\VO, or more segments or ". spindles " as the tension

is varied.
In this experiment it is convenient to maintain

the vibration of the plate by fneans of an electro

magnet, arranged to "make" and" break" its

own contact with every vibration; but this is not

essential, the phenomenon can be shown quite

effectively, by means of the ordinary" generator. I'

MERCURY VIBRATIOKS.

are most easily shown by placing a shallow paper

dish containing mercury on any portion of the

plate where the vibration is not too strong. Care

must be taken to have the surface of the mercury

properly illuminated.

HARMONICS.

\Vhen resonance-discs are used In conj unction

with the vortex plate, many harmonics of the

fundamental tone arp, actively present in the

audible effect, and can be iden tified by means of

bars of nearly s: milar pitcb, ,vith which they will

give audible beats.
N
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INTERFLUXION FIGURES.

The chief beauty of Interfluxion Figures con
sists in their exquisite changes of form; they

do not form a rigid figure as in Figs. I and 2

on Plate I., but as one is vilatching them the

figures themselves go through rhythmic evolu

tions \vhich are graceful and fascinating in the
·extreme.

We have seen ho\v vortex action is produced in

steel plates of suitable dimensions by "means of two

systems of vibration working at right angles to each

other. In that case the pitch-distance between the

vibration systems needs to be small enough to

admit of a d.istinct influencing of either one by the

other, but not small enough to cause their actual

synchronisation, nor even a near approach to that
condition.

Interfluxion figures, on the other hand, are

produced by the actual synchronisation of two

vibration systems the best and most decisive

results being obtained, in both cases, by systems

No. I lateral and NO.2 dual. This is due to two

principal facts: 1st, in consequence of the planes of

vibration being at right angles to each other the

resulting compound vibrations have a maxinlum

freedom of motion; any other angle would involve

greater loss of energy or less individuality of
action.

2nd. Both ''Of these systems have the centres of

their principal ventral segments in the centre of the

,..
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plate. This also is largely conducive to freedom,
as well as to symmetry, of the resulting compound

vibration form.
In the case of vortex action (Plate I., 3rd figure

from the top) it will be remembered that there is a
fixed nodal line of varying curvature between the
two vortex regions. With interfluxion figures

(Plate I., 3 lower figures) there are no fixed lines;
the fixed figures are only obtained by stopping the

vibration completely.
As the two systems of vibration have the same

" period" (= the same rate of vibration) it may be
easily understood that neither of them can be
excited without partially exciting the other; because

every vibration of the one necessarily imparts a
reduced impulse to the other. Consequently there

is a continuous interftux of energy bet\veen the two
systelns, and any loose powder 'on the plate-surface

is thrown into a wondrous labyrinth of e\"er-changing

forms corresponding to the phases of the vibratory

combination.
I t is a most fascinating spectacle that these

beautiful and sometimes startling evolu tions of form

present to the thoughtful onlooker. Some idea of
the character of these natural wonders may, of

course, be obtained from an inspection of the

diagrams (Plate I., 3 last figures) ; but they can only

be seen in their integrity whilst in actual motion,
embodying and manifesting those marvellous inter..

fluxions of energy which are involved in the
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simultaneous development of two synchronising

systems of plate·vibration.

'~3o delicate and subtle is the balance of forces

required' for these demonstrations that no two plates,

although identical in dimensions, will be found to·

act alike, and no method of manipulation which is

found appropriate for one will prove equally

suitable for another.

There is, however, a general resemblance in the'

phenoll1ena exhibited by different plates, and in all
cases the actual motio1?s and configurations of
loose particles scattered on the surface of the plate

are surprisingly modified by min ute alterations of
its dimensions,

One particularly charming form of demonstra

tion, which is generally attainable \vith a little

perseverance, is that ,vhich I have designated as

" The asteroid effect."

For this phenomenon it is generally necessary

that the pitch~distance between the vibration

systems shall amount to about t\VO or three beats.

per second; and if one of the systems exhibits too

strong a tendency.to thro\v the po\vder off the plate,

that systenl must be checked or "damped"

removing the node-rests to suitable distances from

its proper node~regions.

All being ready, a strong exciten1ent will cause a

large portion of the loose-powder to move a\vay

from the central node~line and arrange itself in t\VO

nebular cloud-columns along the anti-nodal regions

near the edges of the plate. Tben \vait.
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As the vibration begins to die a'\vay the nebular
.columns shoot forth, fron1 their inner edges, little
whirling asteroids; few at first, they rapidly increase
to a universal shower which ends by burying itself

in the central node-line.
The" storm" can be ll1aintained indefinitely by

-suitable manipulation.
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THE GEOMETRIC PEN ~

By RICHARD KERR.



Geometric Pen.

PLATE XXVIII.



THE GEOMETRIC PEN.
BY RICHARD KERR.

M
ANY mechanical contrivances have been

..L.. de\7ised for producing geoluetrical figures

by the compounding of t\VO or more vibratory

motions, some of thenl ha ving been already men

tioned in the earlier part of this work. There is

one, bovvever, which was designed by the late ]\lr.

PU111phrey, and which in Plate XXVIII. Mr. ,
Teasdale is shown in the act of \vorking, \vhich is

included here for t\VO reasons. Firstly, because

it has not, we believe, been described in any other
book; and secondly, because it is, perhaps, the

nlost suitable for u'se by anyone who is fascinated

by these designs and finds the arranging and

drawing of them a delightful recreation.
Its advantages, from the point of view of one

who uses it as a hobby, are that: It is irnpossible

to exhaust its infinite variety, its po\vers of produc

tion being slIch that the leisure of a lifetime would

hardly suffice to draw all the designs it is capable

,of producing.
It gives scope for artistic ability without requiring

scientific knowlE;dge or attainll1ents, for \vhile it is

so simple that the 1110dus operandi can be easily
learned by anybody, plenty of rOO1l1 is left for the

,exercise of taste, care and patience.
It is interesting for onlookers to watch, as they

can see the desi'gns being formed fro 111 start

to finish.

I :
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Any pattern desired can be reprodnced at \vill if
a note be taken of the position of each part of the

instru111ent and of the wheels used. And finally i~

is portable, packing into a space less than 24 inches
square and some 6 inches deep.

I t can thus be readily taken to a friend's house or
to a conversazione, where it always proves ac
attraction, although its scientific interest is so much
lesE~-than attaches to the pendulum instrunlents.

The Geometric Pen cOlls-ists essentially of a train.
of toothed ,vheels mounted on a solid base with
extra \vheels having various numbers of teeth, which
can be substituted for others of the train when

desired, and devices for otherwise varying the
patterns, the possible variations amounting alto-

gether to S0111e millions.
A fe\v of the designs drawn with this instrument

are sho\vn on page on a reduced scale, the original
drawings being about 3 inches in diameter.

DESCRIPTION OF THE INSTRUMENT AND

DIRECTIONS FOR USE.

Figure 58 shevvs a plan of the ll1echanical details.
of the original Geometric Pen now in the possession

of the \vriter.

THE WHEELS.

The motion is obtained by the handle G on the

bar F, \vhich is attached to the axis of the vvheels
D and E.. The teeth of all the wheels are alike, to,

adu1it of their being interchanged.
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The upper 'Nheel E has 36 teeth, the lo\ver D

;has 2o-hence, of course, the difference in their

-diatneter.

These two \vheels are never changed, the teeth

oaf E engage those of H, while D engages B.

The vvheel C, being attached t~ B, revolves with

-it and turns the table A, which carries the paper or

o·card on vvhich the design is to be made.

This wheel B can be easily removed and another

with a different number of teeth substituted, so as

to alter the speed of the table relatively to the

·other parts of the gearing. To accomn10date the

·different-sized \vheels tIl us required, a slot, IO,

shewn in the plan, is provided in the \vQoden base

.to allow of the necessary adjust men t.

The motion of \vheel E is transmitted by \vheels

H and I to the crank-\vheel J, \vhich carries an

:adjustable crank, the throw of which can be

regulated by Ineans of a slotted bar. A rod W,

.about 16in~ long, is fitted to the c~ank pin, and on

this slides the penholder, 7, which can be clamped

:50 as not to slip \vith the ordinary 111 ovements of

the instrument.

If novv the handle G be turned from left to right,
,or the direction taken by the hands of a clock, the

rotating table A \vill take the same direction, while

,the crank-\vbeel J \vill move the opposite way.

THE TRAVERSE.

Attached to the u11derside of the rotating ..table

A is a \vheel Y \vith grooved rim to take an end ..
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less cord or leather band Z, "\vhich goes under pulley
L, over wheel K, and under pulley M. As the
table A rotates it causes the band to rotate \Nheel
K. This \vheel I( is fixed at its centre to the
traverse screw T, which rotates as K is rotated.

The flat bar N U is free to 1110ve backvvards and

for\vards at N. Underneath the end U is a half
nut with a thread' of the same gauge as that of the

traverse scre\v T.
As the traverse rotates it gradually carries this.

half nut and its flat bar N U away to\vards T. In
so doing it pushes the small rod Q, which fits at
each end into small holes in the sides of the bars.
N U and R, and which is held in position by elastic

bands, so that the bar R is pushed a\vay gradually.
Bar R is free to revolve on the pillar S, which can
be clamped at any distance desired along R, the

base being slotted for this purpose. The bar R
carries the rod V, wllich fits into a socket on the

other side of the penholder, 7·
In using the traverse the flat bar N U is liable to

be "jumped." To prevent this it is gently held
down by an elastic cord P which passes over a free
pulley w heel 0, and is attached at the baseboard at

each end by loops.
I t will now be seen that the pen is influenced by

two motions, that of the crank to vvhich the bar \V

is attached, and secondly, that caused by the
rotating traverse scre\v. But in addition to these
t\VO motions the table A is rotating at the same:

~ _ ... >'If:.. j

l ,)
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time. So that any figures produced by the pen
,must be the result of three motions.

VARIATIONS.

N O\V, without changing the first crank.vvheel, let
us see ho\v alterations Iuay be made and a variety
-of designs produced.

Suppose the wheel J is one of 48 teeth.
The sliding bar X may be moved along-say, the

,eighth of an inch.

Set the machine in motion, and a variation in the
design is the result. ~dove X another eighth and a
,different design follows, and so on.

With alterations in this sliding bar alone, a
number of variations rnay be made.

Again, the pen-holder may be moved along the
bar W. Or the end of bar V may be taken out of
the socket and put into any of the holes in the sides
,of the bar W, as at 13 and 14 in the plan. Each
alteration again l11eans a variation in the figure.

The bar V is attached to bar R by a clamp, and

-can be shortened to\vards the pen or lengthened.

Each alteration again l11eans a change in the
figure.

By changing the position of the Sll1all bar Q and
placing it in other holes in bar I~ as at I 5, or in bar

N U as at 16, quite a ne\v set of figures may be

produced, the rate of traverse being increased as

Q approaches nearer to T. No\v if any t\VO or
three of these alterations be made together, it

I
I.,
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follows' that the. resultant figures must be quite

,different fron1 any produced previously. So by

varying these alterations a continuous change of
pattern is obtained.

So far \ve have considered only one wheel, that
,vith 48 teeth.

If we replace that wheel by another, say one of

.36 teeth, quite a new set of designs ,vill follo\v, and

these will be enormously Increased by making all

the changes already nalned when ti~e 48-toothed
wheel ,vas under consideration.

So by putting wheel after wheel at the first

·crank it is easy to see that the possibilities of the
.machine are very great indeed.

Up to the present we have only considered the

.traverse motions with one crank in operation.

PARALLEL OR 4-BAR MOTIONS.

Suppose we lift off N U and its half nut, and

remove the small rod Q. This will render the

traverse inoperative for the time.

We may no\v proceed to bring the parallel motion
into play.

To the right of the first crank-wheel in tile plan

·are two wheels, 3 and 4, a sliding bar 5, and another
long bar 6. .'\ narrow opening is cut in the top

board running from 2 right to the rotating table A.

The wheels ], 3 and 4, are fitted to pivots which

COlne up through this slot, and are held firmly

underneath by thU111b·screws. These pivots can be I :
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moved along to suit the sizes of the \vheels u3ed at

the cranks.
Making sure that the bars N U and Q are

removed, ,"ve no\v select t\VO \vheels, one for each

crank, and they must be in ratio.
If \ve put I6 on the first and 48 on the second the

figure produced "vill be in the ratio of I to 3·
Reverse these positions, and the fignre \vill be as

3 is to I. A great number of ratios n1ay be intro~

duced, and consequently a vast nurnber of figures

will be the result.
No alteration can be Inade in the machine

wit.hout producing an alteration in the pattern.
There are holes ll1ade to\vards each end of the

bar R, so that the ends of V and 6 may be fitted to

any of these holes to increase or diluinish the

motion.
Elastic bands at the ends of these bars and at

the penholder may take the place of universal

joints.
Another point to be observed, \vhich applies to

both traverse and parallel motions, is the change

that ll1ay be made by the \vheel under C. The

\vheel marked B in the plan nlay have 40, 60, or 80

teeth. For a slow rotation of the table A a \vheel

,vith a large number of teeth will be necessary, and

vice versa.
To the left of the table A is fitted a small brass

folding bracket held in position by a brass hook,

which will support the end of rod \V \vhen it is

1
I
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FIG. 59.

o
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necessary to lift the pen ant of the \vay in order to

readjust the various parts of fhe instrulnent. rrhis

bracket takes tbe place of the upright rod ShO\V11 in

Plate XX\/III., and at 8 in Fig. 58, ,vhich ,vas

found to S0111e\vhat han1per the operator.

In Fig. 58 the second crank is sho\vn in dotted

lines; because \'lith the traverse in its pres~ilt posi w

tion this crank cannot be used.

The machine 111USt be used for trav~rse illotion,

or for parallel 1110tioo, but it is ill1POssible to use

both illations at the saIne tinle.

Of the t,vo illations the traverse is the slo\ver,

but its designs seen1 to be 1110re attracti ve.

In all cases any design produced should consist

of one continuous line only.
The accolllpanying designs, Fig'. 59, ,vere all pro~

duced by the traverse 111otion ,vith the 48-toothed

\vheel at the first crank, and the 6o-toothed \vheel

at B.
The pen 111ay be a glass tube dra \vn out to a fine

point and carefully ground at the exttenle end to

allo\v ink, sufficien t for a fine line, to flo\v out, as

described in the chapters on PenduluIlls, or ,steel

pens may be adapted to hold enough ink for a C0I11

plete design. I'he pen should travel over the paper

or card in a vertical position.
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THE OPTICr\L PROJECTION OF

'VIBRA.TION FIGURES ON .A. SCREEN.

T HE experilnent of focussing a spot of light on a
screen after reflection fr0111 Inirrors fixed on a

'pair of large tuning forks is too ,veIl kno\vn to need

mention here, but cOlnparatively fevI kno\v of the

most fascinating anel interesting method of showing
this experilnent devised by the late ]\1r. Lewis
vVright~ \vhose scientific attainlnents \-vere highly

valued by those \vho had the pri vilege of intinlacy

with him.
He enlployed a pair of reeds vibrating at right

,angles to each other and each carrying a slnall

mirror, so that a beam of light fornling a spot on

the screen \vas reffected frOlll one to the at her in

the saBle way as in the case of the tuning-forks.

Either reed being vibrated, the spot \vas dra \Nn out

into a straight line on the screen, the one at right

,angles to the other, and if both \vere vibrated at

once a moving Iiving figure appeared on t he screen,

its form of course depending on t he ratio between

the t\VO sets of vibration.
By mounting several reeds on a rotating drull1

so as to bring anyone of then} at \vill into position

to work with another reed fixed at right angles to

the drum, it became easy to obtain the charac
teristic figures of unison, octave and the intervening

.musical 10 tervals.
By fixing the separate reed parallel to those on



the druIn and allo\ving the light spot to fall on a
rotating ll1irror before it finally reached the screen,
" scrolls" can be opened out after the method
employed by 'I'yndall, and "beats 1I can be pro

jected.
This arrangement has several advantages over
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FIG. 60.

the tuning-fork nlethod. In the first place a really

good set of large tuning forks is an expensive luxury"
and care is needed to keep them in good condition,.
failing which their value rapidly decreases; then the
change froin one ratio to another is far less trouble..·

SOUle with the reeds; and besides this the note given
by each reed can be heard by the audience, ,vhich is
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a great advantage. 11any difficulties had to be

encountered and overcome before this apparatus \vas

really successful; special bello\vs had to be designed

to obtain an eqIlal blast, the reeds sho\ved a ten

dency to " wobble" and spoil the hgures ; and the

shape and size of the \vind chest had to be deternlined

by exhaustive experinlent. Eventually by care,
patience, and skill all these difficulties were Qver

COOle, and the result is a lllost perfect figllre on the

screen, \vhich seenlS instinct \vith life, and \vhich can

be steadied or allowed to roll slo\vly or quickly

through its phases at the \vill of the operator.

This apparatus, shewn in Fig. 60, \vas described

.by the inventor in his book" Optical Projection,"

but is included here also, as it is felt that it is hardly

so \vell kno\vn as its merits deserve. \Ve append

the author's description of his lnethod taken fronl

the above \vork.
He sals :-" Such an apparatus is far the best

for the projection of compound figures, being

superior to the Dl0St expensi ve forks in n1any

respects. For its efficiency it is also far the

cheapest. I t possesses the follo\ving advantages,

which are not found in C0111 bination in any other

apparatus so far as I kno\v.
"(a) It projects \vith ease all C0l11pound figures

and scrolls. To project beats all that is

necessary is to fix the separa te reed perpen

dicularly the same as the other, and, having

tuned, rotate the 111irror to give the scroll.
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"(b) All the notes are audible j more so than
with forks.

"(c) Any note within the speaking range of the
instrument can be added at any time,for a
few shillings.

"(d) Any interval can be changed for any other
(so far as notes are provided) in half-a-dozen
seconds. A complete set would comprise a
lower C (for tenths and twelfths), two C's (for
unison beats), and the diatonic scale C
to c'.

"(e) There is absolutely no trouble in manipula
tion. Anyone blowing the bellows and
having adjusted the pencil of rays once for
all, the demonstrator has only to suhstitute

notes as required, and manipulate a pinch
cock. If the pencil is awkward to manage,
a black card with a circular aperture may be
interposed between the first mirror and
lantern to confine it within bounds. The
mirrors are so near each other, that little
light is lost, and the projection is brilliant.

" (f) The angular motion being great, the figure
is on a large and bold scale.

"(g) Most important of all, the notes can be

tlllled in operation, with the greatest nicety.

There is no tiresome tuning or loading with
wax. The pitch v,wies with the wind-pressure,

within more then sufficient limits, and the
hand on one or other of the pinch-cocks on
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the tubes \vill either keep any phase of the

figure" steady" or cause it to pass through

the transitional for1113 \vith any rapidity

desired.

\iVith this apparatus Lissajous' figures beC0111e

a delightfully easy and effective projection.

1

1'\.1
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THE \VILBERFORCE Sl?I-{ING.
BY PROF. L. R. \VILBERFORCE.

I N this piece of apparatus an ordinary spiral

spring is placed vertically, \vith its upper end

rigidly fixed so that it can neither move up and

dO\VI1 , nor turn round. A convenient \vay of satisfy~

ing this condition is to fix to a fir111 shelf a metal

plate, on the opposite edges of \vhich t\VO little

triangular notches have been filed, and to have the

upper end of the spring bent into the form of a loop

through \vhich the plate passes so that the sides of
the loop rest in the notches.

To the lo\ver end of the spring there is rigidly

attached a heavy cylindrical bob of metal furnished

\vith fOUf horizontal arn1S projectin ~ sylllmetrically

from it. These arms have scre\v threads cut on

then1, and on each arm a "veight, acting as a nut on

the screw, can be Inoved in\vards or out\vards..

These \veights are equal, and should be arranged

so as to be equidistant fron1 the axis of the bob.

If the bob is pulled vertically do\vn\vards for a

short distance vvithout twisting it and is then

released, it of course starts by 111aking up-and-do\vn

vibrations. It ,vill be found, hovvever, that these

vibrations will not long maintain their original

character, but that a t\visting vibration superposed

upon them \vill begin, gro\v gradually to a maxinlum,

and then die a\vay to nothing, after \vhich the saIne·

changes \vi1l be continually repeated. By scre\ving

the weights in and out the interval of time bctvleen

ill I.

i
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.successive disappearances of the t\visting vibration
can be lengthened or shortened. If the \veights

.are 1110ved little by little they may be arranged so

that this interval is t\venty or thirty times as great
.as the tilue of one vibration of the' bob, and it \vill
then be noticed that the gro\vth of the t\visting

vibration is accolnpanied by a luarked decrease in

the size of the up-and-do\vn vibration. If the

.adjustt11ent of the \veights is carefully continued

until the time betvl/een successive disappearances

of the t\vist is as long as possible, it Vi/ill be found

that \vhen the t\visting vibration is at its greatest

the up~al1d-do\vn vibration \vill have for the time

-completely disappeared, and the successive gro\vth

and COlnplete decay of up-and~down and t\visting

vibrations "vill then fann a cycle of operations

vl/hich it is very interesting to \vatch.

If on the other hand \ve start the bob by giving

it a t\vist \vithout any displacement up\vards or

dOVln\Vards, it \vill behave in a luanner sin1ilar to

that \vhich has been already described. That is,
if the \veights are out of the position of adjustment,

the bob \vill at first execute pure t\visting vibrations;

then an up~and-do\vnvibration \vill sho\v itself, gro\v

to a t11aximu111, and die C0111pletely a\vay, and this

cycle \vill be continually repeated. It \vill be

noticed that the gro\vth of the up·and~do\vn vib~a

tion will be accolupanied by a dinlinution of the

twisting vibration, \vhich, ho\vever, \vill not in this

"case cOll1pletely disappear, but only decrease to a cer-
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tain Iuinimunl value. If, ho\vever, the ,veights are

adjusted as descrihed above, the t\visting vibrations
will die do\vn to zero in this case also.

A general explanation of this seemingly anoma

lous behaviour of the vibrating body may be given

by pointing out that ,vhen a spiral spring is

lengthened or shortened, as in the up-andTdown

vibrations originally excited in it, small forces

tending respecti vely to t\vist and unt\vist the spring

are produced. The cllll1ulative effect of these

forces upon the suspended bob is to set up a

gradually increasing vibration, and, in accordance

with the doctrine of the conservation of energy, the

anlplitude of the up-and-do\vn vibrations must

decrease, while that of the t\visting vibrations
increases.

That the t\VlstlOg vibrations of the bob are

produced by the action of the slnall forces described
above luay readily be proved as follo\vs.

Remove the upper end of the spring frolll its

rigid fastening and suspend it [roIU a short piece of

plaited silk fishing line, so that this end of the

spring is no\v free to twist. If the bob is pulled

down and released it \vill Inake pure up-and-down

vibrations ,vhich \vill no\v persist unchanged, while

if the upper -end of the spring is observed it ,vill be

seen to undergo a sll1all twist back\vards and for
\vards in time \vith these vibrations.

If a more cOlnplete explanation, covering all the

facts observed, is desired, it cannot be obtained
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without mathenlatical reasoning~:~ \vhich \vould be
beyond the scope of this account, but the results of

this reasoning 111ay be sumtnarised in the follo\ving

Dlanner.
A body attached to a spring in the \vay \vhich

has been described has t\VO possible modes of

vibration open to it, in each of ,vhicr~ the vibration

will persist unchanged if started, and in eClch of

vvbich the time of a conlplete vibration, or " period,"

to use the technical ""vord, is definite.
N O\V it can be proved that, \vhen the t\VO periods

differ considerably, one of the rnodes of vibration

is a pure t\visting motion of the body and the other;

is a pure up-and-do\vn motion, and therefore if

either of these t\VO vibratory motions is given to

the body it \vill persist unchanged.
If, however, the fOrIn of the suspended body is

such that the t\VO periods are not \videly different,

as is the case in the apparatus \vhich \ve are no\v

studying, the mode of vibration corresponding to

each period is a t\visting motion combined \vith 2.. n

tlp-and~down t1lotion, the resultant being a right

handed scre\v motion of a definite pitch for one

period, and a left-handed screw Illotion, also of a

definite pitch, for the other period.
That, if either of these vibratory scre\v-motions

be ill1parted to the boh, the vibration \vill persist

unchanged can be readily sho\vn by experiment.

*\Vilberforce, Ol Vibrations of a loaded spiral spring," Phil. Mag. (5),
Vol. 38J 1894J p. 386 •
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Each of these t,vo motions can in turn be in1parted

by holding the spring lightly bet,veen the finger

and thumb near the upper point of support and

giving it very slllall right.handed or left~handed

screwing motions in tilne vi/ith the vibrations \vhich

are at once set up. By trial the proper pitch of

the screw motion to be given is soon found, and

then a large vibration can be set up in which

neither the up-and.dowri Illation nor the twisting

illotion shows any alteration of amplitude.
If, ho\vever, the initial motion given to the bob

is a purely up·and-do\Vll one, ,ve are no\v in a

position to understand ,vhy it does not persist

unchanged. This form of motion is not natural to

the system, as it is neither the right-handed nor the

left-har.ded scre\v motion, ,vhich alone possess that

character. It can, ho\vever, be considered as built

up of t\VO such vibratory screW-Illations of suitable

size existing simultaneously. These 1llotions 1nllst,

of course, have their rotations eqnal and opposi te

so as to neutralise each other, and so, as the one is

right~handedand the other left-handed, the vertical

displacenlents (which are unequal, if the pitches of

the screws are unequal, as is in general the case)

will be in the same direction. As the periods are

different, one of these vibrations \vill gain on the

other, the rotations \vill no longer balance, and a

resulting twisting vibration \vill be noticed. When
the one vibration has gained half a period on the

other the rotations are in the same direction, and
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the twist is a maximulll, while the unequal displace

Inents are in an opposite direction and the up-and

do\vn motion is a mininlu111. When the one

vibration has gained a c01l1plete period on the other,

the original state of affairs is restored.

l"he behaviour of th~ bob when it is started \vith

a pure t\vist vibration can be silllilarly explained.

The t\VO vibratory screW-ll1otions novv \vill have

eqnal vertical displaten1ents, which at first are

opposite in direction, and as the one gains on the

other, the effects already described \vill be produced.

Finally, it can be proved that \vhen the two

periods, \vhich are al\vays different, are made as

nearly equal as possible the tY/O screw~n1otions

beC0111e of equal pitch, and consequently, if at any

ti tlle the rotations neutralise each other, a time

\vill calne \vhen the vertical displacenlents \vill

neutralise each other, and vice-versa.
The complete transference of energy from up~

and-do\vn to twisting vibrations and back again in

this case is very striking when observed. Another

rather interesting \vay of exhibiting it is to have

the cylindrical bob made \vithout arrns and Inovable

\veights, but adj listed to be exactly of such

dinlensians that the t\VO periods shall be as nearly

as possible eqnal. In this case the twisting tllations

of the bob are not readily seen by an observer at a

little distance from it, and so, if an up-and-do\vn

Illotion is given to the bob, this motion gradually

dies down to nothing, leaving the bob apparently at



rest, and then the tTIotion recommences, gro\vs, and
dec:tys again, in a way which seenlS very mysterious,

until an explanation is furnished.

In the accol11panying illustration, Fig. 61, A gives

a general vie\v of the spring and bob, B sho\vs the

vvay in which the upper end at the spring is held by

the notched plate, and C represents a spring vvith

adjustec1 cylindrical bob \vith which the experiment

described in the last paragraph can be carried out.
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SYNCHRONOUS SPRINGS AND

PENDULUMS.

THE explanation of the transference of energy

given by Professor \I\lilberforce in the pre
ceding chapter applies equally to all so-called
Synchronolls Springs and Pendulums.

A simple but very striking {OfIn of synchronous

spring is shown in Fig. 62, and consists of an
elastic wooden lath supported on the backs of two
chairs, or in any more convenient manner. Fronl

this 1ath depend two spiral springs, to the lower

end of each of \vhich a heavy "bob" is attached.

If the weights of the "bobs" are correctly ad.
justed to the strength of the springs, and both of
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these bear a suitable relation to the elasticity
of the lath -a mat ter \vhich req llires SOlne little
care and skill to arrange -the transference of energy

iron1 one"' bob" to the other is very striking. The

apparatus IS set in il1otion by pulling do\vn one

" bob" slightly so as to stretch the spring to \vhich

it is attached, and then letting it go suddenly. It

naturally springs up and dovvn when released, but

the other" bob" also immediately starts vibrating

in the saU1e \vay, very slightly at first, but the

an1plitude of its vibrations rapidly increases, while

that of the former dilninishes till the second" bob "

is moving \vith almost as lunch energy as the first

had at starting, and the first is 1110tionless.

No sooner has the energy been absorbed by the

second "bob" in this \vay, than the process re

verses itself and all the energy is again transferred

to the original "bob." This is a most curious and

fascinating experinlent and al ways creates a great

deal of interest.
A similar effect can be produced by two pen-

dulums in a very simple l11anner. Tf\vo \veights

should be suspended by strings to t\VO nails fixed

securely a foot or so· apart. If no\v the strings be

looped round the ends of a wooden rod and one of

the \veights be set s\vinging by drawing it a fe\v

inches away from the other and then releasing it,

t':1e energy \vill gradually be absorbed by the

second \veight, and the first one \vill come to rest.
The rate at ,vhich the transference takes place
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depends on the position of the \vooden rod, the

nearer it is to the ~:~;eights the quicker the change

will be, and vice versa. I t is possible to adjust the

rod so near to the weights that the energy is

entirely transferred after one vibration, so that each

yveight in turn s\vings once and then C0111eS to rest.

',I
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Paper for tracings
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PR.ICES.
It is thought that the following List of Przcr?s, at which

the 'various instruments, etc•. lltelltioned -in tlzis book cali be obtained,
will be of -interest to t}Zany readers.

I" s. d.;:,

5 5 0

15 6

10 10 0

15 15 0

0 10 0

0 7 6

1 5 0

5 6

25 0 0

2 15 0

o
6

6

o

5

1

to 2

1

HARl\IONOGRAPH con1plete, ready for use as
shown In Figs laud 3

FITTED CABINET CASE for the above, with lock
and key, as Fig. 3

HARl\fONOGRAPH as above, larger size complete
in cabinet case, test quality

HARMONOG~APII as above, larger size, fitted
"rith clockwork Illation to rotate the table all
which the card is placed, in cabinet casc, cOInplete

\VHEATSTONE'S KALEIDOPHONE for illl1s
tl"ating the princIple of the superposition of small
motions (see page 30)

CLOCK SPl{~NG K~I\.LEIDOPIIO~E(see page 30)

DISC K","-\.LEIDOPHO~E for showing C01l1pound
motions on the screen, by means of vibrating discs,
with adjusting weights (see page 32) .•

STEREOSCOPIC LENSES, 1110unted for looking at
the pairs of stereoscopic designs in this book, with
out removing the illustrations

BENHAM'S TR.IPLE PENDULU"r HAl~

lVIONOGRAPH, as figureci on page 52

BENHA11'S l\tIINIATUl~E T\VIN ELLIPTIC
PENDULUil1S, as figured on page 62

GOOLD'S TWI~ ELLIPTIC PB..NDULU~[,
with suspension hook and ball bearing, deflecting
weight, 3 m0111entU111 weights, penholder and
lengthening pieces for the deflector, complet~with
1 glass pen, cards and ink, as figured on page 130 3 3 0

GOOLD'S TWIN ELLIPTIC PENDULU11 as
-above, \vith steel suspension tube; best quality 5 5 0

STAND for GOOLD'S TvVIN.ELLIPTIC PEN-
D ULU1\,I PEN, adjustable, as shown in Fig. 51 2

GLASS PENS for use with Harmonographs each

Best White CAl~DS for Ditto per packet 1/6

Special INK (various colours) per bottle



£ s. d.
GOOLD'S VIBRATrO~ PLATES for exhibiting

the vertex and a large number of other experi
ments m~de, of steel, abont 33in. long, conlplete
with baseboard \vith levelling screws, clatnps,
vibration generators, chains and resonance drum,
complete (\'ee Part Ill., page 163) froIn £4 4 0 to 7 7 0

GOOLD'S VIBRATIO~PLATES as above, beauti
fully ground and polished, complete with vibl:ation
generators, &c., suitable for showing all the
experiments that can be done with the above
plates, and also interfluxion figures, which are the
results of the interference of the normal and dual
vibrations, complete. . 10 10 0

GEOMETRIC PEN complete, with train of wheets
and extra wheels for interchanging, as figure 58,
and plate xxviii. 18 18 0

WRIGHT'S REED APPARATUS, as figure 60
cOlnplete, with full set of ten reeds and ll1irrors 10 10 0

BELLO\VS for use with above

WILBERFORCE SPRING, with Iuetal plate and
clamp, as page 205, A. and B. figure 61

WILBEH...FORCE SPRING complete, fitted to iron
girder stand. This is self-contained, and can be
placed on the table or floor without other support

SYNCHRONOUS SPRINGS, as page 2[3

SYNCHRONOUS PENDULUMS, as page 214 ••

THE ABOVE CA.V ALL BE PROCURED FROJl-

5 5

3 3

5 5
1 1

7

o

o

o
o
6
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NEWTON &- CO.,
SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENT MAKERS

By Special Appointment

TO HIS MAJESTY THE laNG,
H.R.H. THE PRISCE OF TVALES,

HER LATE 111AJESTY QUEEN VICTORIA,
HiS LATE ROYAL HiGHNESS THE PRINCE CO.VSORT.

PHILOSOPHICAL INSTRUMENT MAKERS
By Spccia,l Appointmellt

TO THE ROYAL ISS11TU11,.JN OF GREAT BRITAIN.

M•.t\.KERS OF SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS to
THE ADMIRALTY, THE rVAR OFFICE!

THE LVDIAN A~VD FOREIGN GOVERNlY[E.Vl'S, etc.

3, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C.
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